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( l-r, t-b) Eleni Yanellis shows 
how much fun a hand drier 
can be; Martin Granick 
gives a big hello while re
laxing in the lounge; Annie 
Machesky enjoys a sweet 
treat; Joey Yang gives Ol
lie Goldbart a noogie in 
the Student Services Office. 
Opposite Page: Soccer fans 
brave the cold to cheer at the 
Sectional Championship. 
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Here at U ni, long -standing 
traditions such as Agora Days and 
Spirit Week play a major role in ev
ery school year, but there are unique 
events that separate each year from 
the next. While there are always new 
things happening at Uni, it remains 
the same great place from Subbie Ori
entation to Graduation. Regardless of 
whether the event is something that 
happens every year or just once, U ni 
students will always cherish these pre
cious memories. 

Snow Days- Uni is not known for hav
ing snow days, but this year was dif
ferent. Due to a monstrous snowstorm 
that dropped around a foot of snow on 
Champaign-Urbana, the school was 
not closed for one, but two days. This 
was the first time Uni has had a snow 
day since January 4th, 1999. Although 
the snow caused many roads to close, 
it did not stop Uni students from en
joying their unexpected break. Teach
ers and students alike could be found 
sledding at Orchard Downs in Urbana 
or outside playing in the snow. What-

ever the case, there's no doubt every
body had a wonderful time during their 
unexpected break. 

Winter Blues - During the last week 
of January, Uni was struck by illness
es, leading many students to miss part 
or full days due to sickness. On Janu
ary 30th, 52 students, or about 17% of 
Uni's student body, stayed home sick 
or left sometime during the day. From 
January 25th to January 31st, Uni had 
an average of 34 students missing per 
school day compared to the typical 5-l 0 
student absences per day. 

In order to prevent such "out
breaks" in the future, students should 
stay home when they are feeling sick so 
as not to pass on their germs. For those 
who were lucky enough to stay healthy 
during this time, this period will be 
marked by memories of empty hall ways 
and classrooms. 

Building Changes - Everyone who 
has been at Uni knows how old it is. 
While our school did not receive new 
walls and ceilings this year, there were 
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some renovations. This fall Greg 
Smith announced that Uni's net
work had been upgraded to give 
students wireless access. Not 
only did this upgrade allow stu
dents to bring in their laptops and 
connect to the Internet, it also en
abled Uni's desktop computers to 
have a connection speed up to ten 
times faster than before. 

In addition to Uni's new 
network, there were also physical 
changes around the building. The 
library was reorganized and fur
nished with comfortable couches 
to read in. The old Latin room was 
transformed into the College Re
source Center (CRC), which was 
a nice place for students to relax 
and study in. As time goes on, it is 
inevitable for Uni to change, but 
while students appreciate these 
improvements, they hope U ni will 
still keep its "old" charm. 

Konan Basketball Team On 
October 23rd, members of the 
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Konan Boys High School Basket
ball Club visited Uni High. While 
Uni has had exchange students 
from both Konan's boys and girls 
schools, this was the first time Uni 
has hosted such a large group of 
students. The visitors were kept 
very busy on their four-day stay in 
Champaign-Urbana. They visited 
Uni classes, practiced at Assembly 
Hall, watched the Illini Men's Bas
ketball team, and went on a tour of 
Amish country. One of the most 
memorable events from the team's 

stay here was the game between 
the Konan boys and Uni alumni. 
Overall the visit was a very enjoy
able one, and U ni looks forward to 
continuing its bond with the Kanan 
school in the future. 

Online Gargoyle Editorial -
With the creation of the new po- . 
sition "Minority Student Advo
cates,"_ proposed by seniors Shara
jonnie Adams and Liz Reese, a 
wave of heated discussion spilled 
across the school. While gener
ally students found the program 
to be moving in the right direc
tion, some criticized the payment 
of the student leaders (the two se
niors were each paid $7 /hour). The 
group consisted of Uni students of 
African Americans, Latinos, and 
Native Americans. Questions such 
as, "What does 'minority' mean?'' 
and "What's the minority situation 
at Uni really like?" sprung up as 
the minority issue was pulled into 
the spotlight. 

(l-r, t-b): Room 210 was taken over 
during the summer by the libraries 
books during remodeling; the Konan 
players enjoy a moment after practice 
in the Assembly Hall; Sharajonnie 
Adams and Natsuki Nakamura try to 
communicate with the Konan Horse; 
the team enjoys the Illini game. 



The Online Gargoyle staff 
voiced their own opinions through 
columns such as: "Uni, the melting 
pot" and "Mfirmative action or dis
crimination? Call it what it is." But 
the culmination of months of debate 
and controversy came when the se
nior editors wrote an editorial titled 
"Tolerance at Uni." Opening with 
the fact "Uni is not a perfect place," 
the editors asserted that they nev
ertheless found U ni to provide an 
"extraordinary tolerant atmosphere 
with regard to the individuality of 
its students and faculty." 

Immediately after the edi
torial was posted on Feb. 7, faculty 
and parents responded with criti
cism. To the frustration of many 
Uni students, even members of the 
community with no association to 
Uni joined with comments. 

While some students 
agreed with the criticism of the ed
itorial, many others challenged the 
original commentaries, showing 
disappointment with their extreme 
responses and asking for proof of 
minority discomfort at Uni. 

Editorial: Tolerance at Unf 

B Gargoyle senior editors 
Post d Wedn~s®y. F~b. 7, 2007, The 00, opinion 

UNl IS 'OT a perfect place: There have been recent controversies over "bot list "pranks involving offen ive 
material placed on and in locker emotionally damaging go ·p blogs, and exclusive minority support services. 

But high schools will be high schools, and at the end of the day Uni still prO\•ides an extraordinarily tolerant 
atmosphere with regard to the individuality of it students and faculty. 

In the face of all of th isolated controversies, and the excitement that goes hand-in-hand with arguing for 

On Feb. 9, Ms. Patton de
cided to close comments on the 
editorial because anonymous com
ments had turned into personal at
tacks. In just two days, the piece 
had generated 150 comments. 

While it may seem like 
this episode produced a lot of un
necessary negativity, there were 
positive aspects to the happenings. 
For a couple days, the Online Gar
goyle provided a forum for some 

extremely intelligent discussion 
regarding minority issues. Disre
garding extremist comments from 
both sides of the issue, comments 
were generally well-written and 
respectful. While the editorial was 
a subject of much controversy, 
students are glad that Uni's en
vironment allows them to voice 
their own opinions, regardless of 
whether or not others agree with 
them. 

Everything I Mr. Sutton Empire Lounge Robert Boyce 
wanted 

Fun, but smelly Ito Sensei Noodles CRC Nick Pratt 

Absolutell HerrW Antonio 's Lounge Ruth Welch 
wonderfu 

Terrific! Mr. Butler Antonio 's CRC Ben Lee 
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Each August approximately sixty new students 
enter Uni High for the first time. The Subbie Retreat has 
changed a bit from the past, but still maintains the same 
purpose: to help students bond and begin to make friends. 
The 2006 Retreat was organized by a new coordinator, 
subbie counselor Sarah Dewhurst. 

As soon as morning classes were done on August 
30th, the subbies and subbie buddies piled into buses, ar
riving at Crystal Lake Park ready for a break from school 
and an afternoon of goofing off. After eating a quick lunch, 
the students split into their groups for competitions. 

Among the games were balloon toss, beach ball 
volleyball, an obstacle course, and an egg toss. Once each 
team had finished all of the challenges, the traditional 
tug-of-war tournament was held. At the conclusion of the 
competition, the subbie buddies conned the subbies into 
a group tug-of-war, secretly planning to let go as soon as 
the subbies were pulling hard enough. Fooled, the group 
of new Uni students fell together into a heap. 

After dusting off, the subbies took some time to 
relax and make some ice cream. Despite the fact that there 
was a shortage of ingredients, in the end the dessert turned 
out to be delicious nevertheless. 

"It was really experimental, since we had a new 
counselor," commented subbie buddy Natsuki Nakamura, 
"And things could have gone smoother, but overall it went 
really well and I could definitely see the subbies begin to 
talk with each other." 



Opposite page: (l-r, t-b): Four groups take part in the tug of war; 
Jay Kesan celebrates his catch of the balloon· the subbies fall to 
a heap after being tricked in a game of tug-of-war; one subbie 
group tries to work together to toss the ball back over the net. 
This page: (l-r, t-b): Teamwork was the key in the seven-legged 
race; the yearbook staff gets up close with Austin Black and 
his group,· Katy Metcalf accepts the water balloon with gentle 
hands in hopes of not getting drenched. 
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( l-r, t-b) Sur an Yoo enjoys the 
fruit of her labor from her suc
cessful bob as Chelsea Free
land cackles in amazement; 
Caroline Kamm struggles in 
the clutches of a mousetrap 
of her own design; Charlie 
Newman opens his doors to 
the school; Ethan Berl haunts 
the gym as the Phantom of the 
Opera; The Konan boys show 
off their beautiful horse-head; 
Carl Zielinski poses with the 
mummified Linda Song; Ev
eryone cheers for the awe in
spiring bag monster. 

Halloween 
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When the temperature shifted in late October, Uni was treated with a different type of Halloween celebration. 
This year some special guests from the Konan Boys School in Japan visited Uni during the week of Halloween. In 
celebration of this unique event, the administration planned a special assembly. Never having celebrated Halloween 
before, the Konan students were quickly impressed by the decorations in Uni Gym and the imagination the Uni stu
dents used in creating costumes. 

Before the costume contest, the freshman class presented a skit they had written to welcome the guests and 
introduce them to Halloween. Then came the contest. As usual, the winner was decided based on the amount of ap
plause generated from the student body. Paul Dampier, sporting a large plastic bag with a hole for his head, won first 
place as the Bag Monster. The party then moved outside where other classic Halloween events were set up, such 
as bobbing for apples and a toilet paper mummy contest. There was also a pumpkin carving contest, won by senior 
LydiaAnsermet. These activities brought a more festive feeling to this year 's Halloween party. 
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Lock - ins '06-'07 
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Sheri Grill is happy to be at the 
lock-in. 

Rachel Skoza, Lizzy Warner, and 
Deborah Ladd shake their stuff 
during the dance party. 
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Katie Ryan and Katie LaPointe 
are excited about their cards but 
Sarah Pfander has her game 
face on. 
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This year a new event was added to the Uni High agen
da. On November 11th, over 60 juniors and seniors walked 
into the familiar hallways of Uni for the lock-in. The event 
was sponsored by UFU (Urbana For Uganda), a new club that 
was started this year, and organized by senior Mandy Grill. A 
few people were skeptical about the idea, not sure if it would 
live up to all of the hype. The cost to be a part of the fun was 
twenty dollars, a price that some were hesitant to pay. Others, 
however, were glad to donate. "I thought it [the price] was a 
little high but it was for a good cause, so it was okay," junior 
Katie Ryan commented. "I was really excited for it, and it was 
a lot of fun." 

There were many different activities that the students 
could participate in: an eating contest, a scavenger hunt, and 
other games, as well as a variety of movies in different class
rooms. There was also a dance in the senior alcove and lounge. 
"It was very energized," said sophomore Caroline Brown 
about the atmosphere of the night, "but then around five in the 
morning people started getting tired and falling asleep." 

After all of their partying, the students were bound to 
be hungry. Rock's donated wings and gooey butter cake. To go 
along with the cake, there was plenty of ice cream. For break
fast, sophomore Kayla Ginsburg and junior Shara Esbenshade 
made pancakes while Mr. Stone served other breakfast foods 
and poured the students orange juice and milk. 

Because of the success of the junior/senior lock-in, 
freshmen and sophomores were allowed to have one of their 
own. Initially, the subfreshmen were not going to be a part 
of the freshmen/sophomore lock-in. However, this year's 
subbies were determined to not be left out of a new Uni High 
experience. They got together and formed a petition to make 
sure that they were permitted to come. At first there was some 
controversy regarding the attendance of the subbies, but in the 
end it worked out well. 

Almost everybody was extremely pleased with the ex
perience despite their exhaustion the next day. The two events 
raised $2,850 in total for the cause. Because of the huge suc
cess, it is predicted that two more lock-ins will be held during 
the 2007-2008 school year. 



( l-r, t-b) T 1 Bozada, Nicolas Pratt watch 
people play video games; Isaac Cham
bers and Mandy Grill take time out from 
the fun to take a picture together; Adri
ana Black, Rachel Hurley, Mike Renner, 
and Frankie McFarland have fun play
ing Apples to Apples; Tuli Bera and Sian 
Best joke around; Shivani Khanna, Alex 
Cahill, and Ethan Stone take a break on 
the couch; Mike Renner shows off his 
guns and his famous red pajamas; Luke 
Chiang and Elizabeth Ford get settled 
in the sleeping room; Margarita Mous
chovias and the boys play video games; 
Rachel Hurley and Krista Olson enjoy a 
late night game of Scrabble. 
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Spirit Week at Uni High is more about decorative student outfits than building 
school spirit. This year the school assembly was announced only days before the be
ginning of Spirit Week, and then moved to accommodate tests already scheduled. This 
meant that the traditional assembly took place after the boys and girls basketball home 
games had already been played. On Monday and Tuesday, Uni's teams were victorious 
despite the small crowds. 

The student body again found the idea of dressing differently an exciting idea. 
Hat Day was replaced by Pink Day this year, but the climax of the week came on School 
Colors Day. The annual faculty volleyball game was held after a quirky dance contest 
where the only contestants were four juniors who did a line dance. The faculty showed 
some unforeseen athleticism as Mr. Sutton, Mr. Vaughn and Ito Sensi wowed the crowd 
with their volleyball skills. 

Following the game, Marilyn Upah Bant was called to the center of a darkened 
gym, and "Uni-luminated" as thanks for all her hard work at Uni. The tribute was a bit
tersweet farewell to the Alumni Director, who decided to leave the school and move to 
a different unit on campus. 

The week wound down with the more laid back Pajama and Hippie Days, provid
ing a counterpoint to the more frenzied days preceding it. The leisurely attitude followed 
into the start of the weekend, satisfactorily concluding yet another Spirit Week. 

( l-r, t-b ): A group of seniors pay tribute to Marilyn 
Upah Bant; Bill Sutton opts for a more unorthodox 
way of hitting the ball; Chumar Williams, Frankie 
McFarland, Austin Rundus and Ammar Rizwan 
provide some pre-game entertainment. 
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Agora 
Days 

"Agora Days al
ways comes as a 
great relief in the 
middle of the quar
ter just when you 
think your head is 
about to explode." 



Rubik's Cube Class 
Teachers: Kainan Li, Youyang Gu, 
Zach Koroi-Gold 
Description: In this class students 
learn to quickly solve a Rubiks cube. 

Food Creations 
Teachers: Elizabeth Allen, Alexx Engles 
Description: Varieties of foods were 
explored using many different in
gredients to make your own unique 
dishes. 

Spatial Interventions 
Teachers: Dede Ruggles, David Hays 
Description: Students experiment 
with familiar objects and local 
spaces of Uni, creating a small de
sign intervention. 

Rocket Science 
Teachers: Greg Smith, Adam Jo
seph, Jonathan Sivier, Chris Deem 
Description: Students built rockets 
and learned about rocket flight. 

Strategy Games Class 
Teachers: Horace Wang, Richard 
Weisbach 
Description: Students were taught 
how to play the games and then 
played them. 

Guitar Hero 
Teachers: Nile Hamer, Anna Gooier 
Description: A class for beginners 
and advanced players, students 
learn the basics of the game and to 
play it well. 

Warcraft Ill 
Teacher: Greg Atherton 
Description: A class made to teach 
you the basics of this computer 
game and play it online. 

Hands-on Herpetology 
Teacher: Kevin Nortrup 
Description: Uni alum Kevin Nortrup 
brought his reptiles and amphibians 
in for students to enjoy. 

Chamber Orchestra 
Teachers: Alex Cahill, Martin Granick 
Description: A class where more seri
ous string players came together to 
practice and play music. 
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AGORA DAYS: A Break from School Life 
Agora Days is one of many traditions that makes Uni unique. One week every year, students get to 

take a break from all of their normal classes, tests and homework so that they can see what it would be like if 
they taught the classes of their choosing. Students, teachers, parents, and other interested people must propose 
a class to the Agora committee, consisting up of Mr. Garvey and sophomore Micah Berman. If accepted, the 
teacher teaches the proposed class during one of eight periods during Agora Days. 

For the second year in a row, this year's Agora classes featured the ability to sign up for classes and 
create a schedule using the Agora Days website created by Tom Wiltzius, Class of 2006. This year junior Mi
cah Berman took over the responsibilities of the website as the new Agora Webmaster with Mr. Garvey. 

As usual, students were still required to take at least two academic classes and were limited to the 
number of game and movie classes they could take, but nonetheless all of the students were able to relax and 
enjoy the change in the normal routine. There were many types of classes, such as sports, games, academic, 
movie, cooking, and classes that fell under none of these five categories which were simply marked as "other". 
Another unique thing about Agora Days has little to do with the actual week itself. The annual Habitat for 
Humanity trip to Mississippi took place this week building houses for people in the area. In addition, a group 
of students also went to Bottenfield Elementary school to help out in the classrooms. 

One of the more popular classes was Hands-on Herpetology which was taught by Uni Alum Kevin 
Nortrup, Class of '77. Mr. Nortrup brought in reptiles and amphibians from his own personal collection for 
students to observe and touch so they could learn about them visually and physically. By the last day of class, 
students who had a free period during this class flocked to touch and see the snakes and other animals that 
were brought into the class. 

Finally, a change next year that will take place to improve Agora Days is the scheduling process for 
faculty. They will be able to request their teaching and sponsoring schedule just like students, which will make 
planning much easier for them. All in all, another Agora Days quickly came and went, and both students and 
teachers will look back on the enjoyable classes and soon look forward to next year's Agora Days and possibly 
some more fun new changes by the Agora staff. 

This page (l-r, t-b): Mike Renner and Adam Tiouririne are hard at work in Yearbook class as Isaac Radnitzer observes; Luke 
Chiang thinks about his next move in his Cell Game class. Opposite page (l-r, t-b): The habitat group relaxes after a hard day's 
work; Richard Weisbach helps the kids learn the physics of a ball; Mandy Grill hammers a nail into the siding of a house; Chu
mar Williams helps out the kids at Bottenfield; Scott Sapp and AbderRahman Sobh add the siding to the house; Mike Renner 
helps Jake Beesley with his gluing while Dana Al-Qadi chuckles at Renner )s mistakes. 
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HabHat for Humanity and Elementary Mentoring 

An especially rewarding part of Agora Days is the volunteering and service to others that sotne stu
choose to take part in. For the 11th year Mr. Sutton took a group of juniors and seniors on a Habitat for 

· trip to Clarksdale, Mississippi to help build houses for the comtnunity. Students worked on siding, 
-walling, mudding, and sanding. "The Habitat trip was so much more than just building a house. We saw 

ople suffering fron1 extreme econotnic poverty, but with a wealth of things that are so much more important 
life like love, hope and cotnpassion." said junior Rachel Hurley. 

The Eletnentary School Teaching class taught by Mr. Beesley is also becoming an annual tradition 
ing Agora Days. For the past 3 years, Mr. Beesley has taken a group of students to Bottenfield Elementary 

chool to help students from Kindergarten to 4th grade. "The Uni students played money games with the kids, 
with then1, and helped thetn with some science lessons. "It was enjoyable to work with great young kids 
actually help them do smne hands-on learning," said junior Mike Renner. 
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Uni Dances 

School dances can be a wonderful time for friends to come together and h-ave some fun, but this 
year's events were shadowed by controversy. The issue that had the most effect on students was the new 
rule about grinding. Early in the year, Assistant Director Sue Kovacs sent out an email to the student body, 
instructing:" There WI11 be no bumping and grinding. If you do~ you wj]l be sent home and will not be 
allowed at the next dance." The crackdown, which began during the first faculty meeting, spawned a great 
deal of hostility from most of the student body and quickly became a controversial topic. 

While there were some who viewed the change with approval, many students protested what they 
felt was a undue violation of their rights. Junior Katie LaPointe commented, "It's so much more worse at 
other schools. If the teachers saw what was going on over there, they wouldn't mind what we're doing at 
Uni." 

Opinions ranged among parents and faculty members as well. At a meeting with Student Council, 
the administration and a number of concerned teachers discussed other options. When countered with the 
statement, "We don't know how to dance any other way," teachers suggested bringing instructors in to 
showcase moves. 

Students also began coming up with their own alternatives. The new "Funk Dance," sponsored by 
the senior class, was a hit. Older dances like the Winter Formal and Halloween dance remained successful, 
and the upbeat Valentine's dance was also as popular as ever. 

In the end, despite the more stringent policies, students still broke it down on the dance floor and 
the dances were as packed as ever. Whatever restrictions and limits may be imposed, dances will always 
be looked forward to by the student body. 
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Opposite page: (1-r, t-b): The subbie boys bust a move on the dance .floor during the Valentines Day dance. This page: (1-r, t-b): 
Michael Belmont and Bethany Hutchens take a moment from gazing in each others eyes for a picture; Caroline Brown enjoys a 
down moment,· A hair war; Lor Sligar shows off her use of deodorant; Martin Granick and Daisy Hassani at the Winter Formal; 
Julia Maher, Nicole Helregel, and Krista Olson show off their beautiful gowns; Lilli Pearson and Celinda Davis embrace; Shara 
Esbenshade gets her groove on; Paige Martin and Devika Bagchi are mesmerized by all the attractive men at Winter Formal; 
Margarita Mouschovias has a good laugh; the girls wonder when the music will start; The Men of Uni High. 
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FROM FOURTH AT STATE TO A SHOCKING VICTORY 
AGAINST CENTRAL, THIS YEAR'S SPORT TEAMS MADE 

RECORD BREAKING LOOK EASY. 



table of contents 
sports intra ............ pgs. 22-23 

subbie sports ............... pgs. 24-25 
jv soccer ............................ pg. 26 

jv volleyball- ............................. pg. 27 
boys soccer ................................... pgs. 28-29 

volleyball .............................................. pgs. 30-3 1 
girls xc ......................................................... pgs. 32-33 

boys xc .............................................................. pgs. 34-35 
swimming ................................................................ pgs. 36-37 

jv basketball .................................................................. pgs. 38-39 
boys basketball ................................................................... pgs. 40-4 1 

girls basketball ........................................................................... pgs. 42-43 
chess ................................................................................................. pg. 44 

team photos ...................................................................................... pgs. 45-47 

11 (o} minutes and 6 seconds: junior Michelle 
U ~ Mehnert's 3 mile time at State 

7} three pointers made by Jessi Sullivan 
!J to qualify for the state competition 

11 R v'?lleyball victories, the team's first 
U ~ w1nn1ng season ever 

points scored by junior Mike 
Renner to lead the team to 
an undisputed ECIC title 

boys soccer shutouts 

and a half seconds sepa
rating sophomore Malcolm 
Taylor from State 



(l-r; t-b) Jeremy Pillow 
dribbles the ball; Aran Yoo 
rises above the competition; 
Gordon Ruan makes his 
move at State; Samantha 
Nguyen enters the Chute to 
secure Uni's second straight 
Twin City title. Opposite 
Page: Chelsea Freeland 
and Becca Wallig team-up 
for the block. 
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After the graduation of perhaps 
the most athletically gifted class in Uni 
history, few could have predicted the 
success Uni experienced during the 
2006-07 school year. In what was called 
"the best fall season" Athletic Director 
Sally Walker has ever been a part of, Uni 
was represented by its girls cross coun
try runners at State and was a game and 
seconds away from State appearances in 
boys soccer and boys cross country. In 
the winter, both the boys and girls bas
ketball teams had to fill large voids due 
to graduation. Each team went about dif
ferently, as the boys took the ECIC again 
and the girls won 4 more games than last 
year. 

The week of Oct. 21st was one 
that will resound in the Uni history 
books forever. The Illineks had only one 
win this week, but it accomplished much 
more. At about 3pm on October 23rd, 
2006, over one hundred Uni students and 
faculty arrived in Monticello to cheer on 
their soccer team in hopes of their first 
State appearance ever. However, the 
boys lost a 2-1 heartbreaker to Warrens
burg-Latham with All-Area selection 
Michael Belmont scoring the lone goal. 

With 17 wins the boys accomplished 
the winningest season in school history. 
Three hours later the girls volleyball sea
son ended in a tough loss to underrated 
Prairie Central. This was the team's first 
winning season in its 11-year history. 

Five days later these perfor
mances were both outdone by the girls 
cross country team who took home their 
first Sectional title in school history. The 
following weekend they came away with 
a fourth-place finish at State. Junior Mi
chelle Mehnert who took seventh place, 
was named All-State, and later the All
Area Runner-of-the-Year. 

The winter basketball season 
brought us excitement, disappointment, 
and drama. The boys served up three 
overtime thriller and a season finale for 
the ages en route to its fourth straight 15-
win season. The girls did their best to an
swer the call of success as they stepped 
up and finished just below .500. 

A new tradition has been solidi
fied in the halls of Uni High, and that is a 
winning tradition. U ni athletes have ac
cepted these new ways and are looking 
to pass them on. 
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Youthful Exuberance 
t's always exciting to play an organized sport for the fir t time, and for most of the subbie 
athletes, they had a blast. Following the chool's new student orientation in Augu t, 
subbies were informed of what athletic options there were to choose from here at Uni. 

Some students had a quick decision to make. The subbie cross country team's eason occur during the 
Fall months so students had make a choice, run or PE? This year Head Coach Doug Mynatt was unable to 

field a girls team but the four-man team of Buck Walsh, Jack Fasar, Mike Zhivov, and Eric Chen didn't seem 
to mind as they looked to improve throughout the season. "Overall we had a pretty good sea on. We could've done 

better at some of our meets, but we can really contribute to the high school team next year," said Zhivov. The highlight 
of the subbie cross-country season was Walsh advancing to the State meet where he placed 22nd. 

As the end of the cross-country season neared, a new season began: ba ketball. The girls started out their season 
this year with new co-head coaches, Bianca Zaharescu and Morgan Reeder. Coach Zaharescu, who had helped coach 
the team the previous year, is also a current senior at U ni. "I feel that Bianca wa a great coach," said Amrutha Kumaran. 
"It also made it a lot easier to get along with her since she was a student at U ni as well." A structured practice routine 
where the co-coaches broke down the game into small parts seemed to help the lllinek . Uni finished their season with 
a record of 3-11 and look forward to play
ing next year on the high school level. "I 
really think we as a team have improved our 
speed and abilities on the defensive end of 
the court," said Stefanie Senior. 

The boys' season was the final 
subbie winter sport to begin. Entering the 
season, the team was confident that they 
would be very successful. "We knew we 
were going to be pretty good," said Albert 
Anastasio. "Will Fernandez even thought 
we'd go undefeated." Despite a low turnout 
to start, the team eventually grew to where 
they had enough for two teams. By mid
season the team built a chemistry that helped 
lead them through the season, finishing with 
a record of 10-6. "We played really well as 
a team, always finding the open man," said 
Warren Skoza. "This group of guys could 
really contribute on the JV level next year," 
says head coach Rick Murphy. "They have 
a pretty good understanding of the game 
already, which most subbies that I coach 
don't get until high school." 

( l-r; t-b) Warren Skoza and the boys team are 
ready for action; Stefanie Senior showcases 
the art of a perfect free throw. 
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(1-r, t-b): Buck Walsh, Jack Feser, Eric Chen, Mike Zhi
vov. Not pictured: Head Coach Doug Mynatt. 

llrls Ballelllall 

(1-r, t-b): Eleni Yannelis, Emma Coverdill, Stefanie Se
nior, Coach Bianca Zaharescu, Coach Morgan Reeder, 
Elenita Zamora, Heather Lin, Nancy Tang, Katy Metcalf, 
Jenny Cooke, Amrutha Kumaran. 

(1-r, t-b): Head Coach Rick Murphy, Adam Joseph, Mike 
Zhivov, Seth Bull, Will Fernandez, David Hjelmstad, 
Warren Skoza, Ryan Ko, Kevin Li, Zach Koroi-Gold, 
Youyang Gu, Albert Anastasio, Chris Mathy, Isaac Joy, 
Eli Hyman, Joey Yang. 

(l-r; t-b) Seth Bull takes it hard down the court; Katy 
Metcalf makes her defender work hard; Will Fernandez 
posterizes his opponent; Lock down defense by Albert 
Anastasio; Emma Coverdill scans the floor for an open 
teammate. 
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Growing Pains 
he boys JV Soccer team finished their season with a 4-8-2 record. Henry Zapata, la t 
year's JV coach, returned as the goalie coach, and new coaches Nick Custodio and Scott 
Borkgren were greeted with enthu iasm by the young team. "The coaches were amaz

ing," says sophomore Gordon Ruan who joined the team for his fir t year. With only a few experienced 
players, the team started out the season with a close 3-2 loss to cro town rival Judah Christian. Despite the 

setback, the Illineks showed vast improvement in a 6-0 shutout against Sullivan, the highlight of their sea on. Uni 
was able to record one other shutout against Iroquois West later 
in the season. 

"I think this was a good year for the team, and everyone 
improved. Although the team didn't have a great record, we still 
had a great season" stated freshman striker, Eddie Diazmunoz. 
At the Fall Awards ceremony, Richard Weisbach was awarded 
Most Dedicated, Gordon Ruan was Most Improved, and Diaz
munoz was the MVP. The team shows promise for the future 
as they will be looked upon to replace many of the graduating 
seniors from what was the best team in school history. 
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(l-r; t-b) Team cheers from the bench; Kumars Salehi 
dribbles; Holden Bucher evades the Fisher defense; Ethan 
Schiller punts it; Carl Pearson defends against Judah. 



Steady Improvement 

The JV girls volleyball team did something no other JV team has done. With a record 
of 5-9, the girls' secured the best record in the history of Uni High JV volleyball. The 
team started out slow, but managed to build a lasting chemistry that led them throughout the 

season. New JV head coach Cheryl Johnson stated, "Since this was my first year coaching at Uni High, 
I think it took a little time for the team and me to get used to one another." Once they bonded the team did 
not look back. Led by freshman Michelle Wong and sophomore Leslie Hodges, the players accomplished things 

(l-r; t-b) JV shows some team unity; Sierra Marcum makes 
a play on the ball; Maddy Levin shows why she is the 
definition of defense; Leslie Hodges displays the form 
for a perfect serve. 

they never could have imagined, but Coach Johnson had high 
expectations for her team. "I truly believe that expectation influ
ences performance and the ability to succeed," she stated. The 
team greatly improved, striving to work together as a team and 
to achieve excellence in the game of volleyball. "We worked 
together very well against LSA to win a match against them for 
the first time by our JV team," said senior Sharajonnie Adams. 
As the season ended, the team began to show qualities that no 
coach can teach, which made Johnson even happier. "I can train 
any athlete to pass, serve, or spike but I can not teach an athlete 
to have heart and passion for the sport of volleyball." 
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One Game Away!! 

After losing five starters and the school's single- eason scoring record holder from last 
season, the 2006 boys' soccer squad was written off by many people. "To be hone t, 
before the eason I thought it would be a fight to win the conference," aid enior 

Martin Granick in reflection. However, when the season ended, a conference title wasn't even in the top 
five accomplishments for the team and the players. 

The boys began the season rolling, notching a fourth straight title in their own fall shoot out. Back -to-back 
convincing 2-0 victories over conference rival Judah Christian and AA opponent Mahomet-Seymour brought the 

squad's record to 5-0. The now feared Uni soccer team was not tested again until they were 11-0 and had to go up again t 
Big 12 powerhouse Champaign Central. During the match, junior Isaac Radnitzer allowed only one goal in the first half, despite 

many Central attempts. A gutsy second half performance by the defense led 
by Daniel Ito and keeper Mike Renner stifled the Central offense and didn't 
allow a single goal. 

With around ten minutes left in the game, a ball squirted through the 
middle and was sent home by Michael Belmont on a left footed equalizer. 
Only minutes later, a through ball came to Belmont's foot yet again and the 
defense stopped and motioned for a flag, sure that Belmont was offside. The 
flag wa never raised and a far-post strike sent DCR into a frenzy. Uni went 
up 2-1 and with only a few minutes remaining, the defense preserved the 
victory. 

After the emotional high, the team experienced a low with three 
loses in a row to Warrensburg, Schlarman, a 5-1 thumping to cross town 
rival Urbana, and then a 1-1 tie in what should have been an easy victory 
against Unity. However, the men bounced back with three straight victories 
and seemed poised to make a State run. 

Their sub-sectional opponent was Sullivan and they easily handled 
them for the second time with a 6-0 victory. The next game was against the 
first year team of St. Thomas More. A 2-0 lead in the first half was insur
mountable for the Sabers as the Illineks were victorious, 6-2. 

The Sectional finals awaited the hard working players as they had 
a chance to make history. A win over Warrensburg-Latham would give 
Uni its first State appearance for a non-cross country team. Thanks to the 
administration letting students out early, a crowd of over one hundred Uni 
students showed up to the game. As the match progressed, a header in the 
middle resulted in a goal for Warrensburg before halftime. A second War
rensburg goal early in the second half crushed the spirits of the Illineks. 
Michael Belmont attempted to rally the Illineks with a far post breakaway 
goal but they still needed one more to tie. Missed opportunities including a 
Belmont strike off the far post had the boys seeing their season slowly wind 
to a close. 

Overall, it was an amazing season as the team overcame low pre
season expectations to emerge as the most successful Uni team ever. Several 
seniors emerged as premier area players including Belmont who was named 
to the News Gazette All-Area team. Belmont, Martin Granick and Jeremy 
Pillow were named to the ECICAll Conference team while Daniel Ito, Jake 
Seely and Scott Sapp were named Honorable Mention. The 2006 squad was 
one that will soon be missed, but never be forgotten. 

(l-r; t-b) Uni players congratulate Michael Belmont on a great play; TJ 
Bozada rises above to defend for his team against Judah. 
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Score Board 
Record: 15-5-1 

ECIC Record: ( 4-0) 

Blue Ridge ......................... 6-0 
Oakwood ........................... 5-2 
Fisher ................................. 7-2 
Judah Christian ............... 2-0 
Mahomet-Seymour .......... 2-0 
Fisher ................................. 3-0 
Decatur Christian ............ 12-0 
Sullivan ............................. 9-1 
Oakwood ........................... 3-2 
Iroquois West .................... 7-1 
Decatur Lutheran ............ 4-1 
Champaign Central ......... 2-1 
Warrc:nsburg Latham .......... 0-2 
Danville Schlarman ........... 0-2 
Urbana ................................ 1-5 
Unity- Tolono .................... 1-1 
Cathn ................................. 2-0 
Normal Calvary Bapt .......... 5-1 
Monticello ......................... 4-0 
Sullivan ............................. 6-0 
St. Thomas More .............. 6-2 
Warrensburg Latham .......... 1-2 
*Games Won in Bold 

Captains: Michael Belmont, 
Jeremy Pillow, Jake Seeley 

Awards: 
MVP: Michael Belmont 
Tough Illinek: Isaac Radnitzer 
Most Improved: T.J. Bozada 
Mr. Defense: Daniel Ito 
Mr. Offense: Michael Belmont 
Leadership: Jeremy Pillow 
Sportsmanship: Tomasz Kalbarczyk 
Most Intense: Nick Pratt 
Most Dedicated: Luke Chiang 

(l-r; t-b) Nick Pratt dodges the ball; 
Jake Seeley flies down .field; Jeremy 
Pillow traps the ball and holds off the 
defender; Daniel Ito flashes his bril
liance in the open .field; Mike Renner 
shows the defender who's the big boss; 
Scott Sapp is a wild man. 
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Score Board 
Record: 15-14-1 

ECIC Record: (8-4) 

Oakwood ......... ...... ............. L 0-2 
Atwood-Hammond ............ L 1-2 
LeRoy ................................ W 2-1 
Salt Fork ........................... .. L 1-2 
Rockford Keith .................. L 0-2 
Lovington .. ...... ...... ............. L 0-2 
Buckley Christ Loth ........ W 2-0 
Decatur Christian ............ W 2-0 
Westville .. .... ........... ........... L 1-2 
Georgetown Ridge ........... W 2-0 
Heritage ....... .. ..................... L 0-2 
Salt Fork ........................... .. L 1-2 
St. Thomas More .... ... ........ L 1-2 
Normal Calvary ............... W 2-1 
Fisher ................................. W 2-0 
DeLand-Weldon ... ... ..... .. ... . L 1-2 
Normal Calvary .. .... ..... ...... L 1-2 
Decatur Lutheran ..... .......... L 0-2 
Judah Christian ............... W 2-0 
Buckley Christ Loth ........ W 2-0 
Decatur Christian ............ W 2-1 
Buckley Christ Luth ........... T 1-1 
Judah Christian ............... W 2-0 
Cornertsone Christian ..... W 2-0 
Cornerstone Christian ..... W 2-0 
Buckley Christ Loth ........ v; 2-0 
DeLand-Weldon ............... W 2-1 
Decatur Christian ......... ... ... L 0-2 
Judah Christian ............... W 2-0 
Prairie Central.. ............ ...... L 0-2 
*Games Won in Bold 

Captains: Mandy Grill, 
Ruthie Welch 

Awards 
MVP: Mandy Grill 
Tough Illinek: Ruthie Welch 
Hittmg%/Assists: Ruthie Welch 
Most Digs/Aces: Mandy Grill 
Most Kills: Jessi Sullivan 
Most Blocks: Rachel Skoza 
Highest Serving%: Jamie Weiser 

(l-r; t-b) The team huddles after a 
big point; Beckaa Wallig leaps to 
make another kill; Jamie Weiser pre
pares for the bump; Ruthie serves up 
another ace; Chelsea makes a pass; 
Annie Machesky and Mandy Grill are 
ready for the serve. 
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Setting Records 

Uni High Girls Volleyball team continued its resurrection under second year coach 
Amanda Palla. The 2006 quad had an amazing season full of personal and team goals 
that were fulfilled. The Illineks set a school record for wins and the first winning record in 

chool history, 15-14-1 (8-4 ECIC). 
Led by seniors Mandy Grill and Beckaa Wallig, and junior Ruthie Welch the Illineks got off to a slow 

start, dropping five of their first six games before entering conference play. Two victories to open the ECIC portion 
of the schedule against Buckley and Decatur Christian helped 
raise their record to 5-9 at mid-season. A match-up with crosstown 
rival St. Thomas More saw Uni begin a season tum around, defeating 
the Sabers in the first game, only to lose the last two. 

After an ECIC victory, the Fisher Bunnies were the next opponent, 
a team Uni had looked to as a measuring stick prior to the season. The 
Illineks defeated Fisher in two games. 11 Something about this match, 
we were able to connect and play together with energy. I definitely 
feel like I'm more a part of this team than any other. Before I would 
just be playing, but now we get to this point on the court where the 
whole team is playing, not just individual people, 11 stated the senior 
Grill. 

The Illineks victory gave them confidence, but with expectations 
high after a promising 2005 season, the 2006 edition did not hit full 
stride until midseason, with a nine game unbeaten streak. Uni's sea
son came to a close in a two game loss to Prairie Central in the lliSA 
Regionals, but their mark on the record books will last forever. 

Grill and Welch were named to the ECIC All-Conference team 
while Wallig and sophomore Jessi Sullivan were named Honorable 
Mention. Welch led the team in assists, breaking her own school 
record of most assists in a season, 323 (defeating her old record of 
241). She also was second in aces with 74 in a single season. Grill 
tied for the school record for career aces ( 153) and set school records 
for single season aces (153) and digs in a career (236) improving on 
her own record of 187. 

(l-r; t-b) Mandy Grill runs through the tunnel for the starting line
ups; Rachel Skoza puts the smack down on opposition; The team 
warms up before their game. 
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A Pace Above the Rest 
A fter a 20th place finish at the State meet in 2005, the girls cross country team 

returned even stronger in 2006. Elizabeth Russell, Isaure Hostetter, and junior 
Michelle Mehnert teamed up with returning varsity members Shivani Khanna 

Samantha Nguyen, Jennifer Roloff, and Elaine Gu to make up one of the top teams in the state. 
The Illineks kicked off the season by defeating rival St. Joseph-Ogden and winning the Kickapoo Kickoff 

Classic. Russell was the runaway leader and Menhert followed in second. They placed second at the nexl 
meet, the Chrisman Cowchip Classic, only losing to Mahomet-Seymour, one of the state's top AA teams. 
Three day:; later, the girls staked their claim to C-U by winning their second straight Twin City Championship. 

Led by Menhert who dominated the competition, the Illineks proved that being a Class A squad in town means nothing 
when you are fast. 

This group would not stop trying to prove themselves, 
as the next weekend the girls traveled to the Peoria-Woodruff 
Invite. Running against the top teams in the state, the Illineks 
packed it up, finishing in third place, five points behind the sec
ond place team, and defeating last year's state champion, Win
nebago. Menhert ran a se~sonal best time of 19:34 and Khanna 
and Russell also broke the 20-minute barrier for the first time in 
the season. 

The following week, Illinois Prep Top Times ranked 
the team number three in the state, their highest ranking since 
1995. This was a huge improvement considering they weren't 
even listed in the Top 15 teams during the preseason. The girls 
proceeded to win their last home meet at Illini Meadows, placing 
1-2-3-4-6 and scoring 16 points, almost a perfect score. 

Despite the new pressure that came with their top ranking, 
the girls proved worthy by winning the Tuscola Classic against 
eleven teams. They then finished in second place at the Spartan 
Classic, a huge improvement from last year's sixth place finish. 
Menhert finished with a time of 18:06, the fastest time ever by 
a U ni runner in the girls race. 

In the post season, the Illineks began by defending 
their Regional title. Uni finished the race in positions one-two
three-five, an dominating performance. Then ranked seventh 
by IPTT, Uni went into Sectionals with the goal of winning the 
team championship. They came through, defeating sixth-ranked 
Eureka, and winning the meet for the first time in history. 

The girls ended their season with a fourth place 
finish at State, the highest placing since 1992 and the 
entire top seven will return in 2007. Mehnert placed 7th, 
the highest placing by a Uni girl runner at State, earn
ing her the News-Gazette All-Area Runner-of-the-Year 
Award and All-State honors. 

(l-r; t-b) The girls pose for a picture after another win; Mi
chelle Mehnert just loves to run; Jennifer Roloff stays ahead 
of a pack of Centennial girls 
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Score Board 

Kickapoo Kickoff Classic ...... 1st 
Chrisman Cow chip Classic ...... 2nd 
N-G Twin City Meet ............... 1st 
Peoria Woodruff Invite ..... .. .. ... . 3rd 
Home Meet .............................• 1st 
Tuscola Invitational ................ 1st 
Clinton Quad Meet ................ 1st 
SJ 0 Spartan Classic ........ .. ....... 2nd 
Mahomet-Seymour Invite ..... .. . 2nd 
Amboy Invitational ... .......... .. ... 5th 
IHSA Regional Meet .............. 1st 
IHSA Sectional ...................... 1st 
IHSA State Final ... ......... ...... ... .4th 
*Meets Won in Bold 

Captains: Nicole Helregel, 
Shivani Khanna 

Awards 
MVP: Michelle Mehnert 
Tough Dlinek: Elizabeth Russell 
Most Improved: Isaure Hostetter 
Most Inspirational: 

Eleanor Unsworth 

(l-r; t-b) Kayla Ginsburg, Caroline 
Brown, Joy Shapley, arul Nicole Hel
regel pack it up; Michelle Mehnert 
shows Urbana who is in charge in town; 
Samantha Nguyen, Shiv ani Khanna, 
and Elizabeth Russell lead off the 
race; Elaine hits "The Shoot" to help 
the Illineks clinch the Twin City Title; 
Shivani arul Elizabeth pace off of each 
other; Doug Mynatt commands /saure 
Hostetter to beat the Urbana girl; /saure 
Hostetter obeys Doug arul stays ahead 
of the Urbana girl. 
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Score Board 
Kickapoo Kickoff Classic ...... 6th 
Chrisman Cowchip Classic ..... 8th 
Twin City Cha111p10nship ........ 5th 
Peoria Woodruff Invite .......... 19th 
Bismark-Henning and PBL ... 2nd 
Tuscola Invite .......................... 12th 
Clinton Quad Meet ............... .4th 
St. Joseph Spartan Classic ..... 19th 
vs. Paxton-Buckley-Loda ...... 2nd 
Mahomet-Seymour Invite ..... lOth 
Amboy Invitational ................ 23rd 
IHSA Regional Meet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5th 
IHSA Sectional Meet.. ............ 14th 
* Meets Won in Bold 

Captains: Austin Rundus, 
Marquis Wang 

Awards 
MVP: Malcolm Taylor 
Tough Illinek: Nathan Smith 
Most Improved: Danny Ge 
Most Inspirational: Austin Rundus 

(l-r; t-b) Carl Zielinski ponders 
deeply; Cheng Luo makes the turn at 
the Twin City; Malcolm Taylor and 
Austin Rundus are quick off the start 
line; Taylor and Rundus continue to 
pack as they head to the end; Horace 
Wang keeps strong till the end; Nathan 
Smith focuses on his race; Marquis 
Wang stays with the pack. 
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Team Justice Unite! 
Due to the graduation of several strong runners, this year looked to be tough for boys 

cross-country. Nevertheless, junior Austin Rundus and sophomore Malcolm Taylor started 
the season strong with third and fourth place finishes at the Kickapoo Kickoff. Unfortunately 

for the Illineks bid to prove doubter wrong, Rundus suffered a foot injury soon after and was never able 
to return to preseason form. Because of the Rundus injury, Coach Doug Mynatt's squad relied increasingly on 
rising underclassmen. Over half of the team was made up of freshmen, including varsity runners Nathan Smith, 

Jack Synder, and Andrew Weatherhead. 
Throughout the season, the boys continued to bond, push

ing each other to keep improving and make up for the lack of 
Rundus at full strength. They called themselves "Team Jus
tice" and each chose with their own nickname and superpower. 
"[Having a nickname] was really inspiring. It inspired me to 
run faster," says Cheng Luo, aka the "Asian Ball of Speed." 

Without his sidekick, Taylor still managed to improve. He 
was U ni' s top runner in each of the last 11 races, including winning 
the No. 2 flight at the Chrisman Cowchip Classic and continually 
cutting seconds off his times each race. Taylor was ranked among 
the Top 20 runn~rs by Illinois Prep Top Times at mid season. 

In the IHSA Regional, Uni placed 5th behind Taylor's 3rd 
place finish to advanced to the Sectional. Uni's season came to a 
close then at the Stanford Olympia Sectional as the team placed 
11th and Taylor missed the State cut by a second and a half. 

The team worked hard this season, covering their times with 
many personal or seasonal bests throughout the season. "This 
was a young team, relying on three freshmen to run varsity, so I 
definitely expect them to improve next year," says coach Doug 
Mynatt. Since they will be losing only one senior this year and 
will likely gain a number of strong subfreshmen --including Buck 
Walsh, an All-State runner this year-- boys cross country shows 
promise for next season. 

(l-r; t-b) Team Justice gets ready for the start; Jack Synder, Marquis 
Wang, and Nathan Smith pace each other; Austin Rundus gasps for 
breath as he struggles to eat his bagel after the race. 
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Backstroke, Breastroke, 
Stroke of a Genius 

arlier this year, the famous Crocodile Hunter Steve Irwin was killed by a stingray. True 
to their name, the Uni High Stingrays (who chose that name before the unfortunate 
death of the famous star) stung the competition. The Stingrays' second meet, which wa 

against Chicago University High School, was a victory that the seniors had been waiting for. "We were all 
very proud of the win because we have always been neck and neck with them," said junior Katie Ryan. "The 

seniors have been waiting to beat them their entire high school swim career, and it finally happened." 
The addition of nine new swimmers to the team contrib

uted greatly to the team's success. Out of the nine, eight of them 
were freshmen; the other was senior Tanya Kostochka. Freshman 
transfer Sian Best also joined the team, but was unable to swim 
competitively in the meets this year because ofiHSArules. Despite 
the inability to participate in the meets, Best swam in many time 
trials both in practice and between events at some of the meets. 

One major difficulty the swimmers faced this year was 
the switch from Freer Pool to the Kenney Gym Pool. "Despite 
being moved to a hair ball/cockroach-infested swimming pool, 
we performed very well," comments coach Howie Schein. This 
year was also the first year of two-a-days for the team. Morning 
practices were moved forward from 5:30a.m. to a more tolerable 
6-7:30 a.m. Afternoon practices were added from 4-5:00 p.m., with 
every other day being a dry land workout. "The two-a-day work
outs were great. They allowed for more dry land and conditioning, 
which prevented injury and prepared us for our final meets," says 
this year's MVP, Krista Olson. 

In the IHSA Sectional, nine out of twelve swimmers swam 
a personal best and the 200-yard free and medley relays finished 
in the top six. 

Expectations are high for the Stingrays' next season. "We 
are losing five very important members of the team to graduation, 
but I am confident that this year's freshmen will step up," predicts 
sophomore N atsuki Nakamura. 

(l-r; t-b) The team shows off their guns; Anne Dixon gives a demon
stration of her "angry breast-stroke face"; Maritza Mestre out-swims 
the competition in the 100 yard backstroke. 
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Score Board 
Olympi~·····························128-38 
U of Chicago Lab ............. 87 -81 
Charger Invitational ........... 14th/15 
Charleston .......................... 2nd/3 
Danville .............................. 3rd/3 
Danville .............................. 3rd/4 
Central Invite .................... .4th/5 
Twin Cities Meet.. ............. .4th/4 
Schlarman .......................... 2nd/3 
Normal U-High V ............. .4th/8 
Normal U-High JV ............. 2nd/5 
Sectionals ........................... 6th/18 
* Meets Won in Bold 

Captains: Anne Dixon, Nicole 
Gong, Krista Olson, Liz Reese 

Awards 
MVP: Krista Olson 
Tough Illinek: Deborah Ladd 
Most Improved: Erika Belmont 
Silent Storm: Aliisa Rantanen 
Most Inspirational: Nicole Gong 
Most Points: Nicole Gong 
Four-year Achievement Award: 
Liz Reese 

( l-r, t-b) Katie Ryan does a picture 
perfect backstroke; Diana Liu takes 
time from swimming to glance at the 
camera; Natsuki Nakamura is deter
mined to demolish the competition; 
Katie LaPointe adjusts her goggles; 
Alexx Engles takes a breath; Hadley 
Hauser smiles after her race; Katie 
Ryan gets great extension on her fly 
stroke. 
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Starting Over 
The entire boys N program was revamped for the 2006-2007 season, as all the previ

ous years starters had moved up to varsity. A new group of Illinek and a new coach
ing staff had to mesh quickly for the boys to enjoy success. Cole Cruz took over a 

head JV coach wih Dan Moyse as his assistant. With new leadership and incoming talent, the boys were 
prepared to continue theN's winning ways. 

The Illineks started their season slower than expected, losing their first five games to formidable opponent . 
After winter break the new coaching staff cracked down on 

their team's sloppy play. These changes became evident in their 
matchup against Cornerstone Christian Academy on January 
19th. A huge fourth quarter comeback by the NA was capped 
off by a free throw from the hands of freshman Dan Lilly, with 
no time remaining. On the same night, the NB cut a 25-point 
forth quarter deficit to only six at the final buzzer. 

Overall the season showed promise, especially consid
ering the team's success against conference foes. Coach Cruz 
said about the season "After [five losses] I wasn't sure how long 
I'd be coaching, but we turned it around." Led by sophomore 
MVP Stephen Prochaska in the post and guards Malcolm Taylor 
and Josh Chung on the perimeter, the Illineks finished with a 
final record of 7-10. 
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(l-r; t-b) The guys get ready to strike; Miles Bribriesco 
uses his size to his advantage; Carter Hutchens goes hard 
in the paint; ProchaskaFlight41 cleared for takeoff; Nick 
Zukoski doesn't flinch in the face of impending danger; 
Malcolm shows us his definition of elevation; Dan Lilly 
scores at will. 



New Schooling 
A n improved varsity squad meant that '06-'07 girls junior varsity basketball team was 

going to have a myriad of young talent to display. The goal of the N is to improve their 
skills and develop as a cohesive unit. The concept of team bonding has always been apparent 

in the girls ba ketball program and at every game the N upheld this tradition. 
TheN was lead by first-year head coach Becca Nitzsche and assistant Tricia Devereux. At times, 

the girls couldn't find consistent performances in their few-and-far-between games. The extra practice time, 

( l-r; t-b) The team gathers in the huddle for a pep talk; 
Lizzy Warner pops the jumper in the middle of the lane; 
Joy Shapley unleashes her fury on an unsuspecting ball 
handler; Michelle Wong puts another defender on a 
poster; Katie Ryan gets position in the post and looks 
to score. 

however, gave them an opportunity to hone their skills, and 
playing so few games raised the girls' work ethic because time 
in games was so valuable. Most Outstanding Defender Michelle 
Wong said about practice, "The extra practice time did help. We 
learned [the game] better." They used this practice to fuel two 
wins over Deland-Weldon and a hard fought victory in the sea
son finale against Danville Baptist. 

Even though the team finished with only three wins, the play
ers improved all around. Coach Nitzsche reflected, "I told them 
to play with class, we did that this year". The development of a 
fundamentally sound N will pay off for years to come. 
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Score Board 
Record: 15-13 

ECIC Record: (11 -1) 

Buckley Christ Luth .. W 50-44 
Mahomet JV ............... W 58-53 
Bement ................ ...... ... L 54-46 
Martinsville ... .... ....... ... . L 51-48 
Shiloh ........................... w 55-46 
St. Thomas More ......... L 54-32 
Fisher .. ...... .. .............. ... L 53-39 
Buckley Christ Luth .. W 79-51 
Oakwood ........ ... .......... . L 7 4-61 
Shiloh ..... ...... .... .... .. .... .. L 65-61 
Salt Fork ...... ......... ... .. ... L 53-32 
Heritage .... ..... ........ .... ... L 62-48 
Atwood-Hammond .... W 62-51 
Oakwood .. ... ............ ... .. L 52-50 OT 
Decatur Christian ...... W 66-52 
Normal Calvary ........... L 51-36 
Deland Weldon ........... W 79-43 
PBL ........ .... ........... .. .... . L69-60 
Decatur Lutheran ...... W 62-56 
Judah Christian ......... W 65-52 
Buckley Christ Loth .. W 62-55 
Lexington ... .... ...... .... .... L 68-37 
Decatur Christian ...... W 59-38 
Normal Calvary ......... W 58-55 
Deland Weldon ........... W 78-36 
Judah Christian ......... W 63-61 OT 
PBL (Re&ionals) .. ...... .. L 60-48 
Decatur Lutheran ...... W 71-42 
*Games Won in Bold 

Captains: Michael Belmont 
Michael Renner 

Awards 
MVP: Mike Renner 
Hustle: Austin Rundus 
Best Defense: Michael Belmont 
Tough Illinek: Mike Renner 
Most Dedicated: Alan Kessler 
Most Points: Mike Renner 
Highest Free Throw%: Dan Lilly 
Most Rebounds: Isaac Radnitzer 
M. Improved: Frankie McFarland 
Most Steals: Mike Renner 
Most Assists: Chumar Williams 
Tough Illinek: Mike Renner 

(l-r; t-b) Chumar Williams works his 
magic in the lane; Michael Belmont 
takes it hard to the bucket; It's a bird, 
it's a plane .. No it's Mike Renner; Alan 
Kessler pivots after a key rebound; 
Jeremy Pillow scores over the defense; 
Frankie McFarland takes it up with 
authority. 



Beating the Odds 

T he U ni High boys basketball team faced a difficult challenge this season: matching 
the previous team's success. Coming into the season the Illineks had a streak of three 
straight seasons with at least 15 wins and hadn't lost at Kenney Gym in 21 games. The classes 

of 2005 and 2006 left behind the best two-year record in Uni history, 45-11. With only two returning 
varsity players, senior Michael Belmont and junior Mike Renner, Uni depended on it's other eleven players 
moving up from the JV to step up to the challenge. 

The Illineks started out the season as hosts of the Central Illinois 
Turkey Tournament where they finished fourth out of eight teams with a 
record of 2-2. The team went 2-3 after the Turkey Tournament heading into 
the Hayden's Classic holiday tournament. Although the team pulled off a 
solid victory over Atwood Hammond 62-51, they still played very sluggishly 
throughout the tournament, which showed in their tourney record of 1-4, 
finishing eighth out of 16 teams. "We were definitely disappointed with our 
5-9 record following the tourney," said Renner. 

Looking to start the new calendar year on a high note, Uni notched an 
impressive victory against Decatur Christian 66-52. Unfortunately, inconsis
tency reared its ugly head once again as the Illineks lost to Normal Calvary 
Baptist at home, 51-36, the first conference loss for the varsity team in 3 
years. "This might have been the most disappointing loss so far this season," 
said junior Ammar Rizwan after the game. Desperate to regroup, the team 
met before practice the next day and burned the previous night's game film. 
"Besides the smoke, I felt this was really needed for us to regroup and make 
things happen on the floor," said senior Michael Belmont. 

Presenting the burnt tape before games seemed to work wonders as 
the team went on a run, simply refusing to lose another conference game. 
Among these conference victories was the revenge game at Normal. In the 
Uni victory, Renner became the school's third player to surpass the 1,000 
career points. Uni brought this new swagger into their Senior Night contest 
against crosstown conference rival Judah Christian. Renner, the Illineks' 
leading scorer, went down with an ankle injury early in the second half, but 
in a back-and-forth game Uni found a way to win in overtime, 63-61. This 
victory clinched a share of the ECIC conference title for the third straight 
year. 

Just a few days later, Uni took to the floor in regional play, only to lose 
in a lackluster performance to Paxton-Buckley-Loda. Fortunately for the 
Illineks, due to the snowstorms earlier in the month, U ni had one final home 
game to make up. Uni ended its season on a high note, defeating Decatur 
LSA to clinch the ECIC title outright. Renner saved the Illineks again, 
scoring 20 points in 3: 16 of the third quarter. He finished the evening with 
35 points, including six-straight 3-pointers. The final victory secured Uni's 
fourth straight 15-win season and made Belmont the winningest Illinek in 
school history. Renner, Belmont and Chumar Williams were named to the 
ECIC All-Conference team while junior Isaac Radnitzer made the Honorable 
Mention squad. 

(l-r; t-b) The Illineks get together for their pre-game talk; Austin Rundus glides 
in on the fast break. 
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Battling Through Injury 
ith only two seniors returning this year, Head Coach Rebecca Murphy began the ea on 
understanding that the 2006-07 squad would have to rely heavily on many undercla men. 
The team did have six returning players with var ity experience (Samantha Nguyen, Sarah 

Pfander, Rachel Skoza, Jessi Sullivan, Ruth Welch, and Aran Yoo), but the remainder of the bench had little or 
no varsity playing time. 

The Illineks opened the season working toward a goal of above a .500 record and to capture the ECIC title. In 
their first game of the year, Uni traveled to Atwood and was victori
ous 37-35. Unfortunately, the victory was the last thing on the team's 
mind as they returned to Kenney Gym. Starting point guard, Samantha 
Nguyen, suffered what would become a season ending injury as she tore 
her ACL. This was a major blow to the young team as she was one of 
the few experienced back court players and was expected to be the floor 
leader. 

With the loss of Nguyen, the team was stretched thin for experi
ence and it showed in the next few games. A week prior to winter break, 
the girls had lost six games in a row, making them 3-7 overall. Next up 
was Judah Christian, a conference rival. The Illineks smashed Judah 
44-29 and broke their four-game home losing streak. This impressive 
victory against a team that was predicted to be their equal in conference 
began a five-game winning streak that included three more conference 
victories. The team was starting to pull it together. 

Uni's streak came to an end against Fisher, a team that has 
constantly been a challenge for the Illineks. Despite the loss, the team 
was satisfied with their performance. Coach Rebecca Murphy empha
sized that the team "really gave it their all" and also noted that the team 
began to come together. Little did they know that their toughness and 
teamwork was going to be tested again. 

The next two conference contests were also losses against 
Normal Calvary and Decatur Lutheran, but the rematch with Judah 
brought more devastation. Uni began the contest strong and gained the 
lead early, but Judah managed to come back from a fifteen point deficit 
to make it a close game in the fourth quarter. With three minutes left 
to play, Skoza broke her fifth metacarpal. Despite the injury, she kept 
playing believing it was a small injury and even managed to make the 
winning shot. The next day the Illineks were informed that she had 
broken her hand and would be out for the remainder of the season. 

Again the team faced the loss of a key player and this time, their 
top scorer. Even through the newest turmoil, the team won two of their 
next four games to end the regular season 12-12. Although the girls 
lost in their opening Regional game, they still won four more games 
than the previous year and ended only one game short of an even .500. 
Skoza and Yoo were named to the ECIC All-Conference team while 
Pfander and Sullivan were named to the Honorable Mention quad. 

( l-r, t-b) Coach Rebecca Murphy gives the team a pep talk during a time-out; 
Ruthie Welch drives to the goal against Buckley. 
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Score Board 
Record: 12-13 

ECIC Record: (8-4) 

Atwood-Hammond .......... W 37-35 
Hoopeston ......................... W 45-23 
Chrisman .. ... ............ ...... ..... L 48-50 
Blue Ridge ......................... W 52-47 
Oakwood ............ ..... ...... ..... L 39-72 
Milford ........ ... .... ................ L 24-44 
Shiloh .... ............ ... ..... ...... ... L 25-45 
Paxton-Buckley-Loda ... ..... L 23-34 
Decatur Lutheran ...... ... .. .... L 38-57 
Villa Grove .. .... ......... .... .... .. L 27-38 
Judah Christian ............... W 44-29 
DeLand-Weldon ............... W 64-26 
LeRoy··········:··················· .. W 43-33 
Buckley Chrtst Loth ........ W 57-19 
Decatur Christian ............ W 53-26 
Fisher ................. ... ... ........ .. L 41-52 
Normal Calvary Bapt.. ..... .. L 36-48 
DeLand-Weldon ............... W 58-14 
Decatur Lutheran ............... L 41-79 
Judah Christian ............... W 49-47 
Donovan .. .......... ......... ..... ... L 41-84 
Buckley Christ Loth ........ W 66-18 
Decatur Christian ............ W 47-40 
Normal Calvary Bapt ...... .. L 36-54 
Oakwood (Reg10nafs) ........ L 41-64 
*Games Won in Bold 

Captains: Mandy Grill 
Bianca Zaharescu 

Awards 
Most Improved: Sarah Pfander 
Tough Illinek: Mandy Grill 
Most Dedicated: Samantha Nguyen 
MVP: Aran Yoo 
Outstanding Defense: Aran Yoo 
S. Neely Award: Bianca Zaharescu 
Top Scorer: Rachel Skoza 
Top Rebounder: Rachel Skoza 
Most Assists: Sarah Pfander 

(l-r; t-b) Karen Woodley makes a 
quick post move against Buckley 
Christ; Marika Iyer takes a flying 
leap to score; Jessi Sullivan drives 
into the lane; Aran Yoo grabs an
other steal for a flying fast break; 
Rachel Skoza takes a long two over 
two players; Sarah Pfander breaks 
an ankle or two. 
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Continued Dominance 

T:
e highest expectations of any Uni team this year fell to the chess team, which returned 

all eight boards from last year's fourth place finish in State. The goal was a top three 
finish, and this was certainly a realistic goal with the abundance of talent on this year' 

roster. It is amazing to think that this goal is realistic for Uni, whose enrollment is less than a tenth of the 
Illinois chess powerhouses. 

Uni once again dominated the East Central Illinois Chess League (ECICL), taking home the top spot. It was a dog 
fight at times, though, as the team opened with a loss against Bloomington and had to come back to win in their next 

two matches against U-High in what the team called the highlight of their sea on. Along with their conference champi
onship, the team won the Illini Classic for the second straight year. Coach Chris Merli was admittedly excited over this, 
"We see the Illini Classic as sort of our house. We don't want 
anyone coming into our house and taking away the prize." The 
team didn't stay satisfied with the win for long as they set their 
sights on the State tournament. 

On Friday, February 9th, the team drove up early in the 
morning to Peoria where the best players in the state had gathered. 
A few bad breaks early for the team crushed their hopes of a State 
championship from the start, as their second match was lost to an 
eventual top ten finisher, Winnetka. This didn't make it impos
sible to finish in the top three, but a match with Park Ridge in 
round six loomed over the team. The Illineks lost to Park Ridge, 
the eventual state champs, in a nail biter and finished in eighth. 
Alan Liang was the only Uni competitor to medal, taking sec
ond on board six. First board Gordon Ruan and third board Geoff 
Beck took 15th. Of all the lA competitors Uni finished first and 
handled their closest lA finisher 68-0, flaunting their small school 
dominance. 

It didn't turn out the way the team had hoped entering the 
season, and the team was obviously a little down. Senior Annie 
Liang reflected on the State performance "It was kind of disap
pointing, State, because I definitely think we could have placed 
top three." The team is now looking forward to next year, where 
the success of the past two years is likely to be repeated. With the 
returning top two boards, Gordon Ruan and Alex Zhai, it is likely 
that U ni can fulfill its goal of a top three finish. 
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(l-r; t-b) Gordon Ruan and Alex Zhai pull off a huge 
combo move in the clutch; Brian Wang and Ben Schaap 
have an old fashioned duel; Geoffrey Beck receives pro
fessional instructions from Mr. Garvey before heading to 
battle; Greg Atherton's monkey whispers to him what his 
next move should be. 



Bovs Junior varsitv Soccer 
(1-r, t-b): JV Coach Scott Borkgren, Costa 
Cangellaris, Neil Pearson, Eric Fritzsche, 
Richard Weisbach , Ethan Schiller, Brian 
Wang, Kareem Sayegh, Noel Knox, JV Coach 
Nick Custodio, Isaac Chambers, lshan Desai
Geller, Gordon Ruan, Jasper Maniates-Selvin, 
Eduardo Diazmunoz. 

Girls Junior varsitv Vollevball 
(1-r, t-b): Head Coach Amanda Palla, Amy 
Ding, JV Coach Cheryl Johnson, Hannah Les
kosky, Sierra Marcum, Sharajonnie Adams, 
Rachel Harmon, Jasmine Alvarado, Chumin 
Gao, Leslie Hodges, Sindha Agha, Grace Man, 
Maddie Levin, Michelle Wong, Rachel Hyman, 
Jessica Stewart. 

Bovs Junior Varsitv Basketball 
(1-r, t-b): Jack Snyder, Nathan Smith, Daniel 
Borup, Noel Knox, Neil Pearson, Chris Yoder, 
JV Coach Dan Moyse, Richard Wang, Tej 
Chajed, Nick Zukoski, Miles Bribriesco, Terry 
Qi, Josh Chung, Daniel Lilly, JV Coach Cole 
Cruz, Carter Hutchens ~ Nile Hamer, Danny 
Ge, Langston Allston-Yeagle, Malcolm Taylor, 
Student Coach Richard Weisbach. 

Girls Junior varsitv Basketball 
(1-r, t-b): Maritza Mestre, Kaylie Dastrup, Karen 
Woodley, Erika Belmont, Joy Shapley, Laura 
Dripps, Marika lyer, Kayla Ginsburg, Hanna 
Engles, JV Coach Ellie Zabeilski, JV Coach 
Becca Nitzsche, Michelle Wong, Katie LaPointe, 
Isabel Vazquez, Sheri Grill, Katie Ryan, Jasmine 
Alvarado, Amy Ding, Deborah Ladd, Elizabeth 
Allen, Lizzy Warner, Rachel Harmon. 
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vonevball 
{1-r, t-b): Head Coach Amanda Palla, Assis
tant Coach Stan Thangaraj, Sarah Pfander, 
Claire Johnson, Ruth Welch , Annie Machesky, 
Chelsea Freeland , Assistant Coach Cheryl 
Johnson , Sheri Grill , Beckaa Wallig , Rachel 
Skoza, Karen Woodley, Jessi Sullivan, Jamie 
Weiser, Amanda Grill , Annie Liang , Elizabeth 
Ford . 

Bovs Soccer 
{1-r , t-b): Stephen Prochaska, Daniel Lilly , 
Tomasz Kalbarczyk, Jeremy Pillow, Michael 
Belmont, Sam Klein , Daniel Ito, Nicolas Pratt, 
Russell Prochaska, Ben Hyman, Josh Chung , 
Alex Zhai , Rohun Palekc. ~. Scott Sapp, Luke 
Chiang, Julian Hartman, Christopher Nixon, T.J. 
Bozada, Holden Bucher, Chandra Pathuri , Martin 
Granick, Bhaskar Vaidya, Isaac Radnitzer, Mike 
Renner, Kumars Salehi, Jake Seeley, Assistant 
Coach Henry Zapata, Head Coach Bill DeJar
nette, Assistant Coach Nick Custodio , Sam 
Imlay, Assistant Coach Scott Borkgren. 

Girls Cross Countrv 
{1-r , t-b): Elaine Gu, Joy Shapley, Samantha 
Nguyen, Kayla Ginsburg , Michelle Mehnert, 
Jennifer Roloff , lsaure Hostetter, Nicole 
Helregel, Elizabeth Russell , Caroline Brown, 
Shivani Khanna. (Not Pictured: Head Coach 
Doug Mynatt) 

Bovs Cross Countrv 
{1-r, t-b): Cheng Luo, Austin Rundus, Marquis 
Wang, Carl Zielinski , Malcolm Taylor, Benja
min Suslick , Andrew Weatherhead , Danny 
Ge, Horace Wang, Nick Zukoski , Jack Snyder, 
Nathan Smith. (Not Pictured: Head Coach 
Doug Mynatt) 
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Swimming 
(1-r , t-b) : Deborah Ladd , Assistant Coach 
Elizabeth Gansen, Katie LaPointe, Katie Ryan , 
Eunice How, Diana Liu , Alisa Rantanen , Ni
cole Gong, Lor Sligar, Sian Best, Anne Dixon , 
Katy Easey , Head Coach Howie Schein , 
Elizabeth Allen , Maritza Mestre , Erika Bel
mont, Tanya Kostochka, Maria Gao, Natsuki 
Nakamura, Liz Reese, Krista Olson , Katherine 
Allen , Hadley Hauser. 

Bovs Basketball 
(1-r , t-b): Head Coach Joel Beesley, Malcolm 
Taylor, Joshua Chung , Dan Lilly, Austin 
Rundus , Isaac Radnitzer, Michael Belmont, 
Chumar Williams, Assistant Coach Cole Cruz, 
Student Assistant Richard Weisbach, Student 
Assistant Adam Tiouririne, Frankie McFarland, 
Jeremy Pillow, Ammar Rizwan , Mike Renner, 
Alan Kessler, Nicolas Pratt, Assistant Coach 
Dan Moyse. 

Girls Basketball 
(1-r, t-b) : Karen Woodley, Kaylie Dastrup , 
Rachel Skoza, Sheri Grill, Bianca Zaharescu, 
Marika lyer, Assistant Coach Trish Devereux, 
Head Coach Rebecca Murphy, Aran Yoo , Sa
mantha Nguyen , Amanda Grill , Sarah Pfander, 
Ruth Welch , Jessi Sullivan. 

Chess 
(1-r, t-b) : Kareem Sayegh, Benjamin Schaap, 
Geoffrey Beck, Marquis Wang , Gregory Ather
ton , Brian Wang , Linda Song, Daniel Cheng , 
Alex Zhai , Gordon Ruan , Alan Liang, Annie 
Liang . (Not Pictured: Head Coach Chris Merli 
and Assistant Coach John Garvey) 
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IN MUSIC, DRAMA OR ART, THE FINE ARTS DEPARTMENT 
AIMS FOR NOTHING BUT PERFECTION. 
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(l-r, t-b): Ethan Berl looks 
up from his printing press; 
Robert Boyce and Ben Lee 
play in Jazz Band; Robert 
Croisant comforts Daisy 
Hassani; Sarah Lake-Ray
burn plays Essie; Alex Ca
hill performs in the winter 
concert. 
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Although Uni has tradition
ally had a history of excelling in math 
and science, the arts are neglected as a 
trade-off. Instead, natural talent and a 
good work ethic help Uni students suc
ceed in the drama, music, and art de
partments. 

This year, the theater depart
ment, led by Barbara Ridenour, chose 
You Can't Take it With You as the fall 
play. A quirky comedy about a girl 
trying to introduce her fiancee to her 
dysfunctional family left the crowds 
laughing. The performance was done 
extraordinarily well, with more experi
enced actors and actresses like seniors 
Martin Geiger and Jackie Hedeman 
working alongside relative newcom
ers to the drama scene like sophomore 
James Smith. 

The four student productions 
also did well this year. Their settings 
ranged from a funeral to a school, but 
all focused on the connections between 
people, good and bad. The cast was di
verse, featuring people from all classes 
in both the cast and crew. 

Musical events included the an-

nual winter concert, during which three 
separate elements of Rick Murphy's 
musical department; orchestra, chorus. 
and madrigals united to perform on a 
cold day in January. Six students were 
selected to join in the All-District con· 
cert, several of whom had been select
ed last year as well. The students per
formed in IMEA, the All-State music 
concert. 

In art, Lisa Evan's third floor 
studio was again a blaze of creativity. 
Creating masks, oil-paintings or just. 
sketches, Uni students are extremely 
creative with their artwork. Sophomore 
Joy Shapely won the U-CYCLE con
test with her colorful poster marking 
the 20th Anniversary of Urbana's re
cycling program. Subbies Wynee Bao, 
Adam Joseph, and Lily Smith also won 
awards for the yearly Insect Fear Festi
val that is sponsored by the University 
of Illinois. 

Whether students are portraying 
a wacky playwright, singing a solo, or 
creating a work of art, Uni's population 
continues to impress. 
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Theater 
Students shined in this year's 

fall play: "You Can't Take It With 
You," by George S. Kaufman and 
Moss Hart. A humorous, delightful 
production, the play is set during a 
dinner party between two families, 
the crazy Sycamores and the "nor
mal" Kirbys. The story continues 
with Alice Sycamore falling in love 
and getting engaged with Tony Kir
by. As a result, the families work to 
find a medium for their differences 
in llfestyle and philosophy through 
the pandemonium. 
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(t-b, l-r) Benjamin Schaap shows off his latest gear; Sarah Lake-Rayburn flies 
gracefully on stage; Jackie Hedeman, James Smith, and Ethan Berl finish off 
with a proud bow after the Fall Play; Sarah Lake-Rayburn plays with her doll 
with no interest towards Jackie Hedeman; Hannah Lake-Rayburn plays the part 
of a sophisticated young woman; Alex Cahill blows his nose to buy precious 
time. 



(t-b, l-r) Jackie Hedeman waves hello; Zack Goldberg jumps for joy for being in 
the Fall Play; Martin Geiger explains something to a cast member; Lor Sligar 
drinks away her pain; Robert Croisant tenderly helps Daisy Hassani; Michelle 
Gao and Karen Han take care of business; Rohun Palekar and Devin Johnson 
excitedly discuss their day during Stud Prod; Bethany looks to the ceiling in 
hopes of solving her problems; Jamie acts her part; Robert Croisant and Han
nah Lake-Rayburn get closer. 

, Lauren Piester, Caroline Brown 

tte Jackie ede an 
Cast: Larissa Pittenger, Robert Croisant, Hannah Lake-Rayburn 
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Art 
Uni's third floor is nothing 

spectacular. The hallway, class
rooms and walls are drab and lack
luster. Walking past the art room, 
however, students are inundated 
with an explosion of color. A door 
painted with designs and patterns 
welcomes students into the art lair. 
Warm and inviting, this room is one 
of the best places for students to ex
press their creativity. From subbies 
exploring different forms of art to 
seniors developing advanced skills, 
students of all ages find new tech
niques to learn. The many subjects 
they explore in Subbie Art classes 
and Studio Art I and II include mak
ing masks and learning about differ
ent color values, shading, and per
spective. Through these concepts, 
students learn to elaborate on their 
talent and interest in art. Towards 
the end of the year, after students 
have keyed in on their strengths 
and weaknesses, advanced students 
engage in an independent art proj
ect of their own. "Once you choose 
a project idea, we all sit in a circle 
to discuss our plans. I enjoyed this 
because I got to talk to a lot of dif
ferent people. In the end, it was in
teresting to see the different artistic 
aspects of each person as I got to 
know them more." said junior Isaac 
Radnitzer, who is currently on his 
second year of taking art. 
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(t-b, l-r) Bianca Zaharescu carefully mixes in her colors; l ie Han shows her ap
preciation for art; Naho Maeda paints in her last details; Christine Cheng looks 
f or advice from art teacher Lisa Evans; Joy Shapely paints different colors to her 
artwork; Mike Renner decides what to do next in his artwork; Daniel Ito makes sure 
his work is done to perfection. 



(t-b, l-r) "Bug Eyed" by Adam Joseph; "Bunny" by ~nee Bao; "Lady Bug" 
by Lily Smith; Mask by DanaAl-Qadi; Mask by Katy Easley, Mask by Katie 
LaPointe; Mask by Marquis Wang; High Contrast by Biana Zaharescu; 
Rachel Skoza smiles because she likes art; Still Life by Naho Maeda 
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Chorus 

(l-r, t-b): Tony Costa, Robert Croisant, Alex Cahill, Martin Geiger, Frankie McFarland, Ethan Stone, Emily Rosengren, Rachel Cascio, 
Nick Pratt, Ethan Berl, Beckaa Wallig, Jennifer Roloff, Michelle Gao, Hannah Lake-Rayburn, Linda Song, Krista Olson, Rachel Hurley, 
Emma Anselin, Daisy Hassani, Martin Granick, Nicole Gong, Paige Martin, Christine Cheng, Elizabeth Ford, Nicole Helregel. 

(l-r, t-b ): Costa Cangellaris, Daniel Borup, Anna Gooier, Sheri Grill, Zack Goldberg, Brittany Scheid, Jared Doyle, Elizabeth 
Russell, Ziran Shang, Alex Gruebele, Vivian Robinson, Katie Buzard, Amy Ding, Deborah Ladd, Tuli Bera, Michelle Wong, Erika 
Belmont, Maria Gao, Kelly Mover, Sierra Marcum, Leslie Hodges, Avanti Chajed, Lisa Sproat, Emma Coverdill, Diana Liu, Lisa 
Boyce, Hadley Hauser, Paige Carter, Youyang Gu, Caroline Brown, Kayla Ginsburg, Eleni Yannelis, Cristina Gratton, Naho 
Maeda, Sarah Lake-Rayburn, Nancy Tang, Ashley Huddson, Kahlilah Cooke, Simone Ballard. 
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Orchestra 

(l-r, t-b ): Martin Granick, Monah Habibullah, Kareem Sayegh, Ethan Schiller, Elizabeth Allen, Daniel McNamara, Loic Hostetter, 
Daniel Lilly, Caroline Kamm, Katy Metcalf, Amrutha Kumaran, Tej Chajed, Alex Cahill, Daniel Ge, Sophie Shenk, Christine Cheng, 
Aliisa Rantanen, Vaishnavi Giridaran, Emma Anselin, Daisy Hassani, Lucy Zhang, Martin Geiger, David Hjelmstad, Kevin Li, Joey 
Yang, Carl Pearson, Ziran Shang, Chumin Gao, Daniel Pearlstein, Serena Schatz, Paige Martin, Fiona Weingartner, Aran Yoo. 

(l-r, t-b): Elizabeth Ford, Annie Liang, Jared Doyle, Zach Karol-Gold, Isaac Joy, Will Fernandez, Andrew Weatherhead, Jessi Sul
livan, Zach Goldberg, Sheela Gogula, Chris Mathy, Adam Joseph, Rachel Cascio, Eric Fritzsche, Erick Dietz, Cheyenne Stewart 
Lily Smith, Ian Slauch, Jack Feser, Buck Walsh, Amanda Hwu, Sam Klein, Stephanie Overmier, Noel Knox, Daniel Wilson, Ethan 
Berl, Aria Collopy, Lisa Boyce, Elizabeth Russell, Charlie Newman, Lisa Sproat, Amy Ding, Maritza Mestre, Isaure Hostetter, Sheri 
Grill, Arnav Pamidighantam, Victoria Wang, Beth Peregrine, Isabel Vazquez, RYnee Bao, Jacob Druker, Nicole Gong, Jennifer 
Roloff, Karen Han, Elenita Zamora, Claire Billingsley, Katherine Floess, Oliver Goldbart. 
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( ____ J_a_z_z _Ba_n_d ______ ) 

(l-r, t-b): Ethan Berl, Elizabeth Ford, Sam Klein, Tony Costa, Austin Rundus, Alex Cahill, Scott Sapp, Grant Loos, Rohun Palekar, 
Jonathon Baron, Karen Han, Lily Smith, Robert Boyce, Ben Lee, Erin Hayes, Monah Habibullah, Julian Hartman, Chang Luo, 
Richard Weisbach. 

(l-r, t-b): Amanda Hwu, Ian Slauch, ArifNelson, Paul Dampier, Daniel Wilson, Jason He, Robert Diehl, Miles Ross, Gabe Smith, 
Chris Nixon, Chris Mathy, Lily Smith, Charlie Newman, Katayun Salehi, Heather Lin, Charlie Wan, Katherine Floess, Isaac Joy, 
Will Fernandez, Zach Korol-Gold. 
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Madrigals 
In the words of Rick Murphy, 

the U ni High Madrigals are a group 
of "exquisitely talented people" who 
make up one of the few selective 
groups at Uni. For 30 years the Mad
rigals have led the school to the an
nual "surprise" party dressed in their 
unique garb. In addition to the party, 
they also perform for several other 
private audiences around Champaign
Urbana, including this year's perfor
mance in front of the 800 members 
of the Bach Society at Holy Cross. 
Starting around Thanksgiving, the 
Madrigals made eight performances 
at places like the Clark-Lindsey Vil
lage, leading up to Christmas, when 
the group sang for a commercial on 
WCIA3 that featured many of the oth
er madrigal groups in central Illinois. 
In summarizing the U ni Madrigals as 
a whole, Murphy couldn't have used 
better words: "For Madrigals, you 
have to be cool." 

(l-r, t-b) Krista Olson, Alex Cahill, Beckaa Wallig and Tony Costa sing as all ofUni is listening; Nicole Gong gritts her teeth as Ethan Berl 
and Paige Martin take a monment to reflect; The school follows the madrigals out the door to the annual "surprise" party; Daniel Borup 
prepares for his performance; The Madrigals: Ethan Berl, Nick Pratt, Martin Geiger, Robert Croisant, Tony Costa, Daniel Borup, Alex 
Cahill, Katie Buzard, Rachel Hurley, Krista Olson, Paige Martin, Beckaa Wallig, Emma Anselin, Daisy Hassani, Nicole Gong, Linda 
Song; Robert Croisant introduces the next piece. 
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WHETHER ITS KENDO OR LIQUID NITROGEN ICE CREAM, 
UNI HIGH CLUBS OFFERED SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE. 
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~/) official clubs this year 22 people in the smallest club: 
Kendo Club 

~~ people in the largest club: Japan Cf) club names that are acronyms 
Club 

d41 pizza sales this year 41 language clubs 



( l-r, t-b) A group of students 
await their food at the Ra
madan dinner; Zoe Schein, 
Sarah Pfander and Jessica 
Stark are the new Charlie s 
Angels; Love is in the air in 
Unique Club; Liz Reese and 
Sharajonnie Adams take 
time off from their advocacy 
duties to take a picture. 
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Every year, subbies and up
perclassmen alike discover an exciting 
new array of student-run clubs. This 
year was definitely no exception. From 
Anime to Juggling, UFU to GSA/PAC, 
German to Latin, there's always a club 
to fit just about any interest. Usually 
clubs are pretty self-contained, but oc
casionally they will sponsor a pizza 
sale or a dance to raise money for club 
activities. While a club is generally 
just a group of people who share com
mon interests eating lunch together and 
discussing their interests, some clubs 
reach out and work to make an impact 
on the community. 

For instance, this year two Uni 
seniors, Sharajonnie Adams and Liz 
Reese, founded a club called Uni Stu
dents for Ethnic Awareness (USEA). 
The purpose of the club was to provide 
a place to discuss minority issues and 
raise minority awareness. Adams and 
Reese were also appointed Minority 
Student Advocates. Their job was to 
support underrepresented students and 
to reach out and provide a comfortable 
environment for these students. 

USEA was not the only organi
zation to promote cultural awareness. 
This year Uni High and the Intercul
tural Friendship Foundation, a student 
group at the University of Illinois, 
sponsored a Ramadan dinner on Octo
ber 4th in U ni Gym. Ramadan, the 9th 
month of the Islamic calendar, is a time 
when Muslims fast from sunrise to sun
set as a way of cleansing the spirit and 
bonding with family and community. 
Although the dinner did not raise any 
money, the purpose of the dinner was to 
help promote more understanding of the 
different cultures at our diverse school. 
While this was the first year that a Ra
madan dinner was held at Uni, it was 
nevertheless a great success. "I really 
liked the Ramadan dinner and thought 
it was a good way to get others to know 
about Muslim culture," said junior Am
mar Rizwan. Hopefully events such as 
the Ramadan dinner can continue in the 
future, allowing us to learn more about 
the unique cultures in our community. 
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Duct Tape 
(1-r, t-b): Oliver Goldbart, Joey Yang, Seth Bull, Jack Feser, John D' 
Angelo, Caroline Kamm, Fiona Weingartner, Not shown: Lisa Evans 
(sponsor). 

Jr/Sr Math 
(1-r, t-b): RichardWang,Tomasz Kalbarczyk,Yuv Chandra Pathuri,Aiex 
Cahill, Luke Chiang, Aria Collopy, Jennifer Roloff, Joe Leigh, Andrew 
lan Chen, Annie Liang, Linda Song, Alex Zhai, Victoria Wang, loana 
Boca (sponsor). 

Subbie Math Club 
(1-r, t-b): Wynee Bao, Lisa Sproat, Kevin Li, Alex Gruebele, Gene Bild 
(sponsor), Chris Mathy, Youyang Gu, Zach Koroi-Gold, Eric Chen, 
Revathi Mathuri, Cristina Gratton, Katherine Floess. 
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Life 
(1-r, t-b): Daniel McNamara,Amanda Hwu,Jennifer Roloff, Bill Sutton 
(sponsor), Noel Knox,Angela Jin, Linda Song, Christine Cheng, Suran 
}oo, Daniel Wilson, Daniel Cheng,Aiiisa Rantanen. 

Monty Python 
(1-r, t-b ): I an Mcinerney, Charlie Newman,Adam Joseph, Michael Meyer, 
Jay Kesan. Not shown: Krisanna Lucken (sponsor). 

SHAG 
(1-r, t-b): Julia Maher, Kayla Ginsburg, lsaure Hostetter,Anne Dixon, 
Eleanor Unsworth, Ruth Welch, Kimberle Pillow, Deborah Ladd, 
Caroline Brown, LydiaAnsermet,Andrea Park. Not shown: Elizabeth 
Majerus (sponsor) . 



Activism 
(1-r, t-b): Dana AI-Qadi, Kayla Ginsburg, Eleanor Unsworth, Shara 
Esbenshade, Andrea Park, Kimberle Pillow, Caroline Brown, Anna 
Cangellaris, Marika lyer, Erin Hayes. Not shown: Susanne Linder 
(sponsor). 

S4BW 
(1-r, t-b): Emily Rosengren, EmmaAnselin, Bethany Hutchens, Maddy 
Hamlin,Jackie Hedeman, Daisy Hassani, Ethan Stone, Suran Yoo, Isaac 
Radnitzer. Not shown: Sarah Dewhurst (sponsor). 

UFU 
(1-r, t-b): Ethan Stone, Devin Johnson, Beckaa Wallig,Andrea Park, Ruth 
Welch,Aran Yoo, Suran Yoo, Bianca Zaharescu, Devika Bagchi, Shara 
Esbenshade, Dana AI-Qadi. Not shown: Bill Sutton (sponsor). 

GSA/PAC 
(1-r, t-b): Julia Maher,Annie Machesky, Emily Kamm, Ruth Welch,An
drea Park, Jessica Stark, Dana AI-Qadi, Shara Esbenshade, Kimberle 
Pillow, Kayla Ginsburg, Caroline Brown, Krista Olson, Zoe Schein, 
Sarah Pfander. Not shown: BillyVaughn (sponsor). 

Latin 
(1-r, t-b): Daniel McNamara, Eric Fritzsche, Daniel Pearlstein, Maritza 
Mestre, Christopher Nixon, Krisanna Lucken (sponsor), Alex Zhai, 
Brittany Scheid, Katherine Allen, Linda Ly, Jared Doyle, Brian Wang. 

IFMU 
(1- r, t-b): Benjamin Fu, Rohun Palekar,Jonathan Baron, Emily Kamm, 
Alan Liang, EmmaAnselin, Deren Kudeki, Scott Sapp, Devin Johnson, 
Maddy Hamlin. Not shown: Bill Sutton (sponsor) . 
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(1-r, t-b): Jie Han, Christine Cheng, Elizabeth Russell, Karen Han,Aiiisa 
Rantanen, Lisa Evans (sponsor), Lisa Sproat, Beth Peregrine. 

Music 
(1-r, t-b): Robert Croisant, Daisy Hassani, Alex Cahiii,Aria Collopy, 
Nicholas Pratt, Paige Martin, Lisa Boyce, Elizabeth Russell, Nicole 
Gong, Ben Hyman, Emma Anselin. Not shown: Rick Murphy (spon
sor). 

Asian-American 
(1-r, t-b ): Michelle Gao, Nancy Tang, Benjamin Fu, Emily Chu, Aran Yoo, 
Sam Smith (sponsor). 
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Manga 
(1-r, t-b): Robert Diehl, Jeremy Kembaii,Aaron Kelter, Greg Atherton, 
Jared Doyle,Aiiisa Rantanen, Gordon Ruan, Beth Peregrine,Jie Han, 
Emily Chu, Karen Han, Frances Harris (sponsor), Oliver Goldbart. 

Brain Games 
(1-r, t-b): Steve Rayburn (sponsor), Joy Shapely, Erick Dietz, lan Slauch, 
Adam Joseph, Jeremy Kembaii,Vivian Robinson. 

German 
(1-r, t-b): Alex Cahill, Paige Martin, Elizabeth Russell, Katie Buzard, 
Hadley Hauser, Tanya Kostochka, Lisa Boyce. Not shown: Paul Weil
munster (sponsor) . 



Japan 
(1-r, t-b): Anna Gooier, Warren Skoza, Aaron Kelter, Joy Shapley, Tanya 
Kostochka, Sam Klein, Josh Mitchell, Luke Chiang, Robert Boyce, Robert 
Diehl, Buck Walsh, Naho Maeda, Linda Song, Jonathan Baron, Nicole 
Helregel, AbderRahman Sobh, Amy Ding, Wynee Bao, Paige Carter, Eli 
Hyman, Hiroko Ito (sponsor), Zachary Goldberg, Margarita Mouschovias, 
Stef Senior, Sarah Lake-Rayburn, LizzyWarner,Adam Joseph. 

Ani me 
(1-r, t-b ): Robert Diehl, Zachary Goldberg, Josh Mitchell, Robert Boyce, 
Aaron Kelter, Emily Chu, Greg Atherton, Jeremy Kemball, Benjamin Fu, 
AbderRahman Sobh,Wynee Bao,Jie Han, Hiroko Ito (sponsor). 

Star Trek 
(1-r, t-b): lan Mcinerney, Allen Miller, Carl Pearson, Jeremy Kemball, 
Henry Beberman, lan Chen, Craig Russell (sponsor), Paul Miller,Aiex 
Gruebele, Miles Ross,Youyang Gu, Michael Meyer, Vivian Robison. 

SWAT 
(1-r, t-b): Patricia Morris (sponsor), Elaine Gu, Karolina Kalbarczyk, 
Chumin Gao, Suran Yoo,Vashnavi Giridaran, Rachel Hyman,Amy Ding, 
Natsuki Nakamura, Deborah Ladd. 

Kung Fu 
(1-r, t-b): BhaskarVaidya, Benjamin Fu,Aiex Cahill, Paul Dampier, Jack 
Feser, Eric Dietz, Claire Billingsley, Elenia Zamora, Claire Liu, Jenny 
Cooke, Fiona Weingartner, Katayun Salehi, Simone Ballard. Not shown: 
Steven Rayburn (sponsor). 

Liquid Nitrogen Ice Cream 
(1-r, t-b): Martin Granick, lan Chen, Ben Hyman, Nicole Gong, Tony 
Costa, Emma Anselin, Daisy Hassani, Jim Carrubba (sponsor), Luke 
Chiang, Henry Beberman. 
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(1-r, t-b) : Alex Gruebele, Horace Wang, Brian Wang, Benjamin Fu, 
Josh Mitchell, Chris Butler (sponsor) , Miles Ross, Eric Chen, Michael 
Meyer,Aian Miller,Yuv Chandra Pathuri,Tomasz Kalbarczyk,Tej Chajed, 
Richard Weisbach, Gordon Ruan, Daniel Wilson, Zach Goldberg. 

Kendo 
(1-r, t-b): Emily Chu, Linda Song. Not shown: Sam Smith (sponsor) . 

Tolkien 
(1-r, t-b): Robert Diehl, Jeremy Kemball, Beth Peregrine, Karen Han, 
Aliisa Rantanen,Jared Doyle, Daniel McNamara,Jie Han, Greg Ather
ton, Emily Chu, Linda Song, Angela Jin, Tanya Kostochka., Not shown: 
Rachel Tyson (sponsor) . 
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Juggling 
(1-r, t-b): lan Slauch, Chris Mathy,Jay Keesan,Aian Miller,Adam Joseph, 
Sol Robinson, Zach Koroi-Gold,Joey Yang,Youyang Gu, Kevin Li , Miles 
~oss, Aiex Gruebele. Not shown: John Garvey (sponsor). 

Knitting 
(1-r, t-b): Maddy Hamlin, Emily Rosengren, Rachel Tyson (sponsor). 

(1-r, t-b ): Aaron Kelter, Greg Atherton, Martin Geiger, Zoe Schein, Sarah 
Pfander,Jessica Stark. Not shown: Frances Harris (sponsor). 



Thespians 
(1-r, t-b ): Beckaa Wallig, Sarah Lake-Rayburn, Jackie Hedeman, Hannah 
Lake-Rayburn, Martin Geiger, Robert Croisant, Nicole Helregel, Daisy 
Hassani, Barbara Ridenour (sponsor), Emma Anselin, Paige Martin, 
Jamie Weiser, Lor Sligar. 

Subbie Buddies 
t-b ): Maritza Mestre. Maria Gao, Uncia Ly, Brittany Scheid, Sarah 

R~Oewh1urst (sponsor), Hadley Hauser, Elizabeth Russell, Sarah Lake-
5 '1'.ayblum, Natsuki Nakamura. Not shown: Sharajonnie Adams, Dana 
~ n~-Vilul. jasmine Alvarado, Nicole Helrepl, Eunice How, Lor Sligar, 

Marquis Wang, UzzyWarner; Suran Yoo. 

GSI 
(1-r, t-b): Nishant Nookala, Laura Dripps, lshan Desai-Geller, Nile 
Hamer, Adele Suslick (sponsor), Ben Suslick, Daniel Pearlstein,Jenny 
Cooke,Annie Machesky, Shara Esbenshade. 

Peer College Counselors 
(1-r, t-b): Ben Hyman, Daisy Hassanl, Bbabeth Ford, Martin Gei&er. i
cole Gong, Usa Micele (sponsor), Maddy Hamlin, Annie Uang. Becca 
Wallig, DanaAI-Qadi, Ellen Undsey. Not shown: Emily Rosengren. 

ring a students' time a Uni, whether they are first entering the school or getting introduced to the 
resources while preparing for college, bte ddi and PCCs both work to make e environment 

_,.,,,.A accessible and en yable. &ch year after new ubfreshman are accepted into Uni, Subbie Buddies help 
•1em adjust to the school roughout ir first ster by ho ng events such as the Subbie Orienta

and the Retreat. In addition, PCC accompli h similar things except with juniors and seniors. During 
last two years of high chool, studen begin to prepare for college and look for guidance. Since it is 

-..\rnlllli:.f'in"'Ac an overwhelming process, the PC gives their peers the 41 I on standardized tests, test dates, 
tooKiet:s, and information on different colleges. One of the new additions to assist the PCCs was the new 

room. Open to all junio , eniors, and thetr parents, the CRC provides books, coffee, a computer, 
photocopier and college pamphlets in an easy-to-access room. Both Subbie Buddies and PCC add to 
s unique close atmosphere by providing students a helpful hand to new stages in their lives. 
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STUDENT 
GOVERNMENT 

At Uni, many students feel it is their right to 
speak their mind and suggest changes to the school 
in an effort to make a difference and improve the 
life of students. From dance controversies between 
parents/faculty and students to the development of a 
new honor council, many students had a say in the 
new regulations. These representative students in 
structured organizations such as Student Council and 
SFAC facilitate the expression of our opinions. During 
this year, much progress has been made to further the 
wants and needs of Uni students. 

Student Council, modeled after the school 
administration is made up of three representatives 
from each class and three executive representatives 
for the purpose of receiving all kinds of different 
opinions from the school. Meeting once a week they 
make student decisions for certain events and things in 
their power while voicing official opinions for things 
outside their power. Some of the most recent and im
portant decisions they have made were to approve the 
new class wars proposal and assist the administration 
in the development of new dance policies. Although 
many students did not like the no grinding policy, 
Student Council came together and discussed other 
ways to possibly make the dances still entertaining. 
This proved a success as many students still attended 
dances shortly after the policy. Other events that hap
pen in Student Council are approvals of distributing 
Student Council money and providing new equipment 
and supplies for school events. 

While Student Council is entirely run by stu
dents, SFAC is a student-faculty organization that has 
helped the school function easier from administration 
to student. Led by senior president Michael Belmont, 
the main charge of this year's SFAC committee was 
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Student Faculty Advisory Committee 
(1-r, t-b): David Bergandine, Billy Vaughn, Michael Belmont, Eunice 
How, Youyang Gu, Laura Dripps, Karolina Kalbarczyk, Sue Kovacs. 
Not shown: Joel Beesley. 

the creation of a Honor Council which ultimately will 
give students more say in keeping their academic 
environment equal. Meeting only once a week with 
Assistant Principal Sue Kovacs, the committee decides 
on proposed rules changes to help keep the school in an 
orderly but still breathable state. With the new Honor 
Council in place next year, students may be asked to 
serve on a jury if one of their peers is caught cheating. 
This new form of self-government, is meant to allow 
for students to feel like they have a say in student mat
ters. 

Both Student Council and SFAC, though 
sometimes under-rated, are essential for the voice of 
student opinions and decisions. Throughout past years 
these organizations helped the overall student body to 
communicate with the faculty and administration in an 
official organized way and will for many more year 
to come at U ni High. 



Freshman Class Officers 
(1-r, t-b): Maritza Mestre (Secretary/Treasurer), (1-r, t-b): Simone Ballard (President), Will Her
Linda Ly (Vice President), Alexx Engles (Presi- nandez (Secretary/Treasurer),Jenny Cooke (Vice 
dent) . President) . 
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PUBLICATIONS 
Uni 's publications are made up of five different 

groups: Yearbook, Journalism, Unique, Video Team 
and World Wide Web. Each group works towards a 
similar goal: to publish different works for the purpose 
of informing students and faculty about opinions and 
events around school. 

Yearbook is a class that meets every day to 
compile of all photos and information of important 
event that have happened in the past year. Distributed 
before finals, a typical tradition for the yearbook is to 
have students sign friends' yearbooks. Increased en
rollment in this year's class meant more suggestions 
and discussion to come up with a plan for the book. 
Once work began, the editors were able to evenly 
distribute jobs among the other students. 

J oumalism, on the other hand, uses their type of 
medium to delve deeper into school issues and topics 
while also keeping other students updated. Because 
they have now switched to an online-only publication, 
different stories or opinions to current articles can be 
presented instantly. Editor Annie Liang comments, 
"Even though there is no paper edition of the Gargoyle, 
the news that happens around the school is available to 
students faster." The hot topic in early February on the 
OG was an editorial about Uni's tolerance to different 
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ethnic groups. This sparked a passionate debate on the 
OG's comment page and in the halls for weeks. 

The school's literary publication, Unique is 
a publication lives up to its name. This group meets 
once a week during lunch to compile different creative 
works. They take students' stories, poems, photos, and 
drawings and publish the best works. At the end of the 
year Unique distributes a book of these pieces. 

The World Wide Web class meets every day 
during third period and maintains the Uni website. Of- ' 
ficial school news and events are posted on the website 
for quick access. Links to different information about 
Uni are provided, such as Webmail, Athletics, and the 
school calendar. 

Last but not least, the Video Team is a group 
that makes video presentations summarizing each sport 
for the Athletic Award Ceremonies. This is not an easy 
task, as video shots have to be taken at most athletic 
events, and then edited meticulously. This years' staff 
includes juniors Micah Berman and Zoe Schein, as well 
as sophomores Adam Tourourine and Isaac Chambers. 
Putting their creative ideas together for an appealing 
and humorous clip for each sport during the Awards 
Assembly, the Video Team is a crucial group for en
tertainment at Uni. 



Video Team 
(1-r, t-b }: Zoe Schein, Isaac Chambers, Micah Berman,Adam Tiouririne. 
Not shown: Joel Beesley (advisor). 

Unique 
(1-r, t-b): Anna Cangellaris,Jackie Hedeman,Jacob Olshansky, Krista 
Olson, Michelle Mehnert, Paul Dampier, Elizabeth Majerus (sponsor), 
Dana AI-Qadi, Ruth Welch, Amelia Brealt, Jake Seeley, Aaron Kelter 
Aliisa Rantanen, Michelle Gao, Emily Chu. 

Journalism 
(1-r, t-b): Carl Zielinski, Bianca Zaharescu,Andrew Lovdahl, Michael 
Belmont, Jason He, Deren Kudeki,Aian Liang,Aiex Zhai, Devika Bagchi, 
Andrea Park, Shivani Khanna, Sarah Pfander, Bethany Hutchens, Daisy 
Hassani, Maddy Hamlin, Emma Ansel in, Michelle Gao,Jonothan Baron. 
Not shown: David Porreca (teacher). 

World Wide Web 
(1-r, t-b): Marquis Wang, lan Chen, Chandra Pathuri, Robert Boyce, 
Michael Belmont, Tomasz Kalbarczyk, Jonathan Kuck, Annie Liang, 
Gordon Ruan, Brian Wang. Not shown: Paige Martin, Joel Beesley 
(advisor). 

Yearbook 
(1-r, t-b ): Chumar Williams, Josh Chung, Mike Renner, Chris Nixon, 
Joe Leigh, Emily Chu, Katie LaPointe, Natsuki Nakamura, Elaine Gu, 
Frankie McFarland, Suran Yoo, Daniel Ito, Annie Liang. Not shown: 
Joel Beesley (teacher). 
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FROM SWING DANCING TO 
SNAKES TO JAPANESE BASKETBALL STARS, 

UNI STUDENTS HAVE SEEN IT ALL. 
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due to dlness on Jan. 30th 

students participated in 
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• 5 
j ) ~ 80 Subfreshmen . . ~--;~c-, 





"J really like the freedom here. 
At my old school, it was strictly 3 
minutes for passing periods, and if 
you didn't lock your lockers, your 
stuff would be gone!" 

The Class of 2011 
was responsible 

for starting Monty 
Python, Juggling, 
Brain Games, and 
Duck Tape clubs 

this year 

(1-r, t-b) This page: Claire Liu, Kahlilah Cooke, and Amrutha Kumaran 
put on their spy faces; Seth Bull is out of control; "Ynee Bao keeps her cool; 
Sol Robison keeps it real; Jack Feser grins widely; Margarita Mouschovias, 
Celinda Davis, and StefSenior stack up. Opposite page: Will Fernandez sup
ports peace; Caroline Kamm chills in the school urn; Zach Korol-Gold can't 
take the stress of Uni; Emma Coverdilllooks excited; Isaac Joy doesn't enjoy 
his work; Miles Ross uses his juggling powers. 
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36 sec. 
amount of time it 
takes Zach Koroi-
Gold to solve a 

Rubiks Cube 

'"Tired' in 
cross country 
language means 
'work harder'.'' 

19% 
of the Class of 

2011 wish that they 
could go into the 

lounge 
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... 

Class of 2010 85 



"The hardest thing about fresh
man year is homework. And the 
fact that it counts. Last year I didn't 
have to do anything, because it 
didn't count, but now it does ... " 

72% 
of the Class of 201 0 

participated in a 
sport this year 
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5 
students trans
ferred into the 

Class of 201 0 this 
year, making it the 

largest class 



34% 
of the Class of 201 0 
have a sibling who 
attends or gradu

ated from Uni 

"Uni is six times smaller, and ev
eryone knows everyone else's busi
ness. But they're all friendly, so it's 
okay." 

(1-r, t-b) Opposite Page: Alexx Engles is captured by Erika Belmont; An
drew Weatherhead is unaware of his second pair of ears; Diana Liu looks 
startled; Sian Best smiles radiantly; Elizabeth Russell says "talk to the hand"; 
Horace Wang stays cool; Nick Zukoski, Miles Bribriesco, and Nile Hamer 
take a break. This page: Andrew LaPointe models the newest fashion; Jasper 
Maniates-Selvin is not pleased by his cupcake; Amy Ding grins; Stephanie 
Overmier chills by her locker; Liz Allen and Rachel Harmon embrace; Tuli 
Bera's stare can freeze time. 
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4, 2.5, .25 
hrs spent studying 

per night by 
Karolina Kalbarczyk, 

Allan Luo, Russell 
Prochaska, respec

tively 

(1-r, t-b) This page: Brian Wang masters the '~what the heck" face; Jess Stewart, 
Kay lie Dastrup, and Lauren Piester giggle at the boys; Carl Pearson is amused 
by Richard Weisbach~ ticklish ear; Lor Sligar and Jessi Sullivan hang out dur
ing lunch; Karolina Kalbarczyk crams for history; Russell Prochaska pretends to 
study; Allan Luo cares about world events; James Smith looks ecstatic. Opposite 
page: Annie Machesky sips a cup of Coke; Jacob Druker stars in a chocolate ad; 
Charlie Wan just hit the jackpot; Joy Shapley and Jeremy Kemball enjoy some quiet 
reading time; Alan Liang advocates peace; Jason He enjoys a cupcake, Kareem 
Sayegh is captivated by the computer; Maddy Levin flashes her pearly whites. 
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~~sophomore year was the blossoming 
stage for my future, my career, and col
lege. The wonderful staff and student body 
helped me through this arduous journey as 
I ventured through my 14th year of living, 
definitely the most difficult obstacle I have 
encountered yet." 

11% 
of the class of 

2009 is left -hand
ed 

58 
students are in the 
class of 2009, mak
ing it the smallest 

class at Uni 
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"I feel like I've been here a long, 
long time. So long that I can't tell 
the years apart. I can't remember 
if something happened my fresh
man or sophomore year." 

94 

24% 
of the class of 

2008 participated 
in chorus or or

chestra this year 



"Junior year is hard as hell. If 
u had a life before, you don't 

nymore. It's gone on hiatus until 
nior year. You learn to eat, sleep, 

nd breathe calculus." 

65% 
of the class of 

2008 participated 
in sports this year 

( 1-r, t-b) Opposite page: Ruthie Welch, Anna Cangellaris, and Andrea Park point to some
thing on the wall; Suran Yoo schemes against Isaac Radnitzer; Eunice How shows of! her ador
able smile; Katie Ryan displays her intimidating glare; Grant Loos dozes off in the lounge; 
Chumar Williams does the motorcycle; Austin Rundus gives Rachel Hurley a new hairdo; Sa
mantha Nguyen figured out how to do her calc homework. This page: Mike Renner and Frankie 
McFarland share a secret with each other; Carl Zielinki is intense; Adriana Black flashes her 
famous smile; Joe Leigh wolfs down a cupcake; Josh Chung gets high from soda; Linda Song 
is a gangster; Erin Hayes pretties herself up. 
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·~"UUQ.j~ ELIZABETH MARQUIS 

ANNIE 
ARIA 
BECKAA 
BENF 
BENH 
BENS 
BETHANY 
BIANCA 
CHAND 
CHRISTINE 
DAISY 
DANA 
DANIEL 
DEVIKA 
DEVIN 
ELEANOR 

EMILY MICHAEL 
EMMA MO AH 
OEIOBR NICHOLAS 
ORANICK NICOLEG 
HENRY NICOLEH 
IAN PAIGE 
JACKIE RACHEL 
JEREMY ROBERTB 
JO ATHAN ROBBRTC 
JONO ROHUN 
JOSH SAM 
JULIA SCOTI' 
.KATY SHARAJONNIB 
KRISTA TANYA 
UZ TOMASZ 
LUKE TONY 
LYDIA VICTORIA 
MADDY 
MANDY 



FROM A NATIONALLY RANKED SPEEDSKATER TO AN INTERNA
TIONALLY RECOGNIZED PLAYWRIGHT, THIS YEAR'S SENIORS ARE 

CONTINUALLY PIMPIN' THEIR STYLE. 
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~ @ National Merit semifinalists 

R /Z. out of 59 seniors present 
~~ at the senior trip 

seniors cast in the 2007 
spring musical 

~ Illinois State Scholars 

seniors on the record-set
ting guy's soccer team 

senior musicians selected 
for all-state honors 



Slack-Booty! - Mr. Sutton 
Who likes their hotdogs black .. .I know Sandy does. - Me 
You got Walmarted!- Me 
Can skinny people work here? - Tony to a Lane Bryant employee 
William Skin-tight Fat-ass Taft. - Mr. Sutton 
I keep wanting to call you Shaniqua, but I know that's not your name. 
-Linda 

GkaPaj~1111t~ Ai.aJrJ6 
Raiie, Shaniqua, Zoila 

I Sharajonnie being of lost mind and thick body hereby bequeth the following things to the following people: to Jasmine I leave another car, another store, and 
someone else to make those warm nights sticky. Chumar ... a black girlfriend. Carter gets that lap dance. Ranny, I leave you someone el e to tea e you in my 
absence, I know you'll miss me. To my little Jewish American Princess I leave all the courage one can muster to stand up and be heard. To Adam Joseph I leave 
the answers to all of your ridiculous and irrelevant questions. To Duck Lips, you get the beating you always deserved. To everyone else who I didn't mention 
by name, I leave you the promise of a hug and a smile each time I see you. 

Keep your nose out of the sky, keep your heart to God, and keep your 
face to the rising sun. - Kanye West 

You will make all kinds of mistakes; but as long as you are generous 
and true and also fierce, you cannot hurt the world or even seriously 

distress her. - Winston Churchill 
How many Danas does it take to screw in a lightbulb?- Scott 

Mr. Sutton is the George Clooney of Uni. - Ms. Majerus 
Danamals, you have to play like a champion. - Justin 

Everyday is a chance to get things right. - Lauryn Hill 
Tying is like kissing your sister. - Bill Dejarnette 

And He gives you of all that you ask for. But if you count the favors of 
God, never will you be able to number them. - Quran 14:34 

Plll111 Af-~ait 
Dandoona, Danz, Danamals 

, DanaAl-Qadi of scintillating mind and effervescent body do hereby bequeath the following sentimental bits to the following: Jacob 01 hansky- Good hair days that don't 
look like throw up. Andrea- Perfect length denims, dark chocolate bricks in every room of your house, fancy schmancy bags, and a remote control for the terminator. Alex 
Zhai-water that is always your friend, a beautiful art project, and my respect. Nora-a soccer career Cronaldo would be envious of, socks of every color, and my back. Always. 
Kmans Jr.-your very own comic cards, some sense to mingle with that stubborn streak, and so much love for my favorite asian boy. Ethan Schiller-the iiliackhamer, may it 
give you luck with the ladies. Shivani- perfect BMI, even when you're 50.8 years old. Ellen-a newly renovated office in royal purple. Barb-a sweet vacation. Ammar-my 
entire Sunday school class. Richard Weisbach-a constantly updated web page. TJ- VIrginia love. Alan-a Pulitzer prize. As a transfer, I could not have been more warmly 

nveloped into the folds of U ni-ness. For this, I give my eternal gratitude to the entire faculty for pushing me further than the little blue train that could. 
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Emma. lr;r~ftir 
Emma Do Bemma Dilemma, Ems, Radio 

Aarck! The problem with your daughter!- !ago, in Aladdin 
Fum, Fum, Fum.- Madrigals I Mr. Sutton 
Eunice, you're so pret-ty, I wish I could be pret-ty like you! -Alex 
It's a schmata! - Daisy 
Pie!- Lorelei Gilmore/anyone who is cool 
I use antlers in all of my decorating. - Gaston in Beauty and the Beast 
School for the Gifted. - Farside/my parents 
No more rhymes now, I mean it - Vizzini 

Anybody want a peanut? - Fezzik 
You're deep in my bogus bag, and it's ziplocked shut. -Gil, in Gilmore Girls 
If you can't think of anything nice to say, you will restrict your 
comments to the weather. - Mrs. Dashwood, in Sense and Sensibility 
They will see us waving from such great heights/ "Come down now," 
they'll say/ But everything looks perfect from far away/ "Come down 
now," but we'll stay ... -"Such Great Heights," Iron & Wine 

Emma Anselin, being of happy soul and hugging body, do hereby bequeath the following: Katie: my endless services as a chauffeur; Ethan Schiller: one dollar; Linda: 
Blue Moon harmonies and my devotion to furthering your career as a diva soloist; Ethan Berl: hearts, hugs, and bizarre facial expressions; Eunice: S4BW and Cajun food; 
Zoe: an advocadet uniform and that crush I've had for you since 4th grade; Angie: Chinese cheese; Jamie: hearts and kisses and love and something really cool that I just 
can't think of right now; Ethan Stone and Isaac Radnitzer: mad props for coming to S4BW and hence my eternal devotion; Daniel Borup: the hopeless adoration of every 
single girl at Uni High; Sarah Lake-Rayburn: an official fan club for your curly hair, and the amazing rest of you; Lor: a marriage proposal and an endless supply of safety 
pins (you know, just for those little emergencies); GSI: the power to solve every evil in the world; Benny: blond hair (I know you want it); Buck: the lead role in every 
Uni play; Madrigals: chipmunk voices and a Fum, Fum, Fum rap. And of course, to all my teachers, sincere thanks for all the support and inspiration you've given me. 

A wild longing for trong emotions and ensations seethes in me, a rage 
against this toneless, flat, normal and sterile life. I have a mad impulse 

to smash something, a warehouse, perhaps, or a cathedral, or myself, to 
commit outrages, to pull off the wigs of a few revered idols, to provide 

a few rebellious schoolboys with the longed-for ticket to Hamburg, or to 
stand one or two representatives of the established order on their heads. 

For what I always hated and detested and cursed above all things was 
this contentment, this healthiness and comfort, this carefully preserved 

optimism of the middle classes, this fat and prosperous brood of mediocrity. 
-Herman Hesse, _Steppenwolf_ 

lqtiia./r11~Nrt-ef 
Chuiche 

Y' all: Please accept from me this unpretentious bouquet of early-blooming parentheses: (((()))).And urn ... Grant gets puntos, if he still wants them. 
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Life is all about ass. You're either busting it, kissing it, laughing it off, 
covering it, or trying to get a piece of it. - Anonymous 
I better kiss heaven goodbye, cau e it' gotta be a in to look this 
good. - Fresh Prince 
You don't know me on ... you don't know me. - Tara 
Luck is when preparation meets opportunity. - Anonymous 
Talk nerdy to me baby. - Mary 
I've failed over and over again in my life, and that's why I succeed. 
- Michael Jordon 
At Illinois, we've got this thing called "We Believe" . We believe any
thing is possible. We believe in everything we do. - Dee Brown 
Check my baby mama. - Krystal and me 
The best love is the kind that awakens the soul; that makes us reach 
for more, that plants the fire in our hearts and brings peace to our 
minds.- The Notebook 
Tell me. What does it take to be number one? Two is not a winner, 
and three nobody remembers .. . - Number One 
Good night. I'll be seeing you.- The Notebook 
I'll catch ya on the flip side. - Boondock Saints 

m ving you guys everything !have ver else you rre. Samantha: my c oset, a cute boy, dumb moments, the guarantee that I will always laugh at her, buttmunch, 
knowledge that I saw Trent Meacham first. Mr. Horseteeth, sexy neighbors whose parties we can crash, uips to espresso, a kickass senior year, chill time whenever, laughs, and lots 
oflove. Andrea & Pfander: a fantastic and hopefully stress-free senior year as the best gargoyle editors. TJ: a steady girlfriend and secret crushes. Mike: a role model with good hair so 
he doesn't shave his head again, a killer senior year as the last Renner, and a girl. Frankie: a better nickname, unlimited chips from Ohio, conversations faster than the speed of light, 
and two dates to prom Churnar: all the ladies and whatever else cause he's a baller. Julian: the knowledge that I know his last name and consequently, we can be friends, a hove, and 
anything else his little heart wants. Ammar: second greatest Aran: a great senior season, dunks, and drivers ed memories. Bhaskar: revolution skills, brownness, and someone new to 

laugh at Caroline: nonstop gushing about her two brothers and bellydancing props. Tuli: desi pride. Jenny: a great basketball career, two feet to grow, illini basketball love, and a fantastic 
· in hi sc All teac · · hu Eve else: 1 · · ' been fim. · t real. 

Listening to you, I get the music 
Gazing at you , I get the heat 

Following you, I climb the mountain 
I get excitement at your feet - The Who 

As Mr. Sloan always says, there is no "I" in team, but there is an "I" 
in "pie." And . . . there 's an "I" in "meat pie." "Meat" is the anagram of 

"team" .. .! don't know what he 's talking about.- Shaun of the Dead 
The most essential thing in life is to establish a heartfelt communication 

with others. - Thorn Yorke 
Attention K-Mart shoppers: there are Jews in aisle 12.- The Hebrew Hammer 

Tetsuo! 
Kaneda! - Akira 

By the time you read this sentence, the song I am referring to will be 
ten thousand years old. - Chuck Klosterman 

Remember to remember me, standing still in your past, floating fast like 
a hummingbird. - Wilco 

o those of you left behind who I still respect and/or admire, let me lay down e ow own: Sindha, you get my music conection. Caroline, you get a big hat for your hea 
Loic, "maybe you should have come to practice." Deren, you get superhuman cuteness and my everlasting love (also, some bead protection). Alan gets cuteness too, b 
also my video games. Masa was technically in the junior class, so he gets fluency in English slang and my brotherly love. Jacob Olshansky . . .I don 't even know, man. Th 
Juniors who get the Gargoyle- you know who you are. And Bhaskar, I still remember soccer, don't think I've forgotten. Suran, you get coffee (caffeine-free) . Mr. B gets 
work days at CWT. Ray, you get drawings on quizzes whenever you want. Sensei, you get Osaka-Ben, Dango with me, Mo, and maybe Masa, and kakumei. Sue, you get 
my cell phone-on. Ellen, I'm leaving you the credit for most of what little maturity I have to offer. Lisa, you get food back from everything I took from your office. It looks 
· e my job here is done, Merf-you get my secret agent badge. Mr. Porreca, best wishes for the new age of the Gargoyle-especially entertainment! Mr. Rayburn, you get 
y copy of''Tommy" on vinyl, even if it is a reprint. To Mr. Bill Sutton, I leave you with "the Jonologue." You both get con tant reminders of my Judai m. And finally, "hi 

y, H , 
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There are lots of guys out there who are as good as myself or better 
than myself. But you never hear about them because they 're on a los
ing team that doesn ' t get any attention. - Dee Brown 
I'm old now. My ego is no longer tied up in how well children com
pete in these little contests. - Bill Dejarnette. 
Like, Sesame Street is very educationalist. I has learned a lot from 
that. Why don't they make a version of Sesame Street for kids?- Ali G 
Iran is your home and is the home of all freedom seekers of the 
world ... Here you can express your views and exchange opinions in a 
friendly, brotherly and free atmosphere. - Mahmoud Ahmadinejad 
We don ' t have to be constrained by the fact that I'm your boss. But if 
you ' re into that sort of thing, I have shackles in the back room. Haha, 
just kidding. But really, I do have shackles in the back.- The bad guy 
from Dodgeball 
Come stay with us. We like you. I like sex. Goodbye. - Borat 

~ttlta:tf tl)ftrr T3~fmr;rrt 
FOJ, Smiley 

I, Michael Belmont, leave the following: To Erika a bathroom that smells more like fruity shampoo and less like stale urine, and the ability to enjoy your 
leftover food a day later without having to hide it. To that subbie who told my friends and I to have fun at sectionals, thanks. To Isaac Chambers, a (even more) 
Beautiful Mind. To Kareem, a ense of shame. To Voice, a commentating job on ESPN. To Holden, a shaved head and head-butting lessons. To Seeley, satisfac
tion. To boys ' soccer as a whole, fresh air, sun, and fun . To Chumar, a foot and a half and his own talk show. To Isaac, a long one-on-one win streak against 
Chumar. To Rundu , my breakfa t of cereal and fruit in exchange for a Dannon Frusion smoothie. To Frankie, baggier uniform shorts. To Chung, all the facial 
hair I've ever haved off. To Mike, a scholarship and a modeling contract. To TJ, another diving save. To my teachers, coaches, administrators, parents, etc., 
thanks. To everyone goodbye. 

WEOWEllCOTU! Power Vacuum! -Ian and I 
If you are going through hell ... keep going. -Winston Churchill 

Spears are awkward, handguns are fun. - Ray 
Death solves all problems- no man, no problem.- Joseph Stalin 

Jule :You know the shows on TV? 
Vincent: I don 't watch TV. 

Jules: Yeah, but, you are aware that there 's an invention called 
television, and on this invention they show shows, right? 

It' only after you 've lost everything that you 're free to do anything. 
- Tyler Durden 

We're having some hot ex over here, and by sex, I mean tea, but it 's still 
very hot. - Linda 

Never interrupt your enemy when he is making a mistake. - Napoleon 
Jules: I'll just walk the earth. 

Vincent: What'cha mean walk the earth? 
Jules: You know, walk the earth, meet people ... get into adventures. 

Like Caine from "Kung Fu." 
I actually don 't like science very much.- Ray 

Strong Sad: Have you been using the Internet irresponsibly? 
Strong Bad: No more irresponsibly than usual. H-e11~q 13-eiJ-ennl)ft 

Beeber, B33b3s, Bebzermanzinator 

I Leave Alex Zhai 2/5 of his soul to be used at his discretion. To xXMiL3SXx and lxGaLiLeOxl I leave loads of homework to hamper their 
videogaming abilitie . I leave Andrew complete control of Futurama club. To the Junoirs, I leave the ghost of lN2 ice cream club. I Leave Ben S all my red 
ink from Japanese. I leave the Subbie and Fre hman classes a computer lab entirely devoted to games. To Ray I leave a steady supply of candy cigarettes. 
And to everyone not mentioned here, I leave the ability to procrastinate the optimal amount. 
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r;/;-eft b. J3Pf{t-8 
Superior Robert, Inferior Robert 

How was the funeral? Was it sad? Did you cry?- Jack Liu 
Granick, you poke so hard!- Nicole Gong 
To tell you the truth, I've said it before I Tomorrow I start in a new 
direction. - Guster 

, Robert Boyce, being of witless mind and robot body, leave, upon my departure: To azhai, a few more digit of pi for your screenname. To Grant, the content 
of the HISSS club treasury. To Richard Weisbach, leadership of the illustrious HISSS Club. To Emily Chu, bucho-ship of the always-shiny Anime Club. To 
anyone who is cool enough to deserve it, leadership of the glistening Japan Club. To Alan, enough experience point to level up. To Caroline, a trumpet to play 
while eating cake. To Lauren, a crown of daisies from my hog farm. To Horace, the Cell Game Agora Days class and some officership in HISSS. To my sister, 
the opportunity to go by your last name, if you feel so inclined. 

Krista: We should give Jono the benefit of the doubt. If he's been quiet 
for a while sometimes he has something insightful to say. 

Jono: Yeah, so, the other day, I was looking through AIM logs from 3 
or 4 years ago and I realized, like, how stupid I sounded sometimes. 

If I could have a lifetime supply of anything, it would probably 
be ... roast beef. And maybe world peace.- Rosie, 7 

No pienses en eso, Sancho~ que como estas cosas van fuera de los 
caminos ordinarios, desde milleguas oiras y veras lo que quieras. 

-Don Quijote de la Mancha 
Ma petite Amelie, vous n' avez pas des os en verre. Vous pouvez vous 

cogner ala vraie vie.- Le Fabuleux destin d' Amelie Poulain 
Entre la nuit du dehors et la lumiere de la lampe, les souvenirs re

ftuaient de 1' obscurite, se heurtaient a la clarte et, tan tot immerges, 
tantot apparents, montraient leur ventre blanc et leur dos argente. 

- L' ecume des jours 

, e ia reault, leave the o owing s to e o owmg nen s: e g -coun ox o penwm e crayons, a li rary oo no one as ever ever ev 
read, and an opportunity to set up an N-64 using only quick wit and even more agile feet. Michelle G. gets a new (slightly slacking) running buddy. Michelle 
W. gets a basket of hair tie . Sarah L-R receives a hug that lasts almost too long. Sindha gets to hear someone el e complain in PE. Adriaaaaaana! gets a coy 
wave during class and someone else to explore the wonders of the weight room with. Lor has access to spooning buddies whenever she needs them. Nile gets a 
megaphone. Hannah L-R is allowed to ride the bus repeatedly. Jacob gets bubbles. Linda L. gets a tick of deodorant no one trie to borrow. Isaure finds someone 
else to do face-to-face planks with. Zoe is reassured that yes, someday we really will coach a team of small children. Deutsch I receives a stem talking-to and a 
few Christmas carols. The freshman girls get friendly locker room compliments on their exciting underwear. Everyone gets luck. And love. And the knowledge 

at I didn't for et ou, I ·ust ran out of s ace. 
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Give me Nights full of laughter 
Give me a warm bed to sleep in after 
Give me something so beautiful I could cry 
And give me what I live for until the day that I die- Tucker Daniels 
Raunchy. Raunchy to the Maxxx. - Dustin Chung 
Ahhhh, Muffin - Keith Stoltie 
Sit down you bums - Leon Gregorian 
Heyyy, that 's not my Star Wars CUP- PD 
Shooeees!!- CER 
The Water is never cold, it is only refreshingly brisk- Drew 
Make me a Mayonnaise sandwich - Dudley Williams 
He's that spookie wookie woo wooie- Herr W 
Just cancel the d's - Ray 
We are having hot sex over here, and when I say sex I mean tea - Linda 
That's what you think eggy - Henry 
Forget Steak I'll just have A1 - Down Dorm 

, Alex Cahill, being of Musical min an errahc nature o owmg upon the following people. To Ethan Schiller a Chicken strike from Ong-B 
the Thai Warrior. To Ethan Stone and Micah Berman hot girlfriend and brand new bikes. To Carl Pearson the entire Bass section. To Karen Han the entire jazz 
band rhythm ection. To Aran Yoo the lower string section and a good chair at district. To Lucy Zhang All-State strings. To Rachel Hurley a coat that adjusts to 
the temperature. To Ethan Berl, being the only guy in everything art related. To Paul Dampier Kung Fu Club. To Herr W German club, since all the members are 
senior , and a Cardinals World Series. To Josh Chung a lingering "you suck." To Michelle Gao Madrigals and lots of play parts. To Erin Hayes Philosophical 
di cu ion and strobe light partie . To Borup a new Nascar hat and loads of solos. To Angie the Social Advocacy Cadet tradition. To Zoe Schein remembrances 
of Aquachiefs. To Alan Liang string power. To Jame Smith someone to complain with and girls to fawn over you. To Nile Hamer whatever bass things you will 

next ear. orne t 

Unnamed: Making out is a game. 
Me: How so? 

Unnamed: Because what el e do you call conduct which is generally 
unproductive, used for pure pleasure, and often ends up with one per

son getting pis ed off when the other plays with someone else. 
Me: Harsh .. .I call it fun. 

I'm as confused as a hungry baby in a topless club. 
If the world turns it's back on you, it's just giving you an opportunity to 

kick it in the ass. 
Me: How can you understand that? I'm right next to him and I couldn't. 

Jimmy: I'm fluent in dumbass. 
Life is a garden so be a ho~ - Jimmy 

Nothing says best friends like a wedgie - my Daddy 
I'd like to live long enough to watch then cut off your head and stick it 

on a pike as a warning to the next 10 generations that some things come 
with too high a price to pay. And then I'm going to stare up into your 

dead lifeless eyes and wave ... - Babylon 5 
Merry Chri tmas. Accept Jesus -Ben Hyman 

ing of rambunctious mind and adora e y, bequeat stuff to peop e. o areem, leave a tt e it o matunty and a lot of manners. To Andrew ea 
Futurama would-be-a-club-if-we-weren't- o-lazy and permission to abuse the underclassmen for being retarded. To Tiana I leave the rest of my hoes, and m 
pimphood. To Mr. Rayburn I leave a nice quiet, well-behaved class to follow us. To Ms. Majerus I leave lots of dirty jokes and swear words we're not actually 
allowed to use in class. To the sophomore and le , I leave the knowledge that someday you will get past the stupid pre-teen phase and turn into decent people. 
Well, at least mo t of you will. To Theatre Arts class, I leave kiwi bird with abs of steel, a cheeseball, and me becoming a stripper. And lastly, I leave Kovacs 
my eternal love and gratitude for being absolutely raw. I also give her permis ion to leave Uni next year now that we're gone. To those whom I have bequeathed 
stuff, use it wi ely, or don't u e it at all. Much love ya'll. 
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lr11d~-tw /a;r blt-t11 
lan, Chensky 

If you replace the equals sign with the squiggly equals sign then it 
becomes true, for example: one third squared i basically zero. -Ray 
The difference between the almost right word and the right word is 
really a large matter, it 's the difference between the lighting bug and 
the lighting. - Mark Twain 
I read part of it all the way through. - Samuel Goldwyn 
If we do not succeed we run the ri k of failure. - Dan Quayle 
Remember, you can always find East by staring directly at the sun. 
- Bart Simpson 
You should listen to your heart, not the voice in your head- Marge Simp on 
Fun is fun, and I like fun. - Kurt Brown 
That's why you should never drink milk. - John Helmers 
He 'll bite your finger off. -Cub Scout 
Camp Drake food is people. - Cub Scout 
Can I brush your teeth?- Cub Scout 

I, Andrew Ian Chen, being of graduating mind and body do here by bequeat the following things, which I may or may not own, to the following people: 
To Isaac I leave Algebra 2.72 for all his hard work in Algebra One. To the math department I leave Alex Zhai, and to Alex Zhai I leave the math department. To 
Ray I leave a full complement of Lufthansa silverware, specifically the two sporks he's already acquired. To Greg Atherton I leave lllini Lodge 55 and any other 
aspirations he may have within the brotherhood of cheerful service. The Beesley family gets their 45th consecutive Little League title. And everyone else gets 
something to be established at a later point in time. 

If they're going to kick each other's faces, they may as well get r.:============== ... :::::::=::::;:;:=::::;-, 
married. - Tanya 

Every time you play through this area you get crabs. Crazy pirates and 
their bad, bad, hygiene! -Crystal Chiang 

And now we 'spank' the balls with the kinky paddle.- Ray 
Ignorance more frequently begets confidence than does knowledge: it is 
those who know little, and not those who know much, who so positively 
assert that this or that problem will never be solved by science. - Darwin 

Why do you caress my nipples?- Cahill 
What is done for love always takes place beyond good and evil. - Netzsche 

Oh Granick you poke so hard. - Gong 
I don't want (Granick) that way, only sexually. - Gong 

I want to be your derivative, that way I can lie tangent to your curves. 
If I were an enzyme, I'd be helicase, that way I could unzip your genes 

and wrap all around you. 

~ blria;rg 
Pooky, Lukey-poo-poo, Ruke-chan 

, being of strange mind and funkay nature, bequeath a set of dirty-word magnets to Ollie the subbie, my manga and anime collection and title of okaasan/otousan of 
Japan club to Emily, Jie, and all the rest of you japanophiles, a sword to Caroline to explore more "exotic" martial arts, another sword to Linda to whack some Brian 
with, a manual on "How to Walk Sexually" to Ethan Schiller, ore no nihongo no chikara wa Karen ni dashite, an old video of the "Angle Dance" to Loic, steel-toed 
boots to Ethan Stone, some grammar tips for the people who write on Ben Lee's t-shirts, some metal DDR pads to Ja per, something azn to Horace, a seal of approval 
to Kayla, some calcium for Samantha, pencil flippin skillz to Zhai, a pink helmet with lots of sparkles to Michelle, okurigana for Deren, a pat on the head for Brittany 
Scheid, a ticket to Japan to Rob-Bob Diehl, a fro pick to Holden, a working CD of Dreamweaver to Micah, title of "Scrapper" to Vaishnavi, Japanese 4 workbook 
pages to Katy Ryan, and thanks to the little Gu meister for patience with an old fogie like me. To the rest of you, kudos and a healthy helping of nerdy goodness. 
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For I know the plans I have for you ... plans to prosper you and not to 
harm you, plans to give you hope and a future. - Jeremiah 29:11 
Lord, you have assigned me my portion and my cup; you have made 
my lot secure. The boundary lines have fallen for me in pleasant 
places; surely I have a delightful inheritance. -Psalm 16:5-6 
Your beauty should not come from outward adornment. .. Instead it 
should that of your inner self, the unfading beauty of a gentle and 
quiet spirit, which is of great worth in God's sight. - 1 Peter 3:3-4 
Ding Dong! Big Blue Bunny at the door!- Katy 
I wrote on my French test, "Ma soeur n' est pas stupide, elle n' est pas 
horrible."- Daniel 
It's funny how if you just put (quote and quote finger gesture) around 
a word, people will think you're talking about something inappropri
ate ... like I'm going to "class."- Mr. Sutton 

I, Christine Cheng, bequeath the following to these awesome people: My parents: my love and thanks for your unending support for me all my life. Daniel: chess and Settlers 
domination, dazzling piano glissandos, and the universe so you can live on Uranus if you want Jennifer: oboe skills, an irremovable penguins hat, and the energizer bunny, so 
you can make it through senior year. Linda: colorful handkerchiefs, happy songs and apples. Alii sa: 2 i 's in Alii sa, silver chocolate kisses and exciting library tasks. Karen: hugs 
from me and good times at Youth Orchestra J.J.: candy candy, and more candy. Angie: laughs and frisbees. Beth: soft teddy bears and freshly baked cookies. Ethan: clean/dirty 
chalk, inspiring music compositions, and a 63-ft high piano flinging trebuchet Aaron: a super unicorn and an obedient typewriter. Dmac: Risk and fake fire. My LIFE-ers: fun 
LIFE parties and lunches. Runelle: the color pink and thanks for your kindness. Corinne: the stars and Good-bye Kitty. Jenny: smiles and hellos. Thanks to all my teachers es-

ially Mr. Sutton, Ms. Jockusch, Ms. Evans, Mr. Murphy and Ms. Lisa Everyone: I pray that someday you will know the love of Jesus Christ who died and rose for you. 

Make a true estimate of your ability, then raise it ten percent. 
-Norman Vincent Peale 

... Or, in calculus notation. That's n ->BIG. -Ray 
PV =NKbT - or in inferior chemistry notation, nRT - Ray 

Reality continues to ruin my life. - Calvin 
"I'm not stupid!" -a sentence never uttered except to prove its own 

inaccuracy. - Orson Scott Card 
The "chemistry" "lab" has "computers" for each "work" station. -Ray 

See, scientists are always trying to disprove each other. - Mr. Bergandine 

A/fia.Jflf-8 x~v[-8/f~ bPffP(!q 
Aria, R, Arz 

, Arianne Collopy, being of somewhat sound mind and body, leave the following stuff to these people: The girls' XC team gets to win state; The 4x8's get 
state finals for many year to come; The chess team gets to win state (and enjoy the fine dining before meets); The Elizabeths get the french horn section, 
Ethan gets the back row of the orchestra, and all of my teachers, coaches, & the Uni faculty get a huge thank you for the past five years. To anyone I didn't 
mention, you get lots of luck for the future, and a free deck of cards. 
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Yours is bigger. I wont argue. - B33b3s 
I didn ' t bring my frictionless glove from home. I couldn 't pick them 
up. - Ray 
It seems like you 'd be willing to have sex with just about anybody. 
- Mr. Vaughn 

io11f b~6ta. 
androidpshocker, Castro, tonster, brosta 

I leave all the tea he can drink to Mr. Rayburn along with some fried chicken and catfish. I leave Mr. Murphy muchje ting in repayment of 5 year of little more. 
To lx GaLiLeo xl and xXMiL3SXx, I leave Halo 2 because they de erve it anyway. To Alex Zhai, I leave any che skill he wants from me and a turkey sandwich. 
To Angie and Michelle, I leave a poke and a hug everyday. To everyone el e, thanks for having an impact on the e five years of my life. 

The whole problem can be stated quite simply by asking, ' Is there a 
meaning to music?' My answer would be, 'Yes.' And 'Can you state 

in so many words what the meaning is?' My answer to that would be, 
'No.' - Aaron Copland 

Acting is all about honesty. If you can fake that, you 've got it made. 
- George Burns 

Man is least himself when he talks in his own person. Give him a mask, 
and he will tell you the truth. - Oscar Wilde 

I think I hould have no other mortal wants, if I could always have 
plenty of music. It seems to infuse strength into my limbs and ideas 

into my brain. Life seems to go on without effort, when I am filled with 
music. - George Elliot 

fo!J-8ft bf~f60ftt 
Uncle Bobert, Robert the Superior/Inferior 

, Robert Croisant, of fun-loving mind and body, do hereby bequeath the following: To Ethan Berl: The first pot on my will, more fun and amazing theatre 
productions, an even better Madrigal costume, and a Little Giant. Jamie: Trees and omeone else's hair and make up to do before bows. Angie: Pokes. Claire: 
Free periods and a copy of that will that Ray made for me. Linda: More great singing and tech work. Larissa and Hannah: More great Stud Prod show and hu
morous stage phone calls. Rachel Hurley: A car that can teleport. Lauren Piester: More shows, more line , more ftoam, and more soul to steal with that camera. 
James: More horrible jokes. Theatre people: More fabulous shows and good male actors. Madrigal : Cooler costumes, new mu ic, and a lot of good ingers to 
fill in the empty pots. Ray: A package of cough drops for attempting to write my will. And to anyone else I forgot, teachers, students, and faculty, thanks for 
making my five years of Uni so enjoyable. 
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, Anne Dixon, being of indecisive mind and limited body do hereby bequeath the following random s*** to these people: Katie Ryan, someone else who ap
preciates just how hot Tyler and Ross are. Eunice, some well over-sized shades and the wallflowers. Grant, muchos puntos and an apology to get me off the 
not-so-happy list. Zoe, a response in the hall and someone else who says slightly inappropriate things during interviews. Kimmy, ounces of fun next year. Julian, 
a last year where Anita, Lucia, y Elena never show up. TJ, the same and a party at Emans. KLP, Big Lou. Kumars, Crash, my Elliott Smith CDs , and someone 
else to help you out with the dino aurs. JStark and Karen, a hotel room in Europe that doesn't almost bum down. Sheri, a shared secret. Natsuki, a hell of a lot 
of breastroke sets. Lor, some MC Hammer and a dance in the L-room. Sian, a couple of congruent triangles. Erika, what I promised you. Alexx and E. Allen, 
orne chats in the turtleship. Hadley, a huge smile and a quicker response from me. And Deborah, a huge thank you. 

Even the very wise cannot see all ends - Gandalf 
Yes, but if I bop her over the head, I can get her chickens and keep my 

corn.- Mr. Vaughn (explaining philosophy) 
"But 'glory' doesn't mean 'a nice knock-down argument,"' Alice objected. 
"When I use a word," Humpty Dumpty said, in rather a scornful tone, 
"it means just what I choose it to mean." - Through the Looking Glass 

I can' t believe it took an Einstein to realize that time is relative 
- Martin Geiger, while running 

Don't eat Twinkies ... they have a shelf life of over 30 years and that 
scares me - Mom 

This week has been way too long. We've had Friday at least three times 
now.- Aria 

"Oh my God!" -Marcus (looking at a French test) 
No, no, just "Mr. Garvey" is fine - Mr. Garvey 

Katltf-t-t/1 ~aYc:e Fe-t~r-tq [a.5f-tq 
Katy, Kat, LPFDPR 
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fftZ/)_/;~tlt Fbfd 
Fordy, Fordster, Za (beth} 

That's not love, it 's fumes from the Tasty Delights. - Ray 
It 's a big, juicy steak. How many of you are vegetarians? .. .It's a big, 
juicy oybean. - Mr. Stone 
The Tang Dynasty begins to decline until it becomes a restaurant in 
Urbana. -Mr. Butler 
Mr. Sutton: After they rebuilt York, they renamed it Toronto, which is 
Canadian for New York! Nicole Gong: Really? 
Can I holler at some attention? - VB coach Amanda 
Everyone i more articulate in their heads - Ryan North, Dinosaur 
Comic 6 
Mr. Butler: Imagine the worst criminals we have, give them guns, and 
make them live with you. Devin: I smell a reality show! 
It 's a series of tube ! -Ted Stevens 
Ito: Scott 's casting a spell on me. Ms. Majerus: Scott, don 't cast a spell 
on Daniel. 
Cahill : Don 't monkey around with drug ! 
Mr. Sutton: Don ' t do drug with monkeys! 
All you need is love - The Beatles 

I, Elizabeth Ford, bequeath: Horace: five cents, the mistakes of our class (so you know what to avoid); Zoe: more people to appreciate your en e of humor; JJ: 
candy, sensibility, maybe a father; Lisa Boyce and Elizabeth Rus ell: le s space between you, the will to practice that I never had; Caroline: happiness; Karen: 
millions of hugs; everyone from my Japanese class: good times, plenty of homework you can do in cla ; Sen ei: apologies for doing o much homework in 
class; Linda: more people to appreciate your awesome solos and general coolness; all of the iblings of my classmates: a reputation of your own; Daniel Borup: 
a constant supply of fangirls ; Ethan Berl: trumpet solos, funny looks, supreme reign over Jazz Band (or at least the trumpet ection); Kareem: people who take 
you seriously if/when you deserve it; UFU: more successes; Music Club: continued exi tence, I hope; Volleyball player : more awesome sea on ; Everyone: 
perseverance, less drama in your lives, and good luck; Mr. Rayburn, Mr. Sutton, Mr . Jockusch, et al: thanks for everything! 

~u gu~ crea~airv~uums -li~y~A:tw~o~o~d~H;u:g:g:e:t:t ~IT;I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Books weren' t meant to be open- Ray 

Another day, another A - Mr. Stone 
They probably got in by affirmative action for white people - Josh, on 

members of a national math competition 
Illegal? Sameer, thi is America- Peter, Office Space 

Well, what I'm sayin ' is that there are known knowns and there are 
known unknowns, but there 's also unknown unknowns, things we 

don ' t know that we don ' t know - Ru~y. The Boondocks 
Ray: I get paid for the amount I work 
Tony: Wow, Ray. You work for free? 

, Benjamin Fu, being of both mind and body, hereby bequeath the following stuffs to people: Alex Zhai gets an infinite number of math award as well as a 
non-math/soccer/summer camp shirt. Carl Z. gets some music and a year of journalism without me. Alan Liang gets to be in my will because that's what be 
wants. Ethan Berl gets dozens of bushes full of tho e seed things and a new teammate. Micah Berman get to have fun during enior fitness and weird books. 
Kareem gets to have his viola with him everyday. Horace gets enough high fives to last him another year. I aac Chambers gets a game named after him. Jacob 
Olshansky gets a snake. Vaishnavi gets orne tennis. Jason He gets Yahoo Alpha. Ranny get my birthday. Andrew LaPointe gets free stuff from Siebel. Ethan 
Schiller actually gets 3000 friends. Brian W. and Diana get pianos. Special thanks to OS, the history and SSO departments, JRC, SR, DP, and PE people. People 
I forgot, I guess you can maybe po sibly have one thing you might perhaps want. 
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What does it say about my character that I'm a flying motorcycle? 
-Jackie 
But you can't believe things because they're a lovely idea. 
But I do. That's how I believe. -Evelyn Waugh, Brideshead Revisited 
Where did that train of thought come from? I think it derailed 
somewhere. - Karen 
How can I know what I think until I see what I said?- E.M. Forster 
Gee Sasha, you could at least change your shirt once in five years. 
- Stephen Bruce 
The mere habit of learning to love is the thing - Jane Austen 
Sie folgte Iangsam und sie brauchte lang I als ware etwas noch 
nicht iiberstiegen I und doch: als ob, nach einem Obergang I sie 
nicht mehr gehen wiirde, sondern fiiegen. - Rainer Maria Rilke 

I, Martin Geiger, being of pale body and" ound" mind, leave the following: To Anna G., Jamie, and Buck, an insane Stud Prod play. To Zoe, the responsibility 
for directing it. To Shivani, a more competent Chern partner, and the sound of steel wool on aluminum. To Aaron, Alisa, and Jeremy, the Uni library and a race 
with the shelving carts. To Jennifer R., the status of last member of the Duck Brigade. To Tianna, more hugs. To Daniel B. and Ethan B., Madrigals and tights. 
To Linda, someone as cheerful and wonderful as you. Uni Theater goes to anyone who can handle the heavy lifting. Mrs. Ridenour gets an incredible excess of 
boys. Ms. Majerus gets a creative writing class that stays on topic for a whole five minutes, and a movie of Mary Barton. Mr. Sutton never has to teach 1st hour 
again. Runelle and Ms. Harris get a sane cataloguing system and clean windows. Lisa gets incredible appreciation, and dictatorship of the College Board. All 

y teachers get thanks and vacations in Aruba. Thank you Uni for a wonderful five years! 

--~--------~ .. ------~~-------.~~--· 
Gimme an S! Gimme a P! *oooh my god, Nicole falls over.. . P ... Pea ... 

Green ... * You were unconscious while they were telling you to yell out 
a bunch of letters but wake up in time to hear, 'SPACE BAR!! ' - Tanya 

You mean, like have a Tast-ee Delight party? Sure! (sings) I'm bringing 
beer for one! - Ray 

Areas of hot air .. . Oh wait! That's the seminar room! -Ray 
Falling out of airplanes ... oh what a great time to diet! - Ray 

Filet Mignon ... I thought I ordered fish! - Alex 
Uh ... Oh! You can prove it with the circumcised circle! -Ian 

Hal So I'm right! ... And you're wrong!! -Ms. Boca 
Uh, they stopped mating? - Tomasz 

I, Nicole Gong, bequeath the following things to the following people: Iza gets "Iza Piza," Sian gets fly in 59.2 seconds. Katie Buzard gets music club. Eunice 
How gets a ride to school and a triple alarm clock. Georgie gets 1st chair clarinet and an alphabetized folder! Rachel Hurley gets hugs and an Asian posse, just 
because. Rachel Hyman gets a nice Jewi h boy and someone to talk to when I leave. Eli Hyman gets mad basketball skills and solutions to all of his problems. 
Isaac Radnitzer gets lots of cash so be can marry Eunice and buy her a castle. Aliisa gets a happy hello and my nice pens and pencils. KR gets a bella-fast 200 free 
relay and Michael Phelps. Nancy Tang gets Marquis ' Jove. K. Allen, E. Belmont, H. Engles, Maria Gao, H. Hauser, D. Ladd, D. Liu, M. Mestre, N. Nakamura, and 
L. Sligar get Uni Swimming and Howie. Lucy Zhang gets more All State because she 's awesome! Madrigals get happy, sophisticated new people. And everyone 
else gets my love and Uni - it 's a great place to be. Thanks for a great five years-especially to Ms. Kovacs, Ray, Ellen, Sally, DS, SL, Lisa, and EJ. 
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Belmont ru hed in and sat in the chair as if his butt looked better in it 
than mine. - Dana 
Danny: Ya, I stole his girlfriend. 
Stefanie: Oh. I'm sorry. 
Danny: You 're sorry?? I'm f***ing awesome! 
Dude i've been waiting all night to hear this song. -Ray as "Hip 
Don't Lie" comes on 
I don 't think she wants to know your name dude. - Rohun 
You gotta core man. You gotta make her say, 'I want to know his 
name." - Rohun 
I wasn't pointing fingers at anyone, that was Jeremy! -Michael 
So I'm sure you 've heard of STM and their amazing Cinderella story. 
Now that would make us the prince ... and what's the goal of every 
prince in every fairy tale? Screw the princess. - Bill 
Scott: Ya I think I can take him. He looks a bit wiry though, like he 
knows kung fu or something. 
Me: Hey Nick, do you know kung fu? 
Nick: Ya man. 
Scott: Oh s***. 

I, Martin Granick, being of wonderland mind and wizard body, do hereby bequeath the following: Holden the box monster gets a head wound, lumberjack characteristics, 
and the Ginyu Force. TJ gets 'The Final Countdown", and shoves on the soccer pitch when the ref's back is turned. Anna gets lamb every Halloween and Puppy. Ruthie 
gets another thank you, a lucky pencil, and airsoft/paintball with the twin dragons. Isaac Radnitzer gets S4BW. Chris Nixon gets earmuffs. Butters gets to remember which 
class gave him his name. Ethan "lshan" Schiller gets all the winks he wants, pajama pants, and the courage to ask out a girl. Shivani the Puppet gets yogurt and a stronger 
hose for window climbing. Gordon gets to curse at Yahoo chess players on Tuesdays and the chief stereotype. Adam aka Voice gets every accent he can think of. Katie 
Ryan gets an an awkward phone call at 1 am. Suran gets to be North Korean. Sam Imlay gets Tchaikovsky' 1812 Overture. Thanks to all the teachers and taff, especially 
RM, CB, BS, OS, EM, SR, Ray, Doug, Sally, Merf, SK, and Barb. Thanks to all my friends along the way. Good night, and Good luck. 

You must be the change you wish to see in the world.- Ghandi 
Not boxing out is like unprotected sex. It only takes one time to lose 

the game. - Merf 
Sometimes you gotta let your heart lead you even if it is somewhere 

your not suppose to be. 
Just think of all the British soldiers and their red coats, and how they 

have nothing on underneath. - Scott 
It's called booty kinesthetic awareness. - Merf 

To accomplish great things, we must not only act, but also dream; not 
onlyplan, but also believe. -Anatole France 

Do it, to it. - Mr. Russell 
There came a moment that you couldn't tell, and they clearly flew 

instead of fell.- Howard Nemerov 

Ama11d11 T a11~ G~tff 
Mandy, Spanish, Mango, Grilly, Spanky 

I, Amanda Grill, being of scattered mind and endurant body, hereby leave Ruthie and Pfander 3 years of incredible sports play with tons of memories. To Sam I leave the 
fight to endure whatever comes with much b.k.a. Aran gets whatever speed I had so that he can become even greater. To Katie R and T.J. many Shake peare quizzes and 
some good laughs. To Zoe, an anti-drug to replace me and inspire you. Chu Chu, I leave you a hip replacement because one day you 'U learn in occer, you can't fall every 
time. Skoza, a new punching bag for bball. Caroline, Kayla, Shara, Andrea and Isaac R my thanks, and the strength to continue UFU for years to come! Isaac C. thanks 
for all your help/photos in VB and Social Ad. Q, I leave you a gurnrnilauncher that actually works. And Je i, although we fight, I leave you every drop of roo ter mojo I 
can muster, and a thousand dirty rooms. Lastly, Sheri I leave you everything else as the last remaining member of our entire family to go to Urn. Everyone else: thank you, 
especially Mr. Sutton, Merf, Sally, and Mrs. Jockusch. You made my years at Urn far greater than I could have imagined! Best of wishes, and don't hold yourself back! 
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that is the way of life. you give up your pleasures one by one until 
there is nothing left, then you know it is time to go - Naguib Mahfouz 
moanster77: so, you're an exhibitionist? 
shakeherup: no --just a nature lover 
i think that sums you up in one sentence: you're sexy until you start 
biting - Devin 
babies are really fun science experiments. you ' 1ll find out on your 
own some day. - Mr. Butler 
one of the hardest parts of my job is connecting iraq to [the war on] 
terrorism - George W. Bush 
you can speak your mind/ but not on my time I i don 't care what you 
say anymore, this is my life/ go ahead with your own life and leave 
me alone - Billy Joel 

, Monah Merced Watin Habibullah, of short asian tature and chocolate milk obsessed mind ( tomach?) am giving away stuff. Lucy gets a crossword puzzle 
and a pencil. Jacob Druker actually gets to go to jazz band and when he does be gets a more sane stand partner (be doesn't need me to give him the solos cause 
he already does them). Suran gets to break ankle . JJ gets to catch bugs. Frankie gets my apologies. Karen, Claire-bear, Madz, Tiana, Larissa and (even) Kareem 
all get my love. I owe many thanks to all my teachers/coaches, but especially uncle Bill, Mr. Murphy, Mr. Stone, Ms. Evans, Lisa and Matt. Everyone else gets 
my best wishes. Take care and maybe i'll see you around. (Oh, and Devin, you get my heart.) 

'What are you waiting for? ' ' I don ' t know, something amazing I guess. 1 

- The Incredibles 
Once, I was riding in my friend's Escalade, and I felt like I was riding 

in a pimp mobile. - Grandma 
Hey Thomas, take those matches and bum the house down ... Boss 

check! - Emma's Mom 
Sometimes Carter is nice but sometimes he hits me with a pole. - Bethany 

Eunice, you 're so pretty, I wish I could be pretty like you. - Alex 
Oh, how I love to draw amoeba! - Mr. Stone 

That is way deep in my bogus bag and it is zip locked shut. - Me, 
Emma, Emily, Daisy, etc. 

What does the pentagon look like, again? : Emma 
Urn, I'm in the math club, and the latin club, and the physics club. 

- The Breakfast Club 
No one can make you feel inferior without your consent. 

- Eleanor Roosevelt 
[tis not enough to talk about peace. One must believe in it. And it isn ' t 

enough to believe in it. One must work at it. - Eleanor Roosevelt 
rime and patience are called for, many surprises await you.- fortune cookie 

~lli~f~tir~ t!aft1ftir 
Maddy, Mad Dog, Maddykins, Madador 

I, Maddy Hamlin, leave the following stuff to the following people: Eunice gets a crown for being the sole queen of S4BW, Friday lunches, and a big hug. Ethan Schiller 
gets a pink wooly lamb vest ju t like mine. Eric gets rides home on rainy days. Isabel gets more dinner parties and another upperclassman friend. Zoe gets life in musical 
form. Michelle M. gets Destinos. Kayla gets travel snacks and a long van ride. Catherine A. gets cupcakes to decorate and smiles in the hallway. Beth gets art and driver's 
ed memories. Hannah L. gets Home Hi memorie . Isaac gets to maintain the male population of S4BW. Kumars gets stats parties and apple cider. Maddy L. & Madeleine 
G. get my name (because they are using it anyway). Shara and Lor get control of Michigan Ave. Many thanks go to all of my amazing teachers, especially Mr. Sutton, Ms. 
Yi, Mr. Stone, Ms. Finch, Ms. Evans, Ms. Majeru , Mr. Rayburn, Ms. Linder, Ms. Harris, Lisa, Ellen, and Claudine. Everyone else gets a smile when they need one. 
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Ray, that takes a lot of work. Can we do omething that doesn 't take a 
lot of work? - Ian 
Seminar is across the hall. - Ray 
Key lime pie .. . cherry pie ... apple pie!- Emma and me 
You know what we need in here is a body bag. - Luke 
Awkward turtle! -too many people to count 
That is so way deep in my bogus bag ... and it ' zip-locked shut. 
- Emma and Maddy 
Eunice, you 're so pretty. I wish I could be pretty like you. -Alex 
Oh, that's what shop class is? I always thought it was where they 
taught you how to buy things.- Nicole G. 
Voici mon ecret. Il e t tres imple: on ne voit bien qu ' avec le coeur. 
L' essentiel est invisible pour les yeux. - Le Petit Prince 
No, there is not a thin line between love and hate. There is, in fact, 
a Great Wall of China with armed entries posted every twenty feet 
between love and hate. - House, M.D. 
Oh, all that I know, 
There 's·nothing here to run from, 

Pai5q Ha.55aftf 
Dasani, Days of Our Lives 

Cause, yeah, everybody here 's 
Got somebody to lean on - Coldplay, Don 't Panic 

I Dai y Has ani being of mostly sound mind and slightly lazy body do hereby leave the following people the following tuff. Angie and Anna get to do my hair whenever 
they want, which will probably be never. Daniel Borup gets an endless supply of wooning girls to follow him around. Hannah gets the knowledge that he is, in fact, not a 
failure, and a hope that she returns the sentiment. Sarah gets an unfortunately pink tutu and inappropriate behavior backstage. Buck gets mad props for being the best subbie 
actor ever. Lucy gets All-State memories (combos, Big Al's, etc). Andrea and Shivani get physics parties in the CRC and Gargoyle editing power. Ethan S. gets make-up 
and a mannequin. Karen H. gets locker notes, tons of hugs, happy smiles and lead roles. Ethan B. gets Emma and I hounding him for the math rap. Linda gets to actually 
go to All-State and total control of the alto section, plus the knowledge that he is extremely awesome. All the teachers, especially JG, J' 'R"C, EJ, LL, EM, MM, RM get 
my eternal gratitude for making this the best five years of my life. Anyone I forgot get a hug and an apology. Peace out, everyone! 

Quick! Hide the hidden cameras!- Paige 
Toby: He 's speaking in verse. 

CJ: A literary curse. - The West Wing 
Cheese is the Devil's plaything. -House 

Practicing for the world graffiti-throwing competition?- Herr W 
Since Angel lost his soul, he's regained his sense of whimsy. - Buffy 

I thought I was the character building funny part. - Donna Moss 
I'd rather freeze to death than burn in Hell. - Robert 

Professionally he declines and falls, and as a friend he drops into 
poetry. - Our Mutual Friend 

Take a deep breath. This is as red as it gets. -Mr. Sutton 
Well, pull in your reel, Mr. Fielding. You 're barking up the wrong fish. 

- Some Like It Hot 
He said, "Do you want to go to jail?" and I said, "Sure. I'll decorate the 

cell!"- Aunt Joyce 
Thomson: Can you perhaps think of some famous last words? 

Thompson: Er ... what about, "Kiss me, Thomson" ... Will that do? - Tin tin 

TatL(fA:~ff{{ Effza!Jdlt Hd:~fflaft 
Jackie 

, Jackie Hedeman, of quote-filled mind and zero-upper-body-strength body, do bequeath the following things upon the following people: to Lor Sligar chameleon-hair; to 
Madeleine Garvey an accusing stare and a high five; to Jennifer Roloff, more gelato than you can shake a tick at and people being "stereotipped"; to Hannah L-R rainy 
days, and plays and someone who won't put you back to back with your sister in their will; to Sarah L-R an Irish accent and the same; to Eric, a.k.a. Frenchie the Salon 
Legacy and a mute button; to Linda Song I Love You! ; to Karen Han the knowledge that you too are, in fact, amazing; to Katharine Marshall an alternate universe where 
you actually still go here, Barbies, and Some Like It Hot; to Buck, you are made of awesome; to Larissa the continued ability to both philo ophize and play me in a play; 
to Jake, Aliisa, and Michelle Unique and more of Ms. Majerus' stories; to Herr W Ewig Po!; to Katya students wide awake at eight AM; to Uni theater more boys; to Uni 
Madrigals more groupies; to India treetrogs, other stuff, more stuff than I can name, and a place in my book, year or otherwise. Thanks o much Uni! 
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Never frown, because you never know who's falling in love with 
your smile.- Unknown 
40?!- Kamm 
5 minutes?!- Eleanor 
Ben, Ben Ben Ben, Ben Ben Ben ... zaldehyde!! -me and Amelia 
There is NO SEX in DEATH!! - Beckaa 
Saks! Dodododododo!- me and Jackie 
Our moms and dads? - Kayla 
You guys, what's "doing it"? - Sam-antha-sam 
If you cooked any slower, you wouldn' t need an egg timer; you'd 
need an egg calendar! Oh that's right, I went there. - Stewie 
Do you approve of this? - Brian, The Breakfast Club 
You can check out any time you like, but you can never leave. 
-The Eagles 
I'll be the waterwings that save you if you start drowning in an open 
tab when your judgment's on the brink.- The Postal Service 
Oh, mirror in the sky, what is love? Can the child within my heart rise 
above?- Fleetwood Mac 

Nttof-e Katld-e-e11 H-eff~-ef 
Lil' Nicole, Tschole, The Slowass 

I, Nicole Kathleen Helregel, being of easily amused mind and back-packer body, do hereby give the following junk to the following punks: Sam(antha-sam) gets cookie 
dough pop-tarts, plans made years in advance, and the knowledge of what "doing it" means; Kayla gets cute stories, giggles, raised eyebrows, and of course, Isaac Chambers; 
Caroline and Lauren get "work?"; Joy gets a hug; all future back-packers get stories about me and Eleanor and how awesome we were; Shivan-a-lan gets a better co-captain; 
all my other xc girlie get my stories and lots of luck; Lor gets elevator parties, armory runs, and "sword-fighting"; Carter gets a Lois to moan for; Carl gets girl jeans; the 
guys xc team gets someone elseto yell at; Jack Snyder gets someone else to threaten him with stories . . . ; Buck gets all the women in the school; Doug gets turtle vans that 
don't break down, classes with more than 3 runners, and a state trophy; all my teachers get huge thanks, esp. Sensei, Sutton, Majerus, Mynatt & Stone; Barb, Ellen, and 
Kovac get my undying gratitude for always being awesome; everyone gets lots of hugs and all the money I still owe you! Lots of love, you guys! 

Bethany, punch my butt. No, go ahead, punch it. It 's like steel, isn ' t 
it?- Carter 

Is Voldemort another word for God?- Dana 
I'm not going to pay attention to you until the commercials come on. 

-Mom 
Brett has freckles! - Mom 

Yeah, I would do him.- George 
That's not my middle name.- Josh "James" Mitchell 

I LIKE FEET! - Michael Belmont 
I'm a mixture of cute and witty. I call it cuwitty. I feel cuwitty! Oh 

so cuwitty!. .. - Mr. Stone 
Do all the good you can, by all the means you can, in all the ways you 

can, in all the places you can, at all the times you can, io all the 
people you can, as long as ever you can. - John Wesley 

What will you say to me when I'm gone? 'Your face is faded but lin
gers on' Becau e light strikes a deal with each coming night. Oh, each 

corning night. - Iron and Wine 

l3etlr..a11q bfaYt~a. Hutdt-e11~ 
Butchcakes, Putskanini, Bethers 

I bequeath the following to the following: For Carter, a big-sisterless Uni. To Eunice, all of my love, and the knowledge that we will always be secret lovers. To 
Katie Ryan, troking. To Richard, the ability to mile without closing your eyes, and varsity play time. To Alan, a wave. To Lauren Piester , an expression that 
isn 't outraged. To Caroline, a picture of my butt, and to both of you, some work, work, work? To Voice, someone cooler to run with during fitness. To Kareem, 
one less person to pick on. To all my Spanish chicas and chico, more chevere times. To all my soccer buddies, winning seasons. Thanks to all of my teachers, 
e pecially Sensei, for being so sweet, Mr . Majerus,for helping me express myself, Mr. Butler, for teaching me something worthwhile, and scaring my socks 
off Mr. Sutton, for being so cool, and Mr . Kovac , for keeping the school from absolute chaos. 
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T3-811jl)frffl11o-ef Hqma;r 
Hyman, Busta 

We all agree that your theory i crazy, but is it crazy enough? 
-Niels Bohr 
A million people can call the mountains a fiction, yet it need not 
trouble you as you stand atop them. - Randall Munroe 
So we beat on, boats against the current, borne back ceaselessly into 
the past. - F. Scott Fitzgerald 
Totally mad. Utter nonsense. But we'll do it because it's brilliant 
nonsense. - Douglas Adams 
Truth, justice, honor ... none of that's worth s***. What matters is 
people, and people aren't honest or just or honorable. They're petty 
and they're angry and they're afraid, and all anyone really wants, 
deep down, is to be wanted. And what's truth to that? - M. Adducci 
I have a truly marvelous demonstration of this proposition that this 
margin is too narrow to contain. - Pierre de Fermat 
It's a magical world, Hobbes, 01' Buddy ... Let' go exploring! 
-Calvin 
No! YOU CAN'T DO THAT! -Mrs. Boca 
I think~ .I think it's in my basement...Let me go upstairs and check. 
-M.C Escher 

, Ben Hyman, of inquisitive mind and fantastically well-ripped body, do hereby bequeath the following: to I aac R. and Eunice, a day free of hand-checks; to T.J, my spot 
on the team which he already had; to Alex Zhai, first-place in fitness warmups; to SamN., any gifts I was supposed to give you, especially that one 'round Christmastirne; 
to Michelle M., my best wishes for a fellow transfer; to Isaac C., sleepness night spent redoing the OG to your heart' content; to Adam T. , some truly excellent movie 
soundtracks; to Tej, the first place spot on history tests; to my freshmen history classmate , the knowledge you'll alway be fre hmen in my heart; to the soccer team, the 
best of luck. I give heartfelt thanks to everyone who taught me something--Mrs. Jockusch, Ray, Mr. Sutton, Mr. Vaughn, Mr. Rayburn, M . Suslick, Ms. Majerus, Mrs. 
Boca, Mr. Porreca, Lisa, and Ellen. To Kovacs I leave the honorary Mrs., and my utmost respect. I'll come back and buy you all a well-deserved tiff drink sometime. 
To Rachel and Eli, I leave you with the hope that Uni will provide as much fun for you as it did for me, and love from your big brother. For Rachel, woop-zoop-sloop. 

or Eli, always one more foosball game. And to the rest of you, if you'll permit me a final quote ... : "the beginning of wisdom i to de ire it." 

I'm glad to be with you, Sam wise Gamgee, here at the end of all things. 
- Frodo 

I know. I know you can fight. But it's our wits that make us men. 
- Braveheart 

Play beautiful. - JogaTV 
My images reflect in the enemies eye and his images reflect in mine the 

same time. - Mos Def 
The QB fakes with his right, and throws with his left. He's that good. 

- Belmont while throwing a football 
Believe in me as I believe in you - The Smashing Pumpkins 

What I mean, sir, is if you was to put me with this here sniper rifle anywhere 
up to and including one mile from Adolf Hitler ... with a clean line of sight. .. 

well, pack your bags, boys. War's over.- Saving Private Ryan. 
We was completely outnumbered, but we stuck by our mates and we 
stood our ground, no matter what. That's what it's all about. - Green 

Street Hooligans 
You better not be tellin' me porky pies.- Snatch 

Even without a weapon, the warrior can slay his enemy from a hundred 
paces. But the ultimate ideal is when the sword disappears altogether. 
The warrior embraces all around him. The desire to kill no longer exists. 

Only peace remains.- Hero 
If you want to be understood .. .listen. -Babel 

Pa;rt-8{ PuM111(t Ito 
Ito, The Wolf, Dito, Toi 

, Daniel Ito, the last of the Ito clan, do hereby bequeath the following: Jenny & Amanda: hello's and the privilege of being the only subbies named in my will; Micah: 
STUDly adventures and "what's for lunch?"; Elaine & Natsuki: a new "dater" to talk to; Seeley: more bus chats, self-repairing rubber bands, and his booty dance; Voice: 
sportscasts on Zidane; Stephen and TJ: domination in the back; Boys' Soccer: RSKA and OCR days; Ethan: impeccable music taste; Eddie: Border sauce; Lilly: mama 
talks; Dre, Chung, Suran, and Aran: Best FOBs ever; Adriana: WlflTE rice; Mike: "dohngs", booty pats, and memories of me; Pirate: juiceboxes and ROTQ; Rachel: nice 
smells, sarcasm, and macaroni; Gordon: represent #6 while I'm gone; Isaac: Hannah and to level up in 7 months, twice; Amrnar: a cricket bat and a rag; Stark: an airsoft clip 
and a trip to Amsterdam; Shara: crepes, futbol, cafe talks, and too many fun times; Ruthie: lucky Sudoku and pencils, a killer senior volleyball season, elephant graveyards, 
libation trades, and a thanks for being so great; Everyone else gets a bottle of gypsy tears to protect them from harm. BA, JB, CB, RC, HI, SK, EL, EM, LM, Doug, DS, 

S, RT, and of course Sally all get a huge thanks for putting up with me. It's been both great and absolutely miserable. Take it easy, and take care. I'm outta here. 
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P~vt11 Jblt11~rJ11 
Blondie, Sex Machine, PBJ 

Do you like what you ' re doing? Would you do it some more? Or will 
you stop once and wonder what you ' re doing it for. - Nick Drake 
You don 't need a weatherman to know which way the wind blows. 
-Bob Dylan 
You can know it all, if you choose. Just remember lovers never 
lose cause they are free of thoughts unpure and of thoughts unkind. 
Gentleness clears the soul, love cleans the mind and makes it free. 
- David Bowie 
I'm a white male, age 18 to 49. Everyone listens to me, no matter 
how dumb my suggestions are!- Homer Simpson 
Could Shaggy be shagging on a shag carpet? - Monah 
Everyone knows Custer died at Little Bighorn. What this book pre
supposes is , maybe he didn 't?- Eli Cash 
You broke the rules , now I'll pull out all your pubic hair. - Tenacious D 
I just punched a man-nun in the balls . - Scott Sapp 
I could tell that my parents hated me. My bath toys were a toaster and 
a radio. - Rodney Dangerfield 
My only hope is that the Big Lebowski kills me before the Germans 
can cut my d*** off. - The Dude 
Have you no sense of decency, sir?- Joseph Welch 
And in the end the love you take is equal to the love you make. - The Beatles 

I, the illustrious Devin Johnson dish out going away presents to the following awesome people: Caroline gets wrinkle remover and a tiger ... claw, Lor gets a 
caramel macchiato and extra whipped cream on her mocha, Michelle gets a decent bagel and a swear jar, Eunice gets to throw water and a sandwich in Rohun's 
face, Malcolm get orne booty buttcheeks, Holden gets a special gift from Santa, Arif gets some sleep, Katie Ryan gets a younger sibling, Micah gets tons of 
thank for hi tech expertise and best wishes in any future project , Jeremy Kemball gets a few more hits with a medieval combat sword, Will Fernandez gets a 
reverse peephole, and Alan Liang gets to participate more in IFMU. Uncle Bill gets some crackers, a blanket, maybe some juice, and many thanks. Matt Mitchell 
gets his rug back and Prince' Cloud guitar. Mrs. Majerus gets to see Sha Na Na at a Woodstock Prom and many villanelles filled with inappropriate language. 
Sensei gets all the respect and appreciation she deserves. All the other teachers I've had over the years get a big "thank you" for everything they've taught me. 

Jack: Damn! You see that girl. Us: Where? Is she fine? 
Jack: She got 1 t place in the West Virginia Math Contest! 

~o I'm sure you 've heard of STM and their amazing Cinderella story. 
Now that would make us the prince ... and what's the goal of every prince 

in every fairy tale? Screw the princess. - Bill 
I arrived in America's airport with clothings, U.S dollars and ajar of gypsy 

tears to protect me from AIDS.- Borat 
I have to report this to the Boss. [puts a gun on the table] Perhaps, you 'd 

like to avoid the red tape. - Nikita Khruschev 
He shot him on the run. It was an impossible shot. You 've promised 
people a victory I can 't deliver. I don 't stand a chance against this man. 

- Vassili Zaitsev 
My name is Maximus Decimu Meridius, commander of the Armies of 
he North, General of the Felix Legions, loyal servant to the true emperor, 

Marcus Aurelius. Father to a murdered son, husband to a murdered wife. 
And I will have my vengeance, in this life or the next. - Maximus 

At my signal unleash hell - Maximus 
I'm the guy who does his job. You must be the other guy. 

- Dignam, the Departed. 
foma_~z Ka_f/;a_Mz.q 

Tohms, Kalbar-Check It Out, Cutie 

I, Tomasz Kalbarczyk, being of Eastern European mind and body, leave the following: Kumars gets humility. Seeley gets to hold down varsity Soccer. Adam 
gets to ee Sarnir Na ri play in Marseille and the knowledge that Arsenal owns Liverpool. Eddy becomes even more badass. Stephen changes his name to Rio 
Ferdinand, even though he may not know who that is. Holden realizes that he does not suck and starts varsity. The juniors get to trash the subbies and teach 
them some modesty, because we failed to do so. I also want to thank all of the teachers and coaches that have had me over the years, especially EJ, CB, R, BS, 
EM, RL, BY BD, CC and SK. 
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Emiff K01n111 
Kamm, Kammdog, Kammdog with a "G" 

Old world underground, I never knew you, but I've seen your face 
everywhere . .. when we tore the small town down - Metric 
In order for a piece of art to be worthwhile, it either has to change 
your life or be crunk:.- Ms. Majerus 
Two sips from the cup of human kindne and I'm s***-faced. 
- The New Pornographer 
If I can ' t dance, it 's not my revolution! -Emma Goldman 
If you find yourself caught in love/say a prayer to the man above/ 
thank him for every day you pa s/thank him for saving your sorry a s 
- Belle & Sebastian 
To see what is in front of one's no e needs a constant struggle. 
- George Orwell 
Nico: Look, fat girl clothes. 
Me: Dude, that's the maternity section. 
Nowadays people know the price of everything and the value of 
nothing. - Oscar Wilde 
Pero, l,a que llaman vi vir? Para mi vi vires no tener prisa, contemplar 
las cosas·, sentir curiosidad y compasion ... Vivir es saber estar olo 
para aprender a e tar en compaiiia, y vivir es explicarse y llorar ... y 
vi vires reirse.- Carmen Martin Gaite 

I, Emily Bassett Kamm Junior Girl, hereby bequeath the following of my possessions to the following people: GSA and SHAG go to the de erving, whomever 
that may be, with instructions that they be kept alive and thriving; Kayla Ginsburg gets tons and ton of vintage clothes, sex-positive femini m for all her earthly 
days, a nice Jewish home to live in next year, a floor (or couch) to sleep on in New York whenever she o desires and the knowledge that he i the super coole t; 
and Caroline, my little Snoodles, gets "Guido!", "Elihu Root!" , "Duck dino aur!" , "Aaaaah, the polka! It bums!", "I've got a gift for you ... it's poi on! Mmmm, 
yes poison", "Ptasty", that other inside joke that I can't really have printed, and the kind of love only a sister can give. Special thanks go to every teacher in 
this school who has helped me along my way, especially Bill, M . Majerus, and Sue. This place wouldn't have been the arne for me without you all. 

Who wants their kneecaps broken in here? 
-Mr. Beesley/ ME!! !-his Computer Lit class 

Don't part the red sea with your totem pole. - Holden 
Oh! Treated! I can use now?! Yes YOU ARE TREATED! - Sensei 

Just meat every day .. . that was awful 
-Mr. Stone remembering his diet in Germany 

Tardy Sam! A new record!- Mr. Sutton 
Wow that's pretty embarrassing. - Mr. B to Liz eating chips 

I LOVE CUTTING MYSELF!!! - Scott 
Whose got the noodle? - Mary G 

I am the most responsible lifeguard. Some people don't even show up. 
I always show up even if I have a hangover. - Sarah Pforr 

What's this day of rest ****?!!. .. Whatever man, it don't matter to the 
Jesus ... Well, you got a hell of a day Wednesday baby! 

- Jesus, The Big Lebowski 
I immediately regret this decision. - Ron Burgundy, Anchorman 

Sacre 1' sable is not French!- Jackie, Daisy, Emily R. , Emma, Maddy, 
and others in the row behind me in Junior English 

, Sam Klein, being of mambo mind and Ashkenazi body, leave some thangs to some well deserving peeps. Ranny gets all dem California girls he's ever wanted. Jake
some quality music but still some da daa ... da daa. .. Richy gets to pick up the phone without falling asleep on it and the ability to flick a penny. Berl gets Murphy's love. 
Noal get's Bed's. Anna and Ruthy get to help someone say elparaparapadorrra or whatever those Spanish people say. Shivani -unlikely better late night conversations and 
some cherry hills pride. Franky gets unlimited Beyonce. Holden- his own authentic tribe. Claire and Carl- some nice LGing. Alex Zhai - free petting. Jasper gets orne 
inches. Annie M- for all those 50 centses. Jamie- a replacement hot man for those awesome fitne s workouts. Erin- some experience without my loud yawns and uch. 
'Shanksy gets perfect scores. Katie Ryan- my number on a cup. MEEchelle- someone else who can say your name the way I can. Sindhaha- a hello for everyday I 
messed up that complicated name of urs- spare a few for Rachel. Eunice How- now brown cow? Teachers- thanks for the high five and good times. And, for the leftover 

's o les · · · · · - ' hal 
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The bear and Carl lived together in the cave for several years until, 
one day, the true savagery of nature being unleashed, Carl killed and 
ate him. -Gary Larson's Far Side 
And then you'll be shooting yourself in the back .. . like a coward. - Ray 
Er ... schlagen .. . er ... schlagen- Herr W 
Oh what a morning we could've had. - Prince, Lessing's Emilia Gaiotti 
EMILIA GALOTTI!- Jackie 
I want to bop Larissa on the head and steal her chickens. - Mr. Vaughn 
And why, sillybillies, do you knock under to one another? 
- Thrasymachus from Plato 's Republic 
Does not a dude have eyes? If you prick us, do we not get bummed? 
If we eat bad guacamole, do we not blow chunks?- The Critic 
THIS is how you do the mushroom. - Diana 
Mother Russia! - Luke 
Your encouragement is to get good grades, my encouragement is to 
not look like an idiot. -Mrs Jockusch 

f aff!/)fta_ KP~to 
Tanya, Katya, Mutti/Okaasan, Estelle, stellsonic 

Oh, Japanese? I've been to Japanese before! -Marine recruiter 
What's past is prologue.- Shakespeare 

I, Tanya, of fiery pirit, Siberian body, and gentle nature, pledge my earthly (and unearthly) po sessions to the following wonderful people: to Karen W. I leave 
a VIP pass to Alexis ' next party; to Alii sa I ay: "Moi Moi," give her a hug and leave her my address so that she can write to me; to Micah, a time machine to 
create more free time; Hannah L-R. & Madeline G. receive a collection of Russian books; to Katie R., I pass the seniority in Japanese; Claire gets my prom 
glove ; Zoe receive an all-purpose, uper versatile, over all wonderful (and light-weight) video camera for all her endeavors; Karen H. gets a picture of a 
dinosaur; to Diana L. I give the all-exhausting an wer to "What is the meaning of this?" and a moose; to Katherine A., I leave a penguin (they're so cute) and 
a million big bug ; Swim team gets a huge clean pool with many windows and to the Soccer team I leave all my love. Thank you, guys. 

Kuck lets get writing, you can use Word if you want. - Mr. Beesley 
You have quote out the Wazoo right here. - Mr. Beesley 

I am not going to do quote ... What are you doing? - Tomasz 
I can 't think of anything . .. Are you seriously going to put these? - Chandra 

What.. .No ... Shut up . .. Hey, the e are actually in alphabetical order. 
-Michael 

I can 't figure out whether ties are broken by goal differential or . .. 
Kucky, its not a quote. - Tomasz 

What do you have so far . .. No, I'm working on my math homework 
now. - Michael 

Someone should quote Ian about Plano. - Mr. Beesley 
No, you have to quote something I've actually said about Plano, like, 
uh, what did I ay ... - Ian (Ian refu ed to talk to me for the rest of the 

period and resorted to imple hand motions which I cannot quote) 
Wait Kucks what was he doing ... (looks at my monitor) hahahaha . .. ac

tually that's a really good idea, I like how your quotes encompass one 
world-wide web class. - Robert 

They 're great. - Chandra (about my quotes) 

/ 

lb11aflt/)}1 
Kuck(s/y} 

I, Jonathan Kuck, of sound mind and body am forced to bequeath the following to variou people. Jacob Olshansky can have his own book during English 
cia s. Ranny can have an apple. Voice can find some authentic U.S. speedskating apparel. Gordon and Brian can make up their minds about what they want. 
Yoyo can have hi own microwave-stealing ubbie. 
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Your mom's smarter than me. Do you know why? Because she married 
me. -Dad 
Darling girl, when are you going to understand that being normal i not 
necessarily a virtue? It rather denotes a lack of courage - Practical Magic 
So I went home to await my fate. Was I going to be a worthwhile human 
being? ... Or was I going to get a Bin Calc?- Mr. Sutton 
Sometimes, when Iljly brother is acting particularly stupid, I call him Mar
quis by accident. - Elizabeth 
Mr. Sutton: Why are you looking at Bethany? 
Granick: I'm checking her out. 
Mr. Sutton: In all my years of teaching, I've never had a student admit he 
was checking out another student. I'm not ure if we're making progress . .. 
With enough courage, you can do without a reputation.- Rhett Butler 
Carpe diem. Seize the day. If not you, who? If not now, when? 
Then wear the gold hat, if that will move her. If you can bounce high, 
bounce for her too, til she cry, "Lover, gold-hatted, high-bouncing lover, I 
must have you!" - F. Scott Fitzgerald 

Allie, (Neo Magic) Milk, Ann, Annabelle 

But why, ·some say, the moon? Why choose this as our goal? And they 
may well ask why climb the highest mountain? Why, 35 years ago, fly the 
Atlantic? Why does Rice play Texas? We choo e to go to the moon in this 
decade ... not becau e it' easy, but because it's hard. - JFK 

I, Annie Liang, being of quirky mind and Asian body, do hereby bequeath the following things to the following people. To Annie Machesky, my fir t name. 
To Alan, my last, and sole ownership of Dean's chocolate milk. To Michelle, all things pretty, endless hours to waste on My Space, and lots of love. To Angie, 
a reminder that I still have blackmail material and someone else to call you Xue Xue. To Jennifer, a highly profitable crapbook bu iness. To Geoffrey, many 
endgames lost and Alex 's board. To Ruthie and Andrea, an awesome enior year - don 't forget the kickass kindergarten times. To Terry, a new batmobile 
and the knowledge that you are definitely the coolest freshman. To Alexx, another x and no more geometry problems for the rest of your life. To all the vbaJl 
girls, a fantastic season. To Gordon, Alex, Geoffers, and Alan, the state title. To Mr. Sutton and Mr . Jockusch, thanks for being the most amazing teacher 
ever. To everyone else, much love. Divide it, multiply it, just remember I'll be missing you. Goodbye Uni, and thanks for countless wonderful memorie . 
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Oh my god! The blade would have to be so small!- Nicky Nicole 
What didn't evoke divine wrath in the old testement? 

Cham-bana. 
True. - Lydia and Anne 

Eye for an eye will leave the whole world blind. - Gahndi 
It's kind of like watching a one legged guy do a back flip. - Ben 

That's impossible! There's no such thing as trolls! 
Then how do you explain all the dead unicorns? - Metalocolypes 



Pa.o/t M-aPtt~r 
Buff Peige 

I can ' t shake the fact that I'm based on a person, which is me. 
- Jackie 
Do not worry about your difficulties in mathematics. I can assure 
you mine are still greater. - Albert Einstein 
Decide to take out the souvenir stick-in-the-butt? - Jackie 's mom 
Good ol ', skin-tight, fat ass Taft. He looks like an inflatable doll 
where they forgot to turn the air off. - Mr. Sutton 
Tuesday is the last normal day before Wednesday. - Ray 
It 's ok to rub your fi nger across my lashes. - Ray 
R-U-L? Belch!- Alex and Herr W. 
Whenever I need money, I steal it, and that's a fact. -Herr W. 
I'm as quiet as a science degree. - Herr W. 
Daddy, I would love to dance. - Maggie (A Chorus Line) 
Fort est qui abat, plus fort est qui se releve. - Manuscrit du XIIIe siecle 
Ajoutez deux lettres a Paris: c ' est le Paradis. -Jules Renard 
Every great achievement was once considered impossible. - unknown 

I, Paige Martin, being of perplexed mind and pole vaulter's body do hereby bequeath the following: Linda- sushi, ramen, lambkabobs, and lots of other food 
and fum, French rap , and alto II power!; Ethan Berl- a big dish of illy billy bones and All-State Musical awesomeness; Angie- Uni High Elephants and a 
Briti h accent (use it wi ely); Sarah Lake-Rayburn- a dying swan and lovedreams; Daniel Borup- a lifetime supply of Nascar hats; Katie Buzard- a chorus 
of old people to sing "Messiah" with; Caroline Karnm- gymnastic power and the privilege to becalled Caroline I; Adriana- more gymnastics power and a 
non-injured body; Erin Hayes- mastery of hurdles and long jump; Noel- a Wylde Chicken and the courage to go to chorus; Michelle Gao- musical madness 
and IMEAjoy; Aran- the school cello; Mr. Rayburn- Sweet Charity; Herr W- Turnen; Mr. Murphy- a madrigal group that isn't insanely busy; to all others I 
send loads of thank and I wish you all a happy life! 

I'm a man, but I can change, if I have to, I guess.- Red Green Show 
e realize that sometimes a man's gotta do what a woman would never 

consider. - Red Green Show 
I am a math god - Mr. Sutton 

You look a little, a little bi-laterally puffed - Mr. Sutton 
We talked about William kintight fatass Taft - Sharajonnie Adams 

Is'okay- Masahiro Immaura 
For the rna ses to get acces to underwear was a big deal at some point. 

- Mr. Sutton 
Ian to Ray: Why aren ' t you a mathematician? 

Ray: Pride 
How do you expect people to hop when someone is wearing, a mullet 

like that - Mr. Sutton 
In the end it's not the years in your life, it 's the life in your years. 

- Abraham Lincoln 

Jb~lt M.tttlt-tff 
Giorsh, the Dumbass 

I, Jo h Mitchell, being of vigorous mind and languid body, do bequeath the following items and honors unto the following friends and associates. To Alex Zhai 
I leave a calculator, which he shall not need. To Bhaskar I leave two jokers to help his hand. To Grant I leave HisSS club should he choose to run it, otherwise 
I shall divvy up the post between Richard Wei bach Zack Goldberg, Daniel Cheng, and Horace Wang. Finally, to everyone else I leave a good night's sleep 
and dreams of ashita. 
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Words of Wisdom compliments of Ian Chen: 
How can you not like football? It's the all-American sport: lots of 
guys in tight pant trying to steal each other 's land. 
Did you know that the U of I stack ha all the copies of Playboy? I 
found out from another Boy Scout. 
The best part of waking up i Ian Chen. - Kumars 
But what if there was a baby making conference in Chicago? 
Obviously, you just need more bling. 

Kftetll (){er;/1 
KLO, Edith Anne, Olson 

I, Krista Olson, being of Wisconsinite mind and stealthy body do hereby bequeath the following: to Zoe, my never ending love and devotion, her fan club, and a suite 
('cause she's co min' with me); to Swim team: Kenney Pool, mustaches, and another victory vs. Chicago U-lligh; Alexx gets a jeans buddy; Suran: a bio buddy; Carl Zeilinski 
gets Nine Inch Nails and Go Fish; to UHGS: Bill arm wrestling tutorials; Ethan Stone gets a team Discovery Channel poster; Eunice gets a guy cool enough to handle her 
hot looks; Michelle gets a lifetime supply of bagels and avocadoes; Buck gets hair gel; Aliisa gets a shirt that says "I'm the coole t person ever;" KR gets her own Ewan 
McGregor as Obi-Wan mask and my love; Kumars gets stats jokes; Nile gets a BIG HUG; Daniel Borup gets a high five, a new hat, awe-inspiring dance moves, and avid 
fans who appreciate his voice and affinity for motorized vehicles; Ellen gets many hugs and thanks for being amazing; Ray gets hi erasers back; and all of my teachers and 
coaches receive my everlasting gratitude. To everyone else: many thanks, laughter, memories, and my love. I'll rni s you all! 

Now if you'll excuse me, I'm going to go on an overnight drunk, and 
in 10 days I'm going to set out to find the shark that ate my friend 

and destroy it. Anyone who wants to tag along is more than welcome. 
- Steve Zissou, The Life Aquatic 

My friends call me Keith, but you can call me John.- Keith Moon 
It's funky fresh, with some white bread in the middle.- Devin 

Some of the worst mistakes in my life have been haircuts. 
- Jim Morrison 

Where ya been, Bo Diddley? - Mr. Murphy 
Joey, have you ever been in a Turkish prison?- Captain Oveur, Airplane! 

Another door?? - Killer Klowns 
Come in, Mother Wind. - Scott 

Well, the jerk store called. They're running out of YOU! 
- George Costanza, Seinfeld 

Nosalt?- Amelia 
A song is a message, a song is a letter, nothing more, nothing less. 

- Pete Townshend 

f~ltAA PaJ.ei..OP 
Rohunky, Rohunter, Ro, RUP 

o the following people, I leave these invaluable things: to Bhaskar, the RMIB, plus many more driveway basketball matches, and eventually, a victory. Caroline, ina 
propriate ingredients for soup. Lor, extra whip cream on her mocha Michelle gets a dime back from her swear jar. Eunice gets to throw water at me. Holden gets man-sexy 
soccer cleats and a job at the deli-mart. Malcolm gets booty buttcheeks. Micah gets load of thanks for all the help he gave IFMU. Stephen gets a draw tring. Ammar gets 
Devin Hester, Mike gets Brett Farve for one more year, Frankie gets Porgy's. Jake gets to pull another dancing bear. Sam gets to tear it up at left mid. Will Fernandez gets a 
coffee-table book about coffee tables. Ellen and Lisa get all the thanks I can possibly give them. Matt Mitchell gets a $.69 pay raise, Mr. Sutton gets Jethro Tull and the 1st 
prize at a Kenny Rogers Look-a-like Contest. Sensei finally gets an American accent-free "konichiwa ' in the hallway, a new person to tease ince santly, and an invitation to 
my engagement party. Mr. Bergandine finally gets to 'ban DHMO" and my sincerest gratitude for all the help he's given me the past few years. And last but not least, my 
brother gets the knowledge that he is probably the smartest 12-year old I know, and (maybe) occasional control of the car radio. 
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fu_v blta11d/fll Pafftrqf 
Chandu 

I'm the guy doing my job. You must be the other guy.- Dignam 
I know now that it is mental discipline that sets people apart, the 
ability to think differently and to generate energy in the right 
direction. - Sachin Tendulkar 
I've missed more than 9000 shots in my career. I've lost almost 300 
games. 26 times, I've been trusted to take the game winning shot and 
missed. I've failed over and over and over again in my life. And that 
is why I succeed. - Michael Jordan 
Well, sir, seems to me, God gave me a special gift, fa,shioned in me a 
fine instrument of warfare. -Private Jackson 

I, Chandra, cricketer extraordinaire, do bequeath the following: Nishanth gets his Charizard back and knowledge that he is my favorite Nookala brother, be ides 
Bhargav; Arnav gets a new ManU jersey; Ammar and Bhaskar get an India-Pakistan world cup final; Kumars gets John Terry skills; Frankie gets to be Uni's 
Ben Wallace; Isaac, Lilly, and Seeley continue to build Uni soccer legacy; Holden gets to head butt someone and thereby fulfills his destiny to become Zidane; 
Richard gets to be the next Sam Klein and assumes the presidency of HISS; Gordon and Brian get to continue playing games in world wide web· Stephen 
and Russell overcome the confusion with each other 's names; Carter no longer has to worry about looking like his sister; Yo-Yo gets his personal microwave. 
Everyone el e: free chipotle, snow days, and in general an enjoyable time at Uni. Thank to everyone for a great five years. 

The first thing you told me was, "some people are stupid like hoes, and 
some people are smart like geniuses." - Rohun 

Earmuffs! - Ito 
He 's still tired from the 10-yard run he made on Tuesday. -Bill 

Ito: So ten times? 
Wise Guy: No, not that much, maybe 8. 

Ito: Richard! 
I told my class "kiss my ass" 

I make a livin' everyday- T.I. 

"f.t/ft-mr Pt fff)w 
Ron Jeremy, The One and Only, Pillow 

First off I will leave Malcolm and Rundus trips to the State Finals for Cross Country. I leave Seeley the recognition he deserves and a winning season. T.J. 
gets another great year of occer, but this time with a more physical attitude and recognition. The Proha's get deemed the Smash Bros and start V. soccer while 
hurting everyone in their path and receive recognition. Holden and Lilly get to help lead the team with their skills and continue our tradition of winning and 
get recognition. I leave Mike, Chumar, Ammar, Chung, Rundus, Isaac, F-Mac, Malcolm, Ke Her, Lilly, and who ever else is involved with V. basketball next 
year a better season than this years. I leave Malcolm a sub 50 second 400 and sub 2:00 minute 800. Rundus gets to break his dads record in the mile and a sub 
2:00 minute 800. Jacob gets a sub 2:00 minute 800. All of them get to go to the State Finals for the 4x8. Last but not least, I leave Anna a wonderful senior year 
and the ability to talk to me no matter what happens. 
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Hold yourself responsible for a higher tandard than anyone el e 
expects of you. - Henry Ward Beecher 
Mo t folks are about as happy as they make up their mind to be 
- Abraham Lincoln 
Having your novel made into a movie is like having your oxen made 
into bouillon cube -John le Carre 
It does not do to leave a live dragon out of your calculations, if you 
live near him- The Hobbit 
Cats are marter than dogs. You can't get eight cats to pull a sled 
through snow. - Jeff Valdez 
I do not fear computers. I fear the lack of them. - I aac A imov 
Do you not know that in a race everyone runs, but only one receives 
the prize? Run to win. - 1 Corinthians 9:24 

PraHata, Praticate, The Wrecking Ball 

Meatwad, Do you Believe in God? "Yes, he made·~m::e7in~hi7:· s~o:w~n~im::a:ge:.":-: .. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!!:~!!~~~ 
-Aqua Teen Hunger Force 

Woman! I give you 3 dollars and you give me white buns and a burnt 
weenie?! - Eddie 

I look so kinny . ... in yo' pants.- Amelia's Dream 
But my pig is magical ... - LizJAmelia/Black Cauldron 

Why don't you Google having sex with a mermaid?- Mom 
Mooooooasinite - Stefl Amelia 

You look spiffy Ray, what's the occasion? Laundry Day, no clean scruffy 
clothes - Ray 

Isn't it's bad to eat stuff off the floor? "Its ok, I licked it first!"- Ray 
My brain has a thought bubble that says urrrraaaallughah!- Nicole 

Physics Hamster!- Ray 
Shockerz - Anna/Katie 

What's brown and sticky? A STICK!- LizJStef/Amelia 
I hate Broccoli!- KRII (Superfreestylers) 

Deb, are you gelling? - Brooke/Sam 
One fry short of a Happy Meal, the wheel is spinning but the Hamster is dead 

- LizJStef/ Amelia 
Western civilization, unfortunately, does not link knowledge and morality 
but rather, it connects knowledge and power and make them equivalent. 

- Vine Deloria, Jr. 
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Emmy, Em, M&M, emilyfrozengren 

It 's a shmata. -Daisy 
Tony: Why are you smiling? 
Me: Do I have to have a reason? 
Josh: That's why they call her frozen-grin 
If we had a Kidney Olympics I think my kidney could do well in the 
singles competition. - Mr. Butler 
He 's like an asymptote, where ever the conversation goes it always 
comes back to him. ,- Jackie 
Beware of all enterprises that require new clothes. 
- Henry David Thoreau 
One of the advantages of being disorderly is that one is constantly 
making exciting discoveries. - A.A. Milne 

Emily Rosengren, leave the following tuff to the following people: Eunice gets S4BW and a Barbie dream house; Shivani gets s'mores, Chef Boyardees 
and a clo et full of clothes in the color of the season (whatever that is); Michelle, Karen, and Leslie get kiwis of both kinds; Jacob get someone to walk home 
diagonally with; Jessica gets a new carpool (but you get to drive thi time) and memories of Lincoln Square and the opening night from hell; Stephanie gets 
tap-dancing elves; Isabel gets a better almost-next-door neighbor and politically active stop signs; Ollie gets some hot-pink duct tape; Zach gets the ten ten song; 
Ashley and Celinda get the studio and smiles; Mr. Bild gets Barkeyville; Sensei gets some hard working students and tons of go-ship; Mr. Stone gets a school 
mascot; Ms. Majerus gets an English class where everyone has always done the reading and Mr. Darcy; To all the great Uni teachers, some enthusiastic student ; 
Everyone else gets Uni High, gargoyle and all, and lots of smiles. 

Do you know how to make the elephant noise on guitar? - Devin 
He 's dead, Scott. Nova's dead.- Rohun 

This is a carburetor, Bobby. Take it apart, put it back together, repeat 
until you 're normal. - Hank Hill 

TWO DOLLARS!! - Paperboy from hell (Better Off Dead) 
Doesn't a cold dog try to stay warm?- Max Rich 

My family doe n' t put up Christmas lights. - Jono 
This is a private residence, man ... Hey, nice marmot! -The Dude 

Every single second is a chance to reinvent the universe; to reconfigure 
it around you or your elf in it to make sense of what you 're dealing 

with.- Jon Theodore 
When the power of love overcomes the love of power, the world will 

know peace. - Jimi Hendrix 
There's no "I" in team, but there 's a "U" in f***-up. -Bill Dejarnette 

fo one has ever, ever paid admi sion to see an excuse. - Mark Borchardt 

Scott Joseph, the fourth and final of the Sapp dynasty, leave fine furnishings, fixtures, and flotsam for the following federations, fellows, and females: To IFMU, · 
film studio and to the occer team, a scissors and po sibly double-scissors move. I leave TJ a tanic. Josh a ninja star, Isaac a space helmet, Sam some spam, and Jake 
a Bible/Bubble. Mike Renner gets NBA Jam dunks and cartwheel throw-ins. Austin Rundus gets an offer to be the next-Triple-X. Grant Loos gets a month-long stint with 
the Mars Volta. Kareem gets into Cream and Sheri Grill gets a lifetime upply of Puma hoes and apparel. Isaac Chambers gets to start his own colony. Sarah and Marika 
stop yelling and get along with each other very well. Micah Berman gets his own office and thanks for all his help in IFMU, which Alan Liang and Butters Kemball rise to 
fame taking over next year. John the subbie gets pterodactyl wings and coolness over the rest of his class. The German I class gets to be hip. My parents get to do whatever 
they want after I'm gone. I leave Ito Sensei well-behaved students, Mr. Sutton coonskin caps, and Mr. Stone that scorpion tattoo he's alway wanted. All faculty members 
counselors, and administrators get a big thanks for a good five years. If I forgot anyone, you get a big high-five and an apology. Read someone else's now. 
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Schapstck, Rosta, D'Andre 

Wait, onion rings have onions in them???- Annie 
Carol didn ' t wear her safety goggles - now she doesn ' t need them 
- Bergandine's poster 
Keep on guessing - chess assistant 
hahaha . . .. . SHUTUP- Colombo 
Granick, you poke so hard - Gong 
If he was a Nazi he would be cuddling with me - Gong 
Are you as old as Mrs. Morri yet? - Ian 
The president is acting like ad*** ..... tator- Jono 
Entropy is increasing in the system .. . - Marqui 
I didn 't know that undetermined constant had feelings - Ray 
It's not animosity, its just a different kind of love- Ray 
Subtle point, but now that you mentioned it I can quiz you on it - Ray 
Speed of light in furlongs per fortnight- Mr. Smith 
Esquize-fricken-moi- Sutton 
I am so tasty .... - Tony 
I want to taste manflesh - with barbeque auce - Tony 
You can 't recreate that "0 *** I'm falling" feeling- Tony 

I, Benjamin Schaap, being of usually ound mind and body, do bequeath my possessions to my mother, Linda, excepting the folowing: my pens to Ford and 
Annie, unless they precede me in death, in which case they shall go to JJ , Ihop shakes and excellent service to Larissa, free hair tyling to Angie, "appropriate" 
attire to Tianna and Anna for "No Pants Day", attendance to kendo club for Emily, the permission to present la t to Michelle M, genuine Mozart paintings for 
Alex, and happiness and love to the rest of you. 

There are known knowns and known unknowns, but there are also unknown 
unknowns, things that we dont know that we dont know. - Gin Rummy 

Mr. Treehorn treats objects like women, man. - The Dude 
I Love You- Nobody (Devin 's letter to Rohun) 

What's ' whooping it up' dad?- Mikey 

Abby, Abs, Six-Pack, Noodles, Soba 

I, the Majestic Stallion AbderRahman Sobh, hereby decree that the following peasants shall receive the following item : To Alan Liang I bequeath the title of 
"The Coolest Kid in School but Nobody Knows It" (as well as the privelige to pass it on once he graduate in a few years, as has been done with the title for 
generations), a levell20 that owns up almost everyone, and some common sen e. To Charlie Wan I give a level 120 that owns up Alan's (and Tommy will own 
up both of you). To Terry Qi, normal people to run with and lots of adventurous long runs. To Horace Wang, larger running hort . To Ammar Rizawn, another 
growth purt (you're gonna be like 7 foot man). To Lisa Boyce, Horace Wang. And finally, to all my teachers and coache , Mr. Sutton, Mr. Rayburn, Mrs. 
Majerus, Doug, Ian, Karl, Meg, and all the others that I wish I had room to list, the memories of all the fun times we've had and a heartfelt thanks. 
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Skeletor, Undie, Eazy E 

Well the four years went by and I made it out alive, then I started to 
live my real life. Now I'm happy and I'm free and this whole world belongs 
to me if you just hang on I swear you'll be all right. -Ghost Mice 
I was wise enough to never grow up while fooling most people into 
believing I had. - Margaret Mead 
Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can 
change the world. Indeed, it's the only thing that ever has. - Margaret Mead 
They won' t never know our name or face 
But feel our soul in free food they taste 
Feel our passion when they heat they house 
When they got power on the streets 
And the police don' t beat ' ern about 
Let's make health care centers on every block 
Let's give everybody homes and a garden plot 
Let's give all the schools books 
Ten kids a class 
And give 'ern truth for their pencils and pads 
Retail clerk -love ballads where you place this song 
Let's make heaven right here 
Just in case they wrong - The Coup 
Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that mat
ter. - MLK Jr. 

Didn' t you teach her not to engage with a chicken?- CJ on West Wing 
Missing a duck? Well here it is! Quack. Quack. 

-Me in response to Jackie's sweatshirt 
OMG it's exploding! It's like a Pop-Rocks honey mustard sauce! -Emily Karnrn 

If someone knows who he is, really knows, then he doesn't need to 
hate.- Madelene L'Engle 

It 's because you 're from Wisconsin ... - Josh to Krista 

Chewy, Irish, Beeka, 

I, Rebecca Wallig, being of partially sane mine and quasi-functioning body do hereby bequeath the following: To Kayla and Maddy-good running shoes 
and alarm clocks to catch our ever unreliable 2N Red; to Eunice and Caroline-representation of GLC; to Larissa-one more year and an extra copy of the 
Communist Manifesto; to Racheal-a better nick name than "Danville" and plenty of bling for your mads costume; to Daniel Borrup-a girl deserving of 
your car-loving, grill-crazy manliness; to Carl-a hug for all the times you need one; to Andrew-a little subbie to feed you pizza when you're a senior; To 
Jamie - lots of 8th hour Maria and to all the volleyball girls-many more seasons of record breaking. Oh, and to Zoe: a hug for all the times I've agreed 
with your self-deprication. 
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Mark, mtm 

Are you the cannon guy? - Lucy 
Babies make really fun biology projects. -Mr. Butler 
Hey Marquis can I have orne food? - Claire 
If something is so complicated that you can' t explain it in 10 seconds, 
then it's probably not worth knowing anyway. - Bill Watter on 
Alex is stuck, can everybody see that Alex is stuck? - Mrs. Jockusch 
The Four. "Lol", "Omg", "Wtf' and "Keke" ... They had come to 
destroy all we held dear ... - Bunny 
Heeryor lunboks. Hoffa gut tay askool.- Calvin 
It 's hard to recreate that "oh crap I'm falling" feeling -Tony 
She might turn out to be evil... or /Jewish/.- Rayburn 
It 's impossible to really understand somebody, what they want, what 
they believe, and not love them the way they love them elves. - Or
son Scott Card 
Reality continues to ruin my life. - Calvin 
In the beginning there was nothing. And the Lord said: 'Let there be 
light' and there was still nothing, but now you could see it. -Neil 
Gaiman • 

I, Marqui Wang, being of unsound "lind and tall skinny body, do hereby bequeath the following item to the following people: To the ches team. a state tro
phy. To the xc team, a killer squad and state next year. To Claire, someone else to mooch off of. To Michelle, bright unny happy days forever. To Linda, more 
subtlety, better memory, and another cousin to talk to. To Angie, two chuts and no chutbacks. To JJ, some candy. To Terry, all my secret pos es ions. To Horace 
and Lisa, the Cell Game class. To Alexx and Alex, more x 's and more digits of pi for your re pective name /screennames. To Lizzy, lots of fun illegal thing to 
do. To Elaine and Natsuki, a new clique, the EN or something like that. To Kareem, a little more maturity, but not too much. To Mr. Rayburn, my second best 
bed. To everyone else, my incerest apologie for missing you and my be t wishes for happine and success in all your venture . 

Have you ever noticed, in traffic, anybody going slower than you is an 
idiot, and anyone going faster than you is a maniac?- George Carlin 
Both optimists and pessimists contribute to our society. The optimist 

invents the airplane and the pessimist the parachute. - Gil Stern 
... grinding the feces of the poor.- Mr. Sutton 

I'd hate to lose this river. - Marquis en France 
That's the thing with French bread. When you leave them overnight, 

they really become a pain.- Marquis en France 
I can tell that it wasn 't a very good movie because I didn 't need to pee 

in the middle. - Nate G. en France 
... she nearly killed me. But MAN was she beautiful.- Edwin S. 

Ohkaayleh ... - Marshall 
If you take enough math, you won't remember any of it.- Ray 
Nuole: what happens when K+ and Na+ are equal in the body? 

Mr. Bergandine: well, you die 
Sous le ciel etoile enfin elle repose. - The Da Vinci Code 

I leave to those following after the class of 007, life full of mutual respect, eloquence, maturity, energy and spirit, confidence, creativity, a trong will , and 
contentment- moments of eureka, accomplishments all around, endorphins galore, love of the present camaraderie, les langues intemationale , goggle imprints 
upon your face , di coveries, labs and experiments, integrals, and the hereto unknown. I wish to express my appreciation to tho e who make Uni what it i . Let' 
not forget that taking a moment to step back from life will alway leave you in awe of all that i out there. 
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I'm not saying I'm gonna change the world, but I guarantee that I will 
spark the brain that will. - Tupac 
I have no mercy or compassion in me for a society that will crush 
people, and then penalize them for not being able to stand up under 
the weight. - Malcolm X 
The hardest thing is to forgive, but God does I Even if you murdered or 
robbed, its wrong, but God loves I Take one step toward Him, He takes 
two toward you I Even when all else fails, God'll support you.- Nas 
This was a brother you could believe. There was the sense that he 
was not in it for something. That was the extraordinary thing about 
him. He was in it because of his commitment to our liberation. 

I saw something that they had, and I wanted ... Someday you will meet 
these people who loved me into the Kingdom of God. 

Child, when do you think is the time to love somebody the moment 
when he's at his lowest and can't believe in himself 'cause the world 
done whipped him so! 

neveragam 
thatsbowed thesubbie whatnot todo: llove you too, no regrets and justgo forit,don 'tbe mebe Zhe. UFU: don 'tlose sigbtof the goal. Chumar: you get thesubbie team( especially N 
ancy),andan alley-oop dunkon yoursenior night,assi tedby Mike. Or I guessthe otherway aroundworks too.Mike:youget the2 inches !gained fromAir Alertbecause youdeserve 
them, putthem tobetter usethan ldid.Sam:sincel wasunable togive youmy leg,lam officiallygiving youthe mostincredible seniorseason ever.Ruthie: Youdon 't needanything 
fromrne,you'vegot itall alreadyjustbelieve. Pfander:lleave you periodical"good cry"s,so you can keep on playing better and better.Jessi:love,your secretbuddy(x2).All 
UHGBplayers: justwork yourbardest everyday,andyou willget it.Bill,Ileave youmy eternalthanks forliterally changingmy life,definitelyfor thebetter.Andlast,butdefioitely 
notleast:l leaveyou,myamazing classof 2011 ballers,theGREATEST lllGHSCHOOLEXPERIENCEany teamhas everhad,becauseyou deserveit,andso muchmore (includ-

tij~~=~;_:;!!!!:;;:!~~· ~I'~vee~v~er~~~~~:,weren'tspacing outfor).l ' ll beback tosee ou rulethe courtas seniors.Everyone elsejust keep it real. 

The Class of 2007 would like to dedicate the yearbook to Mrs. Sue 
Kovacs. There is perhaps no sound more familiar than that of Mrs. Kovacs 
striding down hallways during lunch, yelling at students to throw away 
their trash and get off of tables. Her vigorousness may have frightened 
us as subbies, but in our five years together we've come to appreciate 
her value. Mrs. Kovacs is our very own Uni superhero, descending upon 
wrong-doers with admirable ferocity and setting everything in Uni right. 
In addition, her office door is almost always open and we couldn't have 
gotten through these years without her pretzel supply. It goes without 
saying that our Uni experience would not have been complete without 
her. From all of us - thank you, Mrs. Kovacs! 

Gt<~K/;vMe 
2007 Yearbook Dedication 

The Class of 2007 , being of brilliant minds and godly bodies, do hereby bequeath the following to our beloved Sue Kovacs: an infinite supply of candy 
canes and pretzels, rape whistles that are blown only in times of emergency, a garbage can that pushes itself down the hallway, the sound of jingling keys , 
a "special" deck of cards, a PDA monitoring PDA, a cell phone signal jammer, tables free of people sitting on them, and a sincere thanks for showing us 
so much kindness . We love you, Sue! 
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CLASS OF 2007 



Sharajonnie Adams hands out Lofty Taffys during her run for US presidency. Dana AI-Quadi be
comes the governor of Virginia and starts a laboratory school at Virginia Tech. Emma Anselin wins 
a Pulitzer for her writing on world poverty. Lydia Ansermet moves to a remote island and becomes 
a Buddhist hermit. Devika Bagchi graduates from WashU and comes back to C-U to head the 
Orange Krush. Jonothon Baron gets into the Guinness Book for most words per minute. Henry Be
berman drops out of college to become a professional gamer. Michael Belmont, the MLS star, gets 
invited to be on Dancing with the Stars due to his quick footwork. Robert Boyce makes the best 
Japanese-English instructional swimming video ever. Amelia Breault becomes the editor-in-chief 
of a big-time magazine. Alexander Cahill starts a bass factory run by farm animals. Rachel Cascio 
arranges for McDonald's to open a branch in Uni's kitchen. lan Chen shaves his head completely 
and runs Camp Drake. Christine Cheng holds annual concerts for LIFE. Luke Chiang trains with the 
Shaolin monks and becomes a kung-fu master. Aria Collopy cures asthma and sets a new record 
in the 400M. Tony Costa gets kicked off of Xbox Live for making inappropriate comments. Robert 
Croisant changes his last name to Bagel. Anne Dixon marries Michael Phelps, but he divorces her 
because she wins more Olympic gold medals. Katy Easley proves she is always right. Elizabeth Ford 
writes a computer program that lets her style her hair however she wants, but is convinced to leave 
it the way it is. Benjamin Fu becomes the master of all Face book ninjas. Martin Geiger trades history 
secrets for books and creates the largest library in existence. Nicole Gong succeeds in proposing 
to every man in the universe. Martin Granick uses his violin skills to woo the ladies. Amanda Grill 
starts an international sports league for underprivileged children. Monah Habibullah plays violin in 
a band, but gets kicked out for affectionately biting a fan. Madeleine Hamlin wins Project Runway 
and starts her own clothing line. Daisy Hassani's scintillating life becomes the subject of WB's new 
hit show: the Hassanis. Jackie Hedeman becomes a famous playwright and wins the Nobel Prize 
for literature. Nicole Helregel marries Stewie Griffin and stars in the spin-off of Family Guy. Bethany 
Hutchens travels the world playing soccer. Ben Hyman ousts Ken Jennings for title of the most suc
cessful Jeopardy participant. Daniel Ito starts his own Kumon program for girls and hires Frankie as 
his head teacher. Devin Johnson becomes a hit film director and makes it to the Oscar's. Tomasz 
Kalbarczyk is hired as a sniper by FIFA to prevent future head butts. Emily Kamm becomes the 
world's most fashionable political tycoon. Sam Klein becomes the next prime minister of Israel. Tanya 
Kostochka's art brings her international fame, but she chooses to live under a secret identity and 
work for the KGB. Jonathan Kuck gives up speed skating to become a professional ice dancer. 
Annie Liang starts a female chess league and sponsors the new line of "magic" milk commercials. 
Julia Maher shows the world she has happy feet. Paige Martin actually pole vaults over the Eiffel 
tower. Josh Mitchell buys out Microsoft, Nintendo, and Sony. Krista Olson starts a company that sells 
soccer balls and swimming goggles made of cheese. Rohun Palekar beats out House, Meredith, 
and J.D. as the biggest doctor on TV. Chandra Pathuri lives with Belmont so they can argue about 
calculus answers every day. Jeremy Pillow becomes a star athlete who fails to be coherent at press 
conferences. Nicolas Pratt starts his own Christian rock group. Elizabeth Reese is the youngest person 
to win the TIME Person of the Year award for her anti-racism work. Emily Rosengren joins the New 
York Ballet Company, but leaves to start her own ballet school for kids. Scott Sapp rises to the top of 
the music charts for his hit album "Rohun." Benjamin Schaap surprises everyone by joining the mafia. 
Abder-Rahmen Sobh invents a new kind of fencing involving drumsticks. Eleanor Unsworth starts 
a one-woman crusade and brings sexual health awareness to every part of the world. Rebecca 
Wallig lives up to her "Big Red" title through pro-volleyball. Marquis Wang figures out how to hack 
into the CIA's computers, but is too lazy to complete the final step. Victoria 
Wang discovers a new element. Bianca Zaharescu returns to the U of I as 
women's basketball coach. 
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SENIOR 
HISTORY 

2002- 2007 

Subbie Year 
Subbie initiation over the summer; Ito misses it be
cause of a concussion. Emma breaks her wrist dur
ing Subbie Retreat. Subbie girls basketball goes 
winless. A water pipe bursts, so we have one of 
our few early outs. Math Counts doesn't win first at 
Regionals, thanks to Alex Zhai on Franklin's team. 
Mrs. Laughlin and Dr. J announce their retirement. 
Uni's spring musical cast is stunning in Bye Bye 
Birdie. We break in Miss Yi, Ms. Plisch, and Mr. 
Drevlow. The War in Iraq begins. Toychallenge 
team makes it to the national showcase. The U ni 
High 5K is cancelled, but we begin a new tradi
tion of running in the Twin City Twosome. Eight 
subbies are caught off-campus during the Engi
neering Open House and suspended for the day, so 
Ms. Morris decides we're not responsible enough 
for our science field trip. 

Couples: Annex Ike, Martin Granick x Anne (x2), 
Scott x Anne ( x2 ), Daniel x Mandy, Daniel x Julie, 
Devin x Lydia, Michael x Mandy, Mandy x Robert 
Ratcliffe. 

Freshman Year 

We lose Alice and Cole, but get Jeremy, Julia, 
and Eleanor. Ms. Patton becomes the new prin
cipal. Fall play is The Curious Savage. The sec
ond semester play is As You Like It. The U ni 
Gym mural is replaced by white paint and cov
ered with orange and blue mats. Uni joins the 
ECIC; we win titles in Boys and Girls Soccer, 
Girls Basketball, and Baseball. Daisy, Emma, 
Maddy, and Emily rock e-cybermission. Dick 
Beardsley comes to talk to us about drugs and 
running. 

Couples: Robert B. x Nicole G, Jono x Lydia, 
Daniel x Anne, Tony x Rachel, Tony x Nicole G., 
Jono x Devika, Jeremy x Anne, Alex x Krista, 
Liz x Robert Ratcliffe, Robert C. x Beckaa, 
Henry x Elizabeth, Mandy x Martin Crames, 
Bethany x Ryo, Eleanor x Eric Greenstein, Anne 
x Kevin Koenig, Luke x Amanda Rumppe, Devin 
x Zoif Foote. 

Sophomore Year 
We lose Mihai. Mrs. Laughlin comes back to teach the subbies. We all take the PSATand PLAN. The col
lege process begins. Computer incident results in tension throughout the school. We lose Spencer, Jake, 
and Taotao. The steam pipe between Uni and the Math House wins us a day out of school. George W 
Bush is re-elected. The Crucible makes it to the Illinois High School State Theater Festival. Herr W takes 
over baseball. Boys soccer has the winningest season in history at the time. Boys basketball dominates 
the Turkey tournament, finishing 23-5. Illini Men's Basketball has an unforgettable season, going 37-2 
and finishing as the NCAA runner-up. The spring musical is The Pajama Game. Jack leaves for Georgia; 
Stefanie leaves for Florida. 

Couples: Marquis x Nicole G., Tony x Mandy, Tony x Michelle Gao, Daniel x Ruthie Welch, Luke x Krista, 
Liz x Robert Ratcliffe, Paige x Hugh Monahan, Mandy x Blake Sage, Martin Granick x Amelia, Annex 
Kevin Koenig, Tony x Emily K., Bethany x Scott, Eleanor xEric Greenstein, Jono x Suran Yoo, Devin x 
Monah, Sam x Erin Hayes. 
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Junior Year 
Sharajonnie, Dana, Ben H., and Nick join the class. We lose Jimmy halfway through the year. Mrs. Jock
such announces her retirement. Uni-grad and volleyball team co-founder Amanda Palla comes back to 
coach the team to a new school record. The OG is born. Cliques result in discussion, criticism, and blog 
wars. A new English curriculum is born -- senior debates have become a memory of the not-so-distant past. 
Katrina hits. We take the ACT and SAT. Our first prom. Drevlow leaves; Ms. Tyson and Ms. Lucken join 
the teaching staff. Paige makes the All State Chorus Line. New tiles are put in the Kenney locker rooms 
when asbestos is spotted. Boy soccer wins ECIC again but loses in the 2nd round of the IHSA tourna
ment. Rumors is the fall play. Story Theatre is the spring play. Chess places 4th at State, a school record. 
32 students make it to the AIME. Newsweek recognizes Uni High as one of the nation's "public elites." 
One of our assistant track coaches is arrested for criminal sexual assault. University of Illinois president 
Joseph White comes to visit. Grinding controversy. Boys basketball wins 22 games and beats Unity at 
Unity. Miss Yi, now Mrs. Kim, heads to Boston. 

Couples: Emily K. x Nico Hualde, Robert B. x Elizabeth, Alex x Suran, Robert C. x Rose, Belmont x Beth
any, Luke x Krista, Devin x Monah, Amelia x Eddie McKinn, Daniel x Katie Ryan, Jeremy x Anna, Annex 
Kevin Koenig, Lydia x CJ Fall, Eleanor x Ben Erickson, Marquis x Angela l in, Daisy x Stephen Buzard, 
Ian x Beckaa, Ben H. x Nicole G., Mandy x Dekota Gates, Tony x Nicole H. 

Senior Year 
Girls cross country places fourth at State. Boys soccer starts off 
12-0 by beating Central in a thrilling 2-1 victory during its win
ningest season ever. Over a hundred students are excused from 
school to cheer on the team at the Class A sectional championship 
game, but the guys fall one game short of State. Volleyball im
proves upon last year's record and also has its winningest season 
ever. Chess places 8th at State. We labor over college applica
tions. Mrs. Jockusch comes back to rescue the staff from a math 
teacher-deficiency crisis. We go to Wisconsin Dells for the Senior 
Trip. The Chief does his last dance. New MSA position creates 
controversy. The OG "Tolerance at U ni" editorial gets capped at 
150 comments. Princeton and Harvard announce they're done 
with early admissions. Two snow days. Krista and Jackie's Stud
Prod plays get selected for Theatre Fest. Basketball clinches 3rd 
straight conference title. Our last of everything. Graduation. 

Couples: Luke x Krista, Belmont x Bethany, Devin x Monah, 
Marquis x Nicole H., Luke x Nicole H., Luke x Victoria, Mandy 
x Dekota Gates, Amelia x Jake Seeley, Martin Granick x Daisy, 
Jeremy x Anna Cangellaris, Marquis x Alejandra Collopy, Robert 
B. x Elizabeth, Daniel x Shivani Khanna, Emily K. x Nico Hualde, 
Sharajonnie x Noel Knox, Benjamin S. x Victoria, Marquis x Ja
mie Weiser, Annex Kevin Koenig, Annex James Urban, Ben H. x 
Nicole G., Eleanor x Bob Harmes, Lydia x Ben Erickson, Lydia x 
Jason Patterson, Luke x Feifei Lian, Robert B. x Nicole H. 

5 national events to 
remember 

GJ War in Iraq commences (2002) 

@ George Bush re-elected (2004) 

@) Saddam Hussein executed (2006) 

@) Hurricane Katrina (2005) 

@) Columbia Shuttle explodes 
during re-entry (2003) 

5 Uni events to 
remember 

GJ Hacking incident (2004) 

@ Tolerance editorial (2007) 

@) Girls Cross Country places 
fourth at State (2006) 

@ Guys soccer beats Central (2006) 

@) Grinding controversy (2005 
and onwards) 
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Best Ears 
Abby & Emily R. 

Biggest Flirt 
Granick & Devika 

Best Smile 
Rohun & Dana 

Best Couple 
Devin & Monah 
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Best Imaginary Couple 
Robert B. & Robert C. 

Most Likely To Be On 
Broadway 

Geiger & Paige 

Next Ruler Of the World 
Daniel & Emily K. 

Dirtiest Mind 
Tony & Rachel 

Best Eyes 
Granick & Bethany 

Most Athletic 
Belmont & Mandy 

Most Likely To Succeed 
Chandra & Annie 

Funniest 
Devin & Jackie 

Nicest 
Josh & Maddy 

Most Artistic 
Luke & Tanya 

Most Original 
Scott & Julia 

Spaciest 
Sam & Emma 



Happiest 
Granick & Emma 

Most Political 
Ben H. & Emily K. 

Most Changed 
Devin & Lydia 

Most Likely To Be Jailed 
Sam & Lydia 
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( l-r, t-b) Julia Maher enjoys some 
of fellow senior Marquis Wang 1

S 

birthday cake; The class of 007 got 
more muscle than Bond; Daniel Ito, 
Mandy Grill, Devika Bagchi, Tomasz 
Kalbarczyk, Dana Al-Qadi, Jeremy 
Pillow, Anne Dixon, and Lydia An
sermet enjoy the hot waters; Luke 
demonstrates mad cooking skills; 
Daniel Ito, Chandra Pathuri, Rohun 
Palekar, and Amelia Breault descend 
from a tunneled water slide; An in
tense game of Liar 1s Dice. 

Senior Trip 06-0lj 
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memories 

1. Photographing Fairies 
2. Whirling down the Hurricane 
3. lots of BS liar's Dice 
4. Food {x6 condos) 
5. Wealth 1n black diamonds 
6. Cakel Happy 17th, Mark 
7. Moose sightings 
8. Movies marathons (includ
ing Space Balls and Thank You 
for Smoking on the bus) 
9. Partyinl it up 
1 0. love all around 

The seniors left for a six-hour bus ride to Wiscon in Dells on Friday, March 2. Lodged at the luxurious Wilderness Resort 
condos- each complete with a pair of fireplaces, a hot tub, a fully supplied kitchen, and three TV's- the seniors received a well
deserved break from the mayhem of college applications, scholarship applications, and normal schoolwork. 

Saturday's activitie featured a trip to an indoor water park. The wave pool and the Hurricane were huge attractions, deserv
ing repeat visits the next day. Saturday evening, Mr. Sutton introduced the game Liar's Dice-- an immediate hit. Later, a cake 
was brought into a condo to celebrate enior Marquis Wang's 17th birthday. 

On Sunday, a group of about fifteen seniors was brought to Devil's Head, a ski resort. Among the group were experienced 
skiers and snow boarder , but also people who had never skied before in their life. Despite falls and missteps all around, the 
seniors found the experience to be truly incredible. 

Perhaps the best part of the senior trip, however, was the food. Lasagna, stir fry, curry, pancakes, cinnamon rolls, sandwiches, 
brownies, ice cream, bi cotti -- you name it; they had it. Walking from condo to condo, every senior had the opportunity of try
ing a variety of foods. 

After three days of stress-free fun and bonding, the eniors returned to homework and classes. The comforts of the trip disap
peared rapidly, but the memorie will stay a lot longer. 
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students 

pages in the yearbook 

FROM ORIENTATION TO GRADUATION, THE 2007 SCH 
YEAR WAS OUTSTANDING. FROM ALL OF US ON Tl 

YEARBOOK STAFF: HAVE A GREAT SJMMER! 

\oJR ~Q minutes in the school 
~~year 

~ snowdays 

comments on the "Tolerance at 
Uni" Online Gargoyle Article prior to (0) early dismissals 
commenting being closed {) 
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